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ABSTRACT 

Madura traditional Islamic culture started there since the Dutch colonial era in Indonesia, 
especially on the island of Madura. As the times , traditional culture has been fused with the 
community Madura Madura , especially in Bangkalan. In today's era of modernity , traditional 
culture has experienced a shift in meaning and cultural contestation. One example of modern 
culture Growing in Bangkalan Madura is Vespa trash culture fan communities. In the community 
many cultural rituals that becomes a lifestyle to be done by community members Vespa fans 
trash . 

Vespa trash culture fan communities grows and develops as a result of the strong 
legitimacy of the dominant culture in Bangkalan Madura famous with Islamic culture. Conditions 
and cultural situation in Bangkalan be an interesting study to set of problems amid the dominant 
culture . Spradley as ethnographic data analysis techniques to look for, and gather information 
from informants who then correlated with the conceptual framework . 

The results of this thesis describes the form of contestation between the fan community 
as a trash Vespa subculture with Islamic religious culture of Madura in the arena of power by 
risking their capital in accordance with the realm, featuring a variety of strategies to maintain 
(Islamic religious Madurese culture) or question the authority of the dominant culture (Vespa 
community). Boarding schools, mosques and religious rituals that culture has led to the moment 
the agent out of the structure to-madurese to move to trash vespa fan community anti-structure 
with culture of freedom and togetherness or referred to as liminal situation . 
 
Keywords : Lifestyle , Power Arena , Liminal Situation. 
 
Introduction 

Scooterist many emerging in various regions in Indonesia with a variety of cultures in 
their respective communities. Madura is an island with a high religious communities. 
TrashyVespa fan community is considered "weird" in the Madurese have plenty of room to 
interact. The impact of the interaction between scooterist with the Madurese, especially 
Bangkalan cause tension and negotiations in many arenas. 

Scooterist many who drive a Vespa and not ashamed to keep up with the latest output 
motors that are already using the technology of injection. They use methods that look stunning 
by creating or joining communities as well as modify Vespa to make it look different from the 
others. The desire to be different is an effort representation of social position within the 
framework of the mechanism construction assessment (Haryatmoko, 2010: 12). Scooterist 
belonging in the community are not aware of a form of representation of the structure of a 
particular set of people. Construction obtained by scooterist especially on trash vespa 
community is the fruit of the hands of the public vote. 

Vespa communities in Indonesia, including in Bangkalan, have the same pride of the 
Vespa. Scooterist emotions shape symbolized through spoken language, clothing and everyday 
actions. All the cultural attributes used by scooterist lifestyle Vespa fan community trash in 
Bangkalan Madura. Scooterist behavior in society Bangkalan many cultural friction resulting 
social dynamics in the arenas in society, especially in the Islamic arena. This is influenced by 
traditional culture inherent in Bangkalan society is Islamic culture that has existed since the 
Dutch colonial era to the present. 

The shift of traditional cultural values as a result of the modernization of cultural 
developments occurred in the trash Vespa fan community in the community Bangkalan. History 
influx of Islamic culture in Madura, especially in Bangkalan be the beginning of the entry of 
Islam on the island of Madura. Bangkalan famous for the religious community because of the 
many mosques and boarding school stands in the area. The impact of Islamic culture to Vespa 
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fan community trash into one unique and interesting thing to be a scientific study on the theme 
discourses exploring the space between tradition and modernity in Indonesia. 
 
The Entry of The History of Islamic Culture to The Island of Madura, Especially in 
Bangkalan 

Madura is a place where the birth of Islamic culture is very strong with his trademark is 
the number of boarding schools that grew and developed in four regencies in Madura. The 
number of boarding schools that are a representation of Islam in Madura sporadic Began in the 
early days of the empire in Madura and grown until now. Madura community structure that the 
majority religion of Islam is the identity for the Madurese as agents in the structure ofMadura. 
Madura Islamic religious culture that has been the identity of the Madurese begins with the first 
entry of the Islamic religion in Madura. Madura Island which hasfour districts, namely 
Bangkalan, Sampang, Pamekasan, and Sumenep, widely different areas but still majority 
embraced Islam. The first time the Islamic religion entered Bangkalan Madura through first, 
followed by three districts in Madura. 

R. Pratanu a propagator of Islam and the founder of the first mosque in Madura. R. 
Pratanu story embrace Islam Began when he was appointed crown prince to replace his father 
(Fatah, 2005: 17). R. Pratanu study of Sunan Kudus Islamic religion in Java and then 
succeeded his father King Pragalba to occupy Plakaran kingdom located in the east Arosbaya 
Bangkalan. R. Pratanu who had converted to Islam and Became king Arosbaya (1531-1592) 
got his nickname as a King Lemah Dhuwur (who is now his grave is located in the district of 
Arosbaya serve as religious tourism by Bangkalan). 

Communication relations between Arab countries and Indonesia, causing Madura plays 
an important role in the spread of the Islamic religion. The number of people who the make the 
pilgrimage to the holy land in Arabia and take a long time has Increased by Leaps and bounds. 
According Kuntowijoyo (1980: 313) in 1880 on the island of Madura are 896 Hajj, in 1890 the 
number has 1,364 people. The development of Madurese who pilgrimage significantly from year 
to year so that the spread of Islamic religious cultures in Madura spread quickly and thoroughly 
in many villages, especially in Bangkalan. 

A blend of Madurese culture with Islam, there are two terms, namely white and abangan 
Islam. Islam mutihan of muti'an (Arabic), meaning the devout Islam. While abangan of words 
aba'an (Arabic), that is, those flexible Islam, reject the Shari'a (Chodjim, 2003: 149). Islam 
mutihan commonly called students and progressed through the legitimacy of education in 
Islamic boarding schools in Bangkalan, one boarding school that had long been in Bangkalan, 
namely boarding Syeikhona Kholil. Abangan Islam embraced mostly by blater1 in Bangkalan. 
Bangkalan community has had Islamic lifestyle from the Dutch colonial era until now in the era 
of modernization. Likewise with Vespa fan community beggars who have a different lifestyle 
than the majority of Bangkalan Islamic society. Developments lifestyle trash Vespa fan 
community in the era of modernization currently visible from four communities in Bangkalan, the 
Scooba, Soak, Blester, and Besi. 
 
Lifestyle 

 The uniqueness and lifestyle that makes Vespa fans of trashy different communities 
have maintained their identity from exposure wave of popular or mass culture. The amount of 
trash Vespa community is in Bangkalan Madura according to the authors observed that as 
many as four communities scattered randomly Bangkalan. The Vespa community, among 
others: 
1. SOAK (Scooter Oriented Kamal Area) located in the district Kamal, one of the districts close 

to the port Perak-Kamal, a gateway to Bangkalan. 
2. Scooba (Scooter Automotive Bangkalan) has basecamp in Bangkalan. One of the Vespa 

community with the highest number of members. Vespa has various streams, ranging from 
classical, chooper and trash. 

                                                             
1Designation of people who feared or respected in Madura. Blater ritual process as the embodiment of Islam abangan the mystic 
science is to strengthen themselves in the fight carok or assist contention society is immune from attack enemies, then blater perform 
the ritual by visiting buju '(shrine) and read a few sentences in the yellow book. Knowledge of reading and understanding the yellow 
book through boarding school in Java, Madura spread. 
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3. Besi which is a continuation of Bangkalan Extreme Scooter Independent. A flow scooterist 
fans are leaning towards extreme or commonly known as trash Vespa community. 

4. BLESTER (Blega Scooter Rider) which is Vespa community located on the border between 
Bangkalan and Sampang. It is one of the most remote communities of the city Bangkalan. 
Distance does not mean obstruction, meaning that when there is an event fellow Vespa 
community, they (scooter Blega) surely come. 

Lifestyle is a unique way of everyone in achieving specific objectives that have been 
specified in a particular environment, where the person is located. A lifestyle based on the 
meaning that someone gave about his life or a person's unique interpretation of the inferiority, 
everyone will organize their lives each to reach its final destination and their struggle to achieve 
this (Calvin S. & Gardner, 1985: 79). Vespa fan community beggars come in Bangkalan around 
1994 simultaneously with the formation of scooba. From there lifestyle scooterist birth and until 
now survive in today's modern era. 

The scooterist touring and assembled as to meet the needs of human beings would 
desire as social beings. The desire to come together by Aristoteles said as zoon politicon, that 
human beings are basically always wanted to get together to hang out with other human beings 
in order to meet any needs (Suryana. 2001: 43-44). Accessories that are used ranging from 
toilet seats, head of cattle, and animals that have been preserved with alcohol. There is no 
requirement to modify the limits and in accordance with the tastes of those who have it. 
according to scooterist understanding, that look impressive vespa sloppy but with machines that 
are ready to be made far way, such as reflecting the personality of his fans, who seem "cool" 
and free of rules, but in his heart very uphold friendship. They really love to wander the beloved 
Vespa from city to city, and this is one manifestation of how vespa make their life colorful. The 
trip also makes solidarity grow and flourish among users vespa. Vespa fan community lifestyle 
that completely trash shabby, dirty, and very courteous considered contrary to the traditional 
culture of the Islamic Madura (full of good manners, cleanliness, and all-white clothes 
symbolizing purity). There is a saying Islam which says that: cleanliness part of faith. This is the 
key to get into the discussion about the power struggle in the Islamic arena. 

 
Islamic Arena 

Bangkalan community in particular, and Madura generally, famous for its Islamic culture 
is very strong, so anything that is forbidden by Islam automatically be avoided. Social spaces 
that there is a very nuanced with various attributes of Islamic cultural and religious practices, 
which is very different from the culture of trash that Vespa fan community is upholding the 
freedom of expression. In the language of Bourdieu, cultural differences are often exploited to 
widen and maintain class distinctions (use of the term "class" in this case is positioned in a 
double sense, namely socio-economic categories and certain quality level). Bourdieu mention 
one example, the "culture of consumption". Her cultural consumption has been determined, 
consciously or not, to fulfill a social function of legitimation of social differences (Bourdieu, 1984: 
5). Scooterist tend to perform negation of Bangkalan society in general, but they also follow the 
activities related to the practice of Islamic culture. 

As well as that expressed by Abah (founder and person in charge Blester) below: 
"Bulan puasa ini minggu depan ada takjil dan buka bersama di 
Bangkalan kota (minggu pertama). Minggu kedua di Kamal, dan minggu 
ketiga di Blega2.(Interview conducted on 18th July 2013) " 

Although the Vespa community has been viewed by the public trash Bangkalan with one eye 
and ignored its existence, but to do some routine scooterist mainstream culture, namely the 
Islamic culture. When writers come in Iftar organized by Blester, dishes presented to the 
scooterist of trash Vespa fan community Bangkalan very simple, far from luxurious. The dish is 
served just warm cooked rice and tea, different from Bangkalan community or communities 
other motors that make iftar along with food and beverage menu is varied and exclusive option, 
as seen below: 

                                                             
2
In this fast next week there Iftar in Bangkalan city (the first week). Kamal second week and third week in Blega. 
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Photo by: Teguh H. Rachmad (2013) 

Figure I.1 
(The event is organized iftar Blester and attended by all  

the trash Vespa fan community Bangkalan) 
 

Fashion that is used far from being formal, just wearing T-shirts with the theme of Vespa and 
flip-flops. Scooterist just wear modest clothing and attributes, without luxury. Nobody uttered 
criticism of scooterist to the host as the food or dish served less tasty. 

Vespa community culture makeshift trash, ranging from clothing, vehicles, and position 
scooterist while eating quite different to Islamic culture. The majority of people will use 
ordinances Bangkalan clothing and customs that have been adopted by mainstream culture. 
Will perform very striking difference between trashy Vespa fan community culture with Islamic 
culture if both are brought together in one place. Vespa fan community trashy culture to look 
sober, in contrast with Islamic culture that must be obeyed. Both cultures were rarely, if ever 
matched in one event and the same place. 

Vespa fan community trash not only participate in the race or the events on the days of 
the Islamic religion, but also to follow religious events in daily life while he was in the middle of 
the Madurese, especially in Bangkalan. One example that comes scooterist in a religious 
ceremony that is Didit tahlilan as chairman of the Besi. Didit attend tahlillan consecutive week 
after taking place every day until the seventh day. Then held back on the fortieth day and 
hundredth. Events tahlilan a ceremonial ritual that is practiced by the majority of the people of 
Indonesia to commemorate the day of death. Taken together, gather relatives, along with the 
surrounding Bangkalan community to read some verses of the Qur'an, dhikr, and with certain 
prayers. Because of the material contained a sentence reading tahlil repeated (hundreds of 
times even up to a thousand times), then the event is known as "Tahlilan". Didit who despite 
coming at a religious ceremony in Bangkalan, nonetheless received a satire of the surrounding 
community, as said by the head of the local neighborhood, "vespa child was also able to 
participate tahlilan!". The response from Didit just smile and nod of the head indicating that Didit 
accept the satire. 

Scooterist in Bangkalan and joined the Vespa fan community trash almost all will come 
in events that are packed according to Islamic culture Bangkalan, such as regular lectures and 
read verses of the holy Qu'ran. Cultural attributes are used to adjust the Islamic culture and is 
not the same as being in a community vespa trash. One example is disclosed by members 
scooterist Soak, namely Simon; 
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" Kalau di rumah saya memakai pakaian yang bersih dan muslim. saya juga 
harus professional dalam memakai pakaian dan kondisinya seperti 
apa.3(Interview on 1 July 2013) " 

Simon4 dressed in a clean and tidy condition recitation attending events to confront Islamic 
culture in Bangkalan. Clothing worn by Simon, not only imposing and focused way of acting, but 
also requires to face the exterior world (Eco, 2004: 256). 

Trashy Vespa fan community does not recognize the existence of strata grading, as in 
Bangkalan people who know Duke class (descendant raden or kings in Madura), kiai or 
religious leaders, Bangkalan district government leaders, cultural, and commoners. Scootersit 
all together in a community, sharing together, love, sorrow, sad, happy and feel the 
phenomenon of living together, throw ideas - ideas that are contrary to the sense of 
togetherness. Scooterist creating alternative spaces with class equation for a moment out of the 
regulatory structure or Islamic religious Bangkalan called Victor Turner as liminal situation5. 
Turner also explains the relationship between the agent with a structure in liminal situations: 

“It is as though there are here two major "models" for human interrelatedness, 
juxtaposed and alternating. The first is of society as a structured, differentiated, 
and often hierarchical system of politico-legaleconomic positions with many 
types of evaluation, separating men in terms of " mor e " or "less." The second, 
which emerges recognizably in the liminal period, is of society as an unstructured 
or rudimentarily structured and relatively undifferentiated comitatus, community, 
or even communion of equal individuals who submit together to the general 
authority of the ritual elders.” (Turner, 1977: 96) 

As Turner described above are correlated with scooterist then the agent will experience a 
transition from the structure to the Madurese culture vespa fan community trash. The transition 
was marked by place, time, manner of dress, and customs differ from Islamic religious culture, 
and some have tended to oppose it. Concept for scooterist trashy clothes with a jacket, shirt 
and pants at all concerned with aspects of hygiene. Getting dirty, shabby, and tear the higher 
level of interest scooterist to wear it. Vespa fan community trash looks like less work, it felt too 
slovenly, motors much garbage, so many people Bangkalan view them negatively. 

Action " cool " performed by Vespa fan community trash in Bangkalan is one way to get 
out of the structure of the religious culture of Madura. Scooterist try out while on the Madurese 
to obtain the freedom of the individual. Culture in the trash Vespa fan community who have the 
same position regardless of class makes the Madurese as scooterist was getting his freedom. If 
scooterist it has gained experience with various attributes of cultural freedom vespa trash in the 
community, then he will come back again into the religious structure of the Madurese 
community. 

Alternative spaces created by scooterist in Bangkalan refers to a rite of passage that 
resulted in three phases: separation, Margina and aggregation6. Madura people who come out 
of the structure of Madurese culture will be referred to as scooterist and undergo ritual process 
Vespa fan community trash. Clothing and lifestyle Madurese be scooterist will change from 
clean to dirty, from good to bad habits, and from structural to independent. This phase is 
referred to as phase separation or segregation. Time and space began to make a habit of 

                                                             
3If in my house wearing clothes that are clean and Muslims. I also have professionals in wear and what the conditions are like. 
4Simon is a nickname for Vespa fan community trash "Soak". Simon is the son of one of the teachers of the Koran, and is the son of the 
owner of the boarding school in Lamongan. Most settled in Kamal-Bangkalan Madura, rather than having to return to his home nearby, 
namely in Surabaya. The house is in the area of Surabaya was used as a gathering place Koran and Islamic cultural events. Simon daily 
life as a student and always bring vespa when to campus. 
5Liminal situation, in view of Turner, is a situation where everyone has equal opportunity to all the existing attributes. Specifically 
Turner discusses about liminality associated with head or authority of a region. When the person is in the process of liminal, then he is 
not positioned as the head, but has the same position and is equivalent to the general public. In this condition, the various attributes of 
the head was not fully utilized, since the head (or prospective head) alone is in a position liminal. After the liminal process occurs, then 
the head will occupy the position that is available to him and enter into the structure of society. 
6Liminality is a concept borrowed from Van Gennep, are simply used to refer to the rite of passage or rites de passage. Rite of passage 
itself happens to mark a change or transition point, state, social status and age. Implementation of a rite of passage was implemented in 
three phases, namely the separation, Margina, and aggregation. The separation is characterized by the formation of symbolic behavior 
which is a marker for separation of individual (or group) from its initial position in the social structure. Margina is the position, in which 
the individual (or group) has not been able to fully release its attributes, while not yet able to fully achieve the new attributes. While 
aggregation is characterized by the formation back through the provision attributes after the inauguration process is completed (Turner, 
1977: 94-95). 
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Madurese who became scooterist to undergo daily routine with ideology Vespa fan community 
trash. However, scooterist it still can not leave the Madurese culture that affect Islamic religious 
dress that still use religious symbolism that cap in the middle of the community gathered vespa. 
Moreover, also by modifying vespa using Islamic symbols in certain moments. This is referred 
to as phase Margina or marginalization. At events held by the Islamic cultural and religious 
figures, the Vespa fan community trash will also attend the celebration at the same time, as in 
the event Idhul Fitr, Eid al-Adha, Nuzulul Quran, and many other events. At this time referred to 
as the aggregation phase. Three phases are automatically also made by all scooterist in 
Bangkalan. 

 
Summary : 

Islamic culture is Bangkalan Madura traditional culture that has existed since the Dutch 
colonial era to the era of the kingdom Plakaran led by R. Pratanu and given the title as king 
duwur weak. Madura is famous for Islamic religious culture with various attributes of its Islamic 
culture, such as skullcap, gloves, veil, rosary, and Muslim garments that symbolize the sanctity 
of Islamic Shari'a compliant has become habitus for the majority of the Madurese, especially 
Bangkalan. Boarding school who stood in Bangkalan with a relatively large amount because 
almost in every village / wards are boarding. 

Islam is in Bangkalan now (in the 20th century) is the result of the construction of Islamic 
identity in the past. Modernity affect traditional culture Bangkalan become more diverse. 
Islamization in Bangkalan got the negotiations and the voltages of various popular culture, 
especially the culture of trash Vespa fan community. Freedom, togetherness and family is one 
of the guidelines in the scooterist lifestyle Vespa fan community. 

Modernization requirements for flexibility and freedom of expression raises an Islamic 
cultural contestation Bangkalan with scooterist in all arenas, particularly in the cultural arena. 
Vespa fan community member who is Bangkalan community with a fairly high Islamic culture 
ultimately must undergo a change of identity in accordance with the circumstances in 
Bangkalan Madura society called the liminal situation. 

Scooterist will experience two different cultures, traditional and modernity, which are 
both very contradictory. Traditional culture will be a lot of regulatory requirements and levels of 
strata in society became one of the emergence and development of modern culture. Liminal 
situation can create agents are in two different cultural structures. Bangkalan Islamic society 
can be in the structure of traditional culture with many rules and grading, then in different times 
they also can become a member scooterist with the requirements of modern culture of freedom 
and togetherness. Any time Bangkalan community that has entered into a trash Vespa fan 
community member, will also return to its initial structure Bangkalan Islamic cultural structure. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of information and communication technology gives impact to the 
users. It gives positive impacts and negative ones as well. There are harmful effects of 
communication technology  toward the  change  of  communication  behavior  such  as  the  
decline  of  the  quality  of  face  to  face interpersonal communications, the destruction of family 
to the loss of power and authority, the increase of crimes among youngsters that will lead them 
to sexual harassment. The problem of this research is formulated as is there a positive and 
significant effect between the development of  communication technology  to the change of 
communication behavior. The objective of this research is to find out and analyze those effects. 
Incidental sampling  is implemented to collect data for this research. There were 623 
valid questionnaires which will be analyzed in this research. These will be presented through 
descriptive statistic and statistical analysis. This research is a quantitative method research with 
linear simple regression by means of SPSS 20. The result of the research showed that 29% 
variance of the change of communication behavior can be explained by the change of score in 
communication technology  variable whereas 71% is caused by other factors. Correlations (R 
0.539) with degree of significance 0.000<0.05 became the proof to reject H0. It means that the 
hypothesis there is an effect between the development of communication technology towards 
the change of communication behavior cannot be rejected. The findings of this research are the 
change of communication such as openness, instance, practicality, self-confidence, innovation, 
inclusion, and technological literacy. On the other hand, there are  negative  communication  
behaviors  such  as  extravagance,  deficiency  of  privacy,  individualism, procrastination, 
anxiety, indolence, insensibility, decline of reading habit, and emotional.   

 
Keywords: Communication Technology,  Interpersonal Communication Behavior, Backwash 
 

Introduction  
The technology of information and communication specifically interpersonal 

communication technology is growing instantly. One of portable communication technologies is 
handphone. It is a very practical and functional wireless communication device. Today, it has 
developed into smart handphone which is familiar with the name of smartphone. It is not only a 
matter of developing the technology but also the increase of quantity. There are a lot of 
smartphone brands. It means, consumers have been given a lot of choices  depend  on  the  
needs,  fund,  functions,  as  well  as  the  fanaticism  of  certain  brands.  The development of 
smartphone is unstoppable when Barack Obama, now the President of the United States of 
America, used one of smartphones. He used Blackberry to develop social networks to help his 
political campaign in 1997. It was introduced in Indonesia in 2004 by Wimar Witular and 
Blackbery is still the first choice of smartphones in Indonesia with 33.4% market share. It 
assumed that three out of ten buyers must buy Blackberry.  

The  development  of  smartphone  spreads  out  all  over  the  world.  Communication  
between  friends, relatives, and anyone else who lives in distance can be done easily with such 
a simple device.  The invention of smartphone breaks down time and space difference. 
Everyone can be connected to anyone else in this globe. It seems that everyone in this world is 
very close one to another. They can interact with one another whenever and wherever.   

In the era of smartphone, there are problems which drive this research. First, the decline 
of face to face interpersonal communication quality and quantity. The advance of technology 
makes wider gabs between individuals.  They  prefer  communicating  on  the  phone  by  
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means  of  cell  phone  and  internet  to communicating face to face. Meeting or talking between 
friends, colleagues, fellow workers, families, and neighborhood is now gradually fading. Old 
traditions such as visiting relatives or friends are fading too. This takes place not only in big 
cities but also in remote areas. Small talks and visits are replaced by face book,  twitter,  and  
other  social  networks.  Face  to  face  communication  is  replaced  by  telephone 
conversation. It is because conversation on the phone, truly, is easier and cheaper compared to 
talking face to face especially when the speakers live in distance.   

Secondly, disintegrated family and love affair is increasing. It is caused by the advance 
of communication technology. Users can communicate with one another easily without worrying 
being witnessed by his wife or her husband or someone else. Deterioration marriages happen 
because of this chance. It is easy for everyone now to get in touch with people and to get new 
friends. Even, they can reach their old girl or boyfriends by means of facebook and other social 
networks. They look happier speaking to other people on facebook rather than talking face to 
face.   

Thirdly,  the  advance  of  communication  technology  increases  crimes.  This  
development  triggers kidnapping young girls or disappearing of young women. Almost every 
day we see on newspaper or on TV that facebook has just got victims. This crime happens 
when they meet on social media. Day by day, their relationship is getting more intimate. 
Communication intensity makes them less control and their curiosity is getting higher. Lack of 
social control and self-control make them do bad things and lose their dignity and good names.   
 

Fourthly, consumerism.  Using advance technology means money. Users should spend 
more money for telephone bill. Online shopping is also very popular nowadays. Practicality and 
accessibility are the main reasons for online shopping. It is easier, economical, practical, easier, 
faster, and cheaper because they don‟t have to go to shopping places or shopping malls in 
heavy traffic. We don‟t have to be tired since the goods we want will be delivered soon. It takes 
one day downtown or two days out of the city. This behavior opens new opportunities for doing 
business. On line shopping offers many kinds of goods and services. Term of payment is also 
easy. It is cash on delivery or they can pay by credit card or by bank transfer. This new behavior 
is supported by a research done by Andrew Stephen, a professor from Pittsburgh University 
and Keith Wilcox a professor from Columbia University. It was reported that people tend to be 
difficult to manage their money so that they tend to be wasteful.   

Those  problems  are  very  potential  to  be  analyzed.  This  research  is  done  to  see  
the  impact  of communication technology smartphone towards the change of interpersonal 
communication behavior. We hope that this research will be useful to give a description that 
communication technology smartphone gives impact for users. In the end of the research, it will 
be reported the research findings.  
 
Research method  

This research is a quantitative research and questionnaire is applied to collect data. The 
samples are determined by purposive incidental sampling method.   The respondents are 
higher school students and employees in Jakarta. The questionnaire is distributed to anybody 
personally or via email. There are 623 respondents fill out the questioners. Then, the data are 
analyzed by using SPSS 20 for Windows to see the effect of the use of smartphone to the 
change of interpersonal communication behavior. The hypothesis of the research is: „there is a 
positive and significant effect of the development of ICT towards the change of communication 
behavior‟.  

 
Communication and life  

As social creatures, we cannot avoid communicating with other  human beings. People 
always involve in any communication activities started from early in the morning to the time to 
sleep, from born to the time to die. Early in the morning a father or a mother will awake his/her 
son or daughter, ask him/her to take a bath, to have breakfast, say goodbye when he/she goes 
to school. A driver is instructed to check the car to make sure that it is just find. Then, he will 
receive an instruction to take the employer to the office. Arriving in the office, he/she will read a 
report from his/her employees and then he/she will meet any kinds of clients or guests. In short, 
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people will always deal with many kinds of communication activities. They communicate to 
manage the inveronment or to fulfill their needs or objectives. Communication is used to 
develop and maintain harmony in life (Suranto, 2011:20).  

Interpersonal communication according to Kathleen S Verderber in Budyatna (2011:14) 
explained that interpersonal communication is seen as a process of communication which 
depends on meaning it developes to manage the environment. Additionally, interpersonal 
communication does not always take place because of certain objectives. People communicate 
something by coincedence and what they are doing is giving symbol to others. Have you ever 
met a person whose body is full of tatoo? What are you doing? You might, without any 
instruction, keep away from him. You will think that he is not a nice guy.  

 
The function of interpersonal communication is to control the environment to get certain 

rewards; they are pysical, economical, or social rewards (Budyatna, 2011:27. How can it 
happen? It is illustrated on a communication between a boss and his subordinates. When the 
employees are diligent, productive, and dicipline, actually they are communicating themselves 
to the boss. They want to know that they are commited good employees. The boss might 
increase their salary or he might give them relevant rewards. The boss might  also receive 
rewards from what he is doing, i.e. the employees will be satisfied. As a result, both the boss 
and the subordinates will be motivated to improve their working performance. They will  be  
motivated  to  do  better.  This  idea  is  supported  by  Suranto  (2011:79)  that  the  function  of 
interpersonal communication is to construct and to develop good relationship among 
individuals, to convey message, to change the behaviour, to solve problems, and to develop 
self image.   

 
Communication and means of Communication development 

Interpersonal  communication  will  be  effective  if  it  happens  in  dialogues.  The  
communicator  and interlocuter  decode and incode messages (Soyomukti, 2010:143). Due to 
the fact that two communicators are close one to another, they can see their facial expression, 
eye contact, and body language. They, therefore, may set up empathy. According to Suranto 
(2011:15), the  characteristic of interpersonal communication is that the communicators are very 
close, physically and psychologically. It is because communication should take place face to 
face.   
Is face to face communication still relevant? Today, everyone has cell phone, even school 
children. It did not happen ten years ago where communication technology was not handphone. 
At least they had to go to public phone to communicate on the phone or they used home phone 
to communicate. This situation forced anyone to meet in order to share messages.  

Do you happen to observe a couple of young girl and boy eating in a restaurant? First, 
they order some food to eat. While waiting for the food served, they don‟t talk to each other. 
They tend to see his and her handphone. They are both very active operating  their handphone. 
When the order is ready, they eat together and they are sometimes still busy with their 
handphone. To whom do they communicate? Do they  need  a  handphone  to  communicate  
with  someone  in  front  of  her/him?  They  might  have communicated with someone else 
somewhere.   

Have you ever had an experience of talking to your husband or wife or your child but 
he/she is busy receiving phone calls? Extremely he/she has to leave you for a while to 
concentrate talking with someone on the phone. He/she doesn‟t want you to listen their 
conversation. You are not as conspicuous as the one on the phone. What do you do if you are 
teaching but your students are very busy playing their handphones? They don‟t listen to you. 
What are you doing seeing such an experience? It seems that there is a change of 
communication behavior. Technology does make these changes.  

Before  handphone  appeared,  communication  was  done  by  writing.  Letter  was  a  
popular  means  of communication. Besides, people employed season greeting cards. They 
wrote a note on Christmas, Lebaran, and other memorable events. But the world is changing. 
Letter is replaced by short messages which are sent via hand phone. Sending messages via 
hand phone becomes very fashionable because the message can be sent easily, cheaply, 
quickly, simply, and accurately. The message can be received quickly and can be replied as 
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quickly as possible. 
Almost every information can be reached by a handphone or  smartphone. Why is it 

called smartphone? It is a handphone but it has more facilities. It is smart since it can be used 
to access information, news, entertainment, and so on. Internet connection is an advantage. 
Not only gives information but this device will  give  entertainment such  as  games,  video,  
music, TV,  radio.  As  such,  communication is  very affordable, easy, and fast. The message 
can be distributed quickly.   
 
Effectiveness of interpersonal communication  

Interpersonal communication is a process of delivering ideas or information from one 
person to another by means of certain channel (in general it is dyadic) so that the counterpart 
will understand what is said (Suranto, 2011:71). Interpersonal communication gives huge 
impact since it is almost no distance (face to face) and they do not use any device. The sense 
of communication will be divergent if they implement communication device. Effectiveness of 
communication does not take place by technology they use but it depends on the message they 
deliver because face to face communiation has emotional relationship. Communication  quality  
depends  on  two  major  factors,  personal  centered  perspective  and  situation centered 
perspective. The first refers to the basic characteristic of human being that is biological 
creature. The biological factor refers to the nature of human being which is the same as 
animals. Human beings  likewise feel hungry, thirsty, and sometimes furious. In such situations, 
he cannot focus and concentrate on the interlocutor. Pysicological factor refers to human being 
who has psycological power such as cognitive, affective, and conative (psycomotoric).   

Interpersonal communication is effective if (Suranto, 2011:77) communication has given 
three criteria (1) the  message  can  be  received  and  understood  by  the  receiver  as  what  
is  expected  to  be  by  the communicator, (2) message is followed up with volunteer relevant 
action, (3) communication develops the quality of relationship among persons. The three 
characteristics will support harmony relationship (Soyomukti, 2010:155). This can happen if the 
interpersonal relationship has equality, balance, trust, and clear objective and common value 
from both sides. The second part is situational centered perspective. Communication is seen 
from situational perspective. It is influenced by the characteristic of media and the characteristic 
of social culture.  

Effectiveness of interpersonal communication can be seen from the perspective of five 
principles of communication effectiveness (Suranto, 2011:80); respect, empathy, audible, 
clarity, and humble. Firstly, it  is  respect.  Reward  or  respect  is  awarding  every  receiver  of  
the  message  someone  delivers.  As communicators, we have to develop respect among 
communicators and to respect them. Adjudication can be given such as good eye contact, 
smile, attention, response, and so on. What do you do when you are talking to someone while 
she/he does not look at your eyes? He/she looks at something or someone else? You might 
think that she/he is not interested in talking with us or he/she neglects us. Every communicator 
should give reward to the counterpart to avoid offending other people.   

Second, empathy. Empathy is the ability to put ourselves on someone‟s shoes. It is the 
ability to put ourselves on someone‟s condition. Empathy communication is done by 
understanding and listening someone else. The communicators should develop openness and 
trust in order to be able to cooperate or to keep our synergy to others. Empathy will develop our 
capability to deliver messages in such a way so that the receiver will easily receive the 
messages without psychological constrain and rejection from the receiver. When developing a 
conversation, every communicator should set up a condition in which both sides show interest 
of willingness to listen to one another. In some cases, a communicator tends to dominate the 
others.   

Third is audible. Audible means can be listened and comprehended easily. Empathy 
means we have to listen first and receive the feedback whereas audible means that the 
message we deliver can be encoded by the receiver. To do so, we have to see the route of 
utterance of the other communicator. The bad thing is that we are too busy thinking of what we 
are going to say instead of listening to what he/she is saying to us.   

Fourth is clarity. It is not only a matter of understanding messages but rather the clarity 
of the message itself to avoid misunderstanding or misinterpretation. Clarity means  also  
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openness  or transparence. Developing transparence and openness should be employed in 
every interpersonal communication. This will effect on personal trust of the receiver.  

Fifth is  humble.  Humble  is  still  related  to the  first  principle.  It  is  about  respecting  
others.  When communication  refers  to  the  five  principles,  everyone  can  be  an  
extraordinary  communicator. Interpersonal communication is not a debate so that we need to 
interrupt. Interpersonal communication is a non-formal setting so that communicators need 
relax situation, no pressing or dominating upon others. Interruption might create miserable 
moment. Without attention to the other communicator, it will result on one way and arrogant 
conversation.   
 
Ethic and communication etiquette  

We are so familiar with ethic. A son or a daughter  does not have ethic when he does 
not respect his parents. The word „ethic‟ is also common in business. Ethic is sometimes related 
to code of conduct for doctors, journalist, teachers, and mention some. In some universities, 
ethic becomes a subject; business ethic, and professional ethic. Ethic and etiquette mix one to 
another. Bertens (2011:6) said that there are three meanings of ethic. Ethic is used for calling 
values and norms for a group of people or society. People see ethic as a set of principles 
people hold and believe. Ethic is a system. Yosephus (2010:33) in his book titled „Business 
Ethic‟ said that ethic directs people to a philosophy why they are alive and why they should live 
in harmony and should live side by side with other people. Ethic as value system should be held 
by us whenever and wherever and ethic is seen as science about what is good and what is bad 
as  
well.  

Ethic is different from etiquette. Ethic is morality whereas etiquette is why to behave in 
such a way that we are accepted in the society; which is polite and which one is not polite, 
which one is allowed to do which one is prohibited. Etiquette will work when there is human 
being in a certain situation or a particular culture. For example, we are not allowed to eat while 
talking in Central Java. He/she has to use “kromo inggil’ to speak to older people. In a 
company, someone gets hold of etiquette when she/he is discipline, firm, neat in dressing, is 
willing to work hard, is willing to speak politely to anyone around her/him. She/he smiles to 
anyone to indicate that she/he is so friendly. She/he can be more than just polite.  

What do you think about corruptors, mafia, and other public figures who are trapped in 
dirty play? They are neatly dressing. They are polite to anybody. They are so friendly. This kind 
of person occupies ethic but she/he does not own etiquette in life. When doing business, for 
example, he/she is not fair. She/he likes manipulating financial reports, he/she corrupts the 
company money, nepotism, etc. It is easy to tell a lie  before  the  court.  When  Angelina  
Sondakh  responded  the  question  before  the  court  about  her Blackberry . “Do you use 
blackberry in 2010”? She said „no sir‟. “I didn‟t have any blackberry at that time”. Is it true? She 
said, “yes sir”. Her behavior does not show etiquette though she holds ethic very much. 
Breaking this rule does not make the people immoral. Breaking the rule is a matter of ethic. 
Ethic is the effort of human being in order to live in harmony in the society.   
 
When is communication effective?  

The  success  of  interpersonal  communication  depends  on  how  far  the  participants  
involve  in  the conversation. There are three important factors; respect, totality, priority. 
Communicator should respect the other communicator as each communicator is important. The 
communicator should give reward to the communicant and so does the communicant.  Both 
parties should show the willingness to get involved in the communication. The cost they give 
should be in balance with the reward both sides will receive.  Reward is not financial sense but 
it can be just attention, smile, response, feedback, laugh, and so on. Can you imagine when a 
father is talking to his son but his son does not pay attention to him?  He might be angry 
because there is no attention, no reward. What will you do when you are talking to your brother 
but there is not response, no eye contact, no attention? What are you doing when you are 
teaching in the class while the students are very noisy or they just chat to other students? I think 
you might feel upset. When there is no reward, the communication will not take place 
successfully.  Secondly, it is totality. Two speakers on the interpersonal communication are 
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equal. They are supposed to be active in sending message through eye contact, body language 
or facial expression. Both parties are willing to exchange messages to get meaning. Bad eye 
contact, body language, facial expression or even good response will create unhappy moment. 
He/she might think that  he/she is not interested in the topic or the person. A teacher will be 
very enthusiastic when the students are very active asking and responding or giving opinion. 
The teacher will be very angry or very disappointed when the students are not totally in the 
class, physically, emotionally,  and psychologically.  

Thirdly, it is priority. In some cases we have many things to do. They are about the 
deadline. You have to meet clients from overseas. At the same time you have to interview a 
new employee. We can‟t of course do two different things at the same time. The ability to 
choose will be very important.  The interview should be done first since it is scheduled first. 
Devito (2011:292) said that developing a good relationship needs to consider two things. First, 
self confident or feeling good. Communicator will feel happy if he is with someone who is happy, 
too. When both parties are in a good condition, they might set up a conducive  communication.    
Second,  immediacy.  Immediacy  refers  to  togetherness  between  the communicator and the 
communicant.  Attention, willingness to be a good listener,  and willingness to be involved in 
communication will support good interpersonal communication. Besides, good eye contact and 
body language will lead to a successful interpersonal communication. When both parties give 
and take reward, they will be happy. 
 
Communication behavior  

There are many kinds of communication behavior we find every time. One day, we see 
our friend keeps silent. We know that silent is communication means many things. Silent is 
meaningful. As friends, we will questions ourselves. What‟s going on with her? The change of 
behavior becomes a problem because it gives effect to the others. What do we do in such a 
situation? We might try to find information about her or we will try to guess. We will think that 
she might be sick? She might have serious problems? The information we have just collected is 
used to see her behavior is called effect and perception as well. Psychological condition will 
effect on this cause and effect perception. An individual will give meaning of what she/he sees. 
Heider called it as attribution style. Any condition will cause interpretation depend on attribution 
style. For example, when someone has positive attitude and optimism towards working 
performance, for example, he/she will work as good as possible to reach the company 
objective. According to Jallaludin (2009:20), human behavior is a result of study to the 
environment. Behavior is a result of experience and it is driven by the needs to make more 
enjoyable life and to lessen the burden of life. It indicates that human being is easy to change 
and is easy to be changed by the environment. Aside from the environment, behavioral change 
is caused by personal driven such as the needs to persuade. He/she has the ability and wants, 
efforts, feeling of liking something, task he/she has to complete, and because he/she is 
introduced to do something.  

Edward E Sampson in Syam (2011:42) said that communication behavior is caused by 
personal factors. He  said that personal factors such as  motive,  instinct, personality, and  
cognitive  system are  more dominant than environmental factors. Besides, behavior is 
determined by socio-genetic factor such as the needs to explore new experience, needs to get 
responses, self-esteem, security, self-identity, and needs to develop his quality of life. 
Communication behavior can also be seen from the point of view of Social Exchange Theory by 
John Thibaut and Harold Kelley. It is explained that relationship between individuals is seen 
from economy context. This kind of relationship is seen as economical principle.  Individuals 
develop relationship based on reward and cost. Communication takes place because 
individuals are giving and taking something. The reward and cost must be in balance. When the 
reward is smaller than the cost, communication might be inefficient. When the reward is more 
than the cost, communication might be good. The relationship might last longer and individuals 
will try to keep the relationship.     

Reward and cost in communication is different from that in economy. Reward in 
communication can be a smile, response, eye contact, etc. Cost can be bed attitude, no eye 
contact, no interest, no attention, etc. Look at this example. When a teacher is going to teach, 
he should make any cost. He has the willingness to share knowledge with students. He has to 
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prepare the lesson before class. He has to spend an hour or so to get to school. He has to go to 
school by public transportation or private transportation. It means he has to give cost such as 
power, time, etc. What should a teacher receive as reward? He hopes the students pay 
attention to his teaching. They listen to him. They give positive attitude. They get good scores. 
They pass the test. He might receive reward from his colleague such as greeting, smile, care, 
attention, spirit, etc. Reward is not always financial one. The non-financial reward will be more 
precious than money. Inner satisfaction will be more menaingful than just physical  satisfaction. 
 Social exchange theory can be explained by interpersonal deception theory by David 
Buller and Judee Burgoon. Cost in communication is not always good job and good 
appreciation. Cost can be negative effort  such  as  deception,  since  deception  is  not  always  
bad.  Deception  can  safe  life.  It  can  safe relationship. It can safe people from robbery or 
other crimes. When you are at home alone, your parents are out of town, and you receive a call 
from unknown caller asking your parents, you might not tell the truth. You might tell a lie to the 
caller. You might say that your father has just gone out for a moment. You might not tell him 
that you are alone at home.  You might not say that you parents are out of town because it will 
be dangerous for you.   

This interpersonal deception supports the social exchange theory where communicator 
should do „cost‟ to develop a relationship. It is explained that interpersonal deception is a 
communication behavior  shown from one person to another. Deception is purposive 
information manipulation, behavior, and personal image in order to have wrong perception 
(Morissan, 2010:143). This behavior makes information untrue, incomplete, and vague. 
Deceptive person will manipulate message as if the message is true and valid for certain 
purposes.   

The following is the reason why deception is acceptable in communication. Individuals 
tend to tell a lie because they don‟t want to be in a conflict. Conflict means an action of against 
something, misconception misperception, dispute, etc. For example, a student who is late 
because he woke up late he will find any idea in such a way that his idea seems reasonable 
and he is allowed to come in the class. The second reason is selecting a lot of incoming 
information. It is too difficult to select information; which one is true and which one is not true. 
To make it fast, individuals tend to deceive someone else. Third, deception is done to avoid 
offending other person. When your friend is asking your opinion about her new dress “Am I 
beautiful with this shirt?” you will say „OK” though you know that she looks a bit ugly with the 
new shirt. Fourth, people deceive someone else to show his authority or power. People are 
interested to put one or more academic title to show that he is an intellectual person though he 
might not have the right to hold it.  The last reason, people deceive someone else to cut or to 
keep a relationship. To break a relationship between a husband and wife, both sides will fight to 
that she/she is true. He/she will create a story as if his wife or her husband is doing something 
wrong.   
 
Communication technology  

In this part, it will be discussed communication technology and its effect to the 
communication behavior. The word „technology‟ is from „techne‟ means the way and „logos‟ 
means knowledge. In short, it is about the way of knowledge. It is the way how to do something 
to reach human goals by means of tools and knowledge. Indonesian Dictionary (2011:1422) 
defined technology as 1) scientific method of achieving practical objectives in applied science, 
2) a tool to provide goods needed for human lives. In brief, technology means tools used by 
human being to reach the objectives. Technology is a process of a person, or a group of 
persons, or persons in organization who are connected one to another. The need of technology 
in communication is very high since technology can help develop a good relationship between 
individuals. The advance of technology makes communication easier, more flexible, and more 
affordable. As a result, all elements; the old, the young, students, employees either in big cities 
or in the suburbs are able to enjoy better communication technology 

Here you are the development of information and communication technology. Men firstly 
communicate with others by writing. It was followed by the finding of printing machine by 
Guttenberg. This machine helps human beings to communicate. Then, men found a technology 
which helped them communicate much easier such as telegram, radio transmission, and the 
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most sophisticated technology is computer. Men can communicate faster. There is no space 
and time constrain anymore. Technology makes everyone to communicate with those who live 
in distance.   

Communication technology is developing. First, it is called telephone. It is a means of 
communication to deliver voice. Communication on the phone is just the same as that in real 
conversation. This device is generally placed  at home  or in offices.  Therefore, it is  famous  as 
home  phone.  Second, the  next technology is handphone (HP). It is much more flexible since 
this device is much smaller and it can be put in the pocket and the user can bring it anywhere. 
Communication is getting easier by using hand phone.  It is not only for conversation but it is 
also able to send short messages (sms). Its feature is more complex and flexible. The price is 
also getting more reasonable. The third, it is smartphone. Smartphone is the high technology of 
hand phone. The connection to internet makes this device more sophisticated for 
communication. It is not only for talking and sending messages but the user can also send 
photographs, pictures, even video via internet. Communication is various, too; chatting, email, 
face book, etc.   

Smartphone is different from the conventional hand phone. A smartphone is a 
multimedia hand phone as a whole set of devices and technologies which can be operated 
anywhere and anytime since it is small, as small as conventional hand phone and it can be kept 
in a pocket. People use it for taking pictures and share them to others. They can also deliver 
text messages, audio files, short videos, and they can also watch TV. This mobile multimedia 
can be used for self-entertainment and to entertain other people.  The other difference is the 
connection to internet. Communication is not only sending message but also sending email, 
photographs, pictures, videos, etc. This device changes the communication behavior.  They 
know what chatting is, they know facebook, twitter, etc. They are familiar with mobblog. This 
new device drives users to access information and to develop social network via internet (Ilpo, 
2008:246). Then, there is citizen journalism. The ability to take pictures and video makes user 
share information completed with pictures and video via smartphone. They can set up news  for 
local and international consumption via mobile multimedia. Because of these features, Ilpo 
Koskinen (2008:242) said that smart phone can develop the intimacy and sensation between 
communicators.   

The development of technology is high-priority in this modern world. Every innovation is 
invented to give  greatest  benefits  for  human  being.  Technology  should  be  able  to  
support  human  beings  to communicate  perfectly.  Now  people  have  experienced  to  get  
the  benefits  of  the  advanced  of communication technology though they have to know that   
the advanced of technology will also present harmful effect in terms of economy, 
communication, education, politic, etc. The distructive effect of technology  includes  the  
decline  of  the  quality  of  life  itself.  Technology  does  not  guarantee  that confidential 
message can be delivered perfectly. So far, the advance of technology is developing hand in 
hand with the development of damaging  technologies.   
 
Research Analysis and Findings  

In this part, it will be presented the result of the research to find out the effect of the 
development of communication and information technology to the change of communication 
behavior of interpersonal  
communication.  
 

Descriptive statistic 
Table 1. The distribution of respondents 

 

Respondents Frequency % 

Employee 148 23.8 

Student 475 76.2 

Total 623 100 
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Table  1  indicates  that  there  623  respondents  who  are  successfully  involved  in  this  
research.  The respondents  are  divided into two categories; employee 23.8% and students 
76.2%. Looking at the frequency, there are 148 employees and 475 students.   

 
The brand of smartphone 

Table2. The brand or smartphone 
 

Brands frequency % 

Blackberry   386  62  

Samsung   115  18.5  

Apple   62  10  

Nokia   21  3.4  

Sony   20  3.2  

Smarfren  2  0.3  

Motorola   1  0.2  

HTC  1  0.2  

Not included   12  1.9  

Total   623  100  

 
 
Table 2. indicates that respondents prefer to have Blackberry than other brands of smartphone. 
The 62% are users of blackberry. The second largest is Samsung with 115 user or 18.5%, 10% 
users prefer to use Apple brand, 3.4% Nokia, 3.2% are loyal to Sony, 0.3% use Smartfren, 
0.2% prefer Motorola and HTC and 1.9% prefer to use other brands.   
 

Table 3. The money spent a month for smartphone 
 

Amount Frequency % 

≤ Rp100.000  292  46.9  

Rp100.000 – Rp200.000  273  43.8  

Rp200.000 – Rp300.000  35  5.6  

≥ Rp300.000  23  3.7  

Total   623  100  

 
 

Table 3 is the degree of spending money for hand phone bill monthly. Users do not 
allocate much money for their communication facilities. There are only 46.9% users expending 
more or less Rp100.000 and 43.8% users give between Rp100.000 to Rp200.000 per month. 
Those who confer more than Rp300.000 is just 3.7% and users pay down between Rp200.000 
to Rp300.000 are only 5.6%.  

It is clearly seen that practicality and life style are small in portion. They are less than 
40% among other dimensions (features, internet connection, practicality, function, life style, 
needs, and culture). Only 37.9% respondents agree that the motivation to use smartphone is 
their participation in some groups such as the one who is facilitated by yahoo groups. Some of 
them are indeed active in yahoo groups such as mailing list, any online forums, or blogs. The 
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second dimension is life style. It seems that the motivation of using smartphone is not merely 
life style. It only indicates life identity. It is only 26.6% respondents are motivated to have and to 
use smartphone to boost up life style.   

The survey showed that the motivation to have smartphone is because of its features. 
Smartphone has different features from other conventional communication systems. It is all-in-
one communication device. It is one for many kinds of usage as it is equipped with music, 
video, camera, game, internet, and data storage. Users of the prior technology have to possess 
many devices for certain activities. They have to utilize media player to listen to music. They 
have to buy CD/VCD/DVD player to enjoy videos. They have to make use of camera to take 
pictures. They have to bring to bear upon small device to play games and buy a storage device 
to save data. It is also difficult to connect to internet without having personal computer (PC) or 
laptop equipped with modem. Now, it is only one device and the users should only have to buy 
one device that is smartphone which is so small, simple, and flexible. 95% respondents agree 
that they are interested in smartphone because of the features.   

The connection to internet becomes an interesting feature. 95.3% respondents are 
happy because of internet connection via their handphones. Users not only send short 
messages but they can develop communication in some ways. They can deliver text messages, 
pictures, photographs, or video because this device is equipped with a camera which can 
record any kinds of event either audio or visual. Due to internet connection, users are able to 
develop any kinds of on line communication such as chatting and establishing  social  network  
namely  facebook,  twitter  and  so  on.  New  communication  behavior  is changing. 
Downloading and uploading any documents are very popular. By using smartphone, they are 
able to share any video or audio files quickly.   

Respondents are happy to buy smartphone because it gives them more advantages. 
Users enjoy free facility to send messages. Blackberry has Blackberry Messengers (BBM) and 
Whatsapp is famous for android users. They don‟t have to spend more money to send text 
messages. Lives are getting more vivid and colorful. This facility persuades users to produce 
more and more text messages and develop more and more friends with the same smartphone 
operating system.  This free of charge facility cannot be done by using conventional hand 
phone. This boredom of out of date technology makes them so enthusiastic to move to the high 
technology hand phone.   

Social networks such as facebook and twitter accelerate the change of communication 
behavior. Users are able to contact others anywhere and anytime. They are able to chat and 
share and talk freely without time and space constrains. Furthermore, the communication 
behavior now comes to school, meeting room, family, business meeting and anywhere else. 
Teachers are busy teaching while the students are eager to communicate with others out there. 
Meeting participants are difficult to concentrate on the meeting. The parliaments are caught by 
journalists camera when they are active accessing something via their hand phones. This new 
behavior is supported by 62% respondents. They said that they prefer being active looking at 
the hand phone to listening to the teacher, chair-person in a meeting, or other formal events. It 
seems there is nothing more important than the activities via hand phone.   

Surfing through internet is very popular nowadays. 80.9% respondents agree that the 
ownership of smartphone is because of its ability to access internet. The smartphone users can 
do many activities via internet. They are connected to their colleagues, old friends, and new 
acquaintances.  They are able to search information, news, events, entertainment, schedules, 
weather report, and many more. They may upload and download information quickly, and they 
might share files or documents. They are conjoined to social networks since 47.7% respondents 
have facebook account. For business men, getting connected to internet will help them do office 
work. They can still contact their clients or business partners. They might do business on line 
via email. For those who are not really busy, internet connection is an advantage. They can just 
see status of others through facebook. They can also enjoy music or even video as smartphone 
provides users entertainment.     

Searching through Google search engine is also influential especially for people who 
want to know the world. 93.3% respondents said that they are happy connected to internet 
because everything is on their hands. Teachers may use this facility to empower their teaching 
activities. Students prefer to search information via internet. They do the homework via internet.   
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Online shopping is another trend today. 45.1% respondents agree to on line shopping. 
When everything is on the hand, it becomes new opportunities for those who are smart 
instinctively. Goods or services can be marketed on line. Buyers and sellers might not meet 
each other. Sellers do not need a mall or shopping places to display things. Buyers do not need 
to go to shopping malls to buy things. This on line shopping will give advantageous for buyers 
and sellers. The sellers do not need to spend money to rent a place and hire shop attendants. 
The buyers do not need to conquer the heavy traffic to go to malls or shopping places. It is also 
more efficient of money and time and it‟s practical.  

 
Analysis 

Table 4. Correlation Table 
 

  Technology 
Communication 

behavior 

Technology   Pearson Correlation   
1  

 
0.539**  

Communication  
Behavior   

Sig (2-tailed)  
 

0.000  

 N  
Pearson Correlation   

623  
0.539**  

623  
1  

 Sig (2-tailed)  0.000   

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).  
 
Table 4 is table for correlation between two variables; Information and Communication 
Technology and Communication  behavior.  The  value  of  correlation  0.539  with  degree  of  
significance  0.000<0.05 indicates that there is a positive and significant relationship between 
the two variables. The Value 0.539 refers to moderate degree of effect.    
 

Table 5. Model Summary 
 

Model R R Square R Adjusted R Square Std. 
Error 1  .539  .290  .289  5.607  

 
Predictors: Constant, technology  
Table 5 Model Summary shows that R (correlation is 0.539) and R square (R²) is 0.290 or 29% 
of variance of communication behavior can be explained by the change of ITC variable. The 
rest is  
influenced by other factors. It means that the development of information and communication 
technology  
especially smartphone technology, indeed gives backwash on the change of communication 
behaviour.   
 

Table 6. ANOVA 
 

Model Sum of df Mean F Sig 

Repression  7974.657 1 7974.657 253.661 0.000 

 

Predictor: technology  Total  27497.785 622 

Dependent variable: communication behavior  
 
Table 6 is ANOVA table. It is an analysis result. To accept or to reject the H0 hypothesis, it is 
used F test. The hypothesis is that there is a positive and significant relationship between ICT 
and communication behavior. The criterion to reject H0 is that the degree of significance is less 
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than 0.05. The p-value for F is 253.661 with degree of significance 0.05 and less than 0.05 
became the proof to reject H0. It means that there a positive and significance consequences 
between ICT and communication behavior.   
 

Table 7. Coefficients 

 
 B Std. Error Beta t sig 

(Constant)  10.717  2.054   5.217  0.000  

Technology  0.435  0.027  0.539  15.927  0.000  

 
 

Table 7 shows coefficients. T test is used to see if there is a positive and significant 
aftereffect between the development of communication technology and interpersonal 
communication behavior. The result is that t=15,927 with degree of significance n-2=623-2 = 
621 and P-value = 0,000. It is less than 0.05 (0.000<0.05).  It  proofs  than  there  is  no  reason  
to  accept  H0.  It  means  that  the  development  of communication technology gives a positive 
and significant effect towards interpersonal communication behavior. Yi=b0+b1X1. Then, it 
becomes  Y=10.717 + 0.435 X1. The value of Y will change if the value of xi is modified.  

   
Findings  

The development of communication technology of smartphone gives positive and 
negative backwash to the communication behavior. The transformation of behavior is not limited 
on non-verbal but also verbal behavior (Budyatna, 2011:119). Here are the behavior changes:  

 
Positive findings:  

Openness. The advance of communication technology smartphone changes the 
behavior of users. They are more open in communication. They can communicate to family, 
society, and to anybody in this world without being worried of different in nature and culture. 
They voluntarily open themselves. They like sharing or telling themselves via social media. 
They attach photographs, short videos on their facebook or other social media. They like up-
dating status when they experience new things in the day. They use social media to 
communicate themselves to others they know much or don‟t know. Behavior of openness can 
be seen from the willingness to communicate with any kinds of people with different ethnic 
groups, races, religions and even nationalities 

Instant. Communication technology changes users in dealing with information. 
Smartphone helps users to receive latest information about the world faster and more accurate. 
They do not need to watch TV or to access information via internet using personal computer at 
home or in the office. People may find any information to fulfill the needs of information as fast 
as possible. It is not only a matter of receiving information but people are also able to share or 
transfer messages quickly and cheaply. They can take pictures or videos by using handphone 
and share them to others by using hand phone, too. Furthermore, text messages, pictures, 
photographs, videos, and audios can be spread out as fast as possible by means of 
smartphone since it is connected to internet. It means that information flow is getting easier and 
faster.   

Practical. Smartphone changes impractical life into very practical one. The device 
makes something simpler. The device can make most of business activities or private activities 
faster, easier and more accurate. The users can also make it for business transaction since 
there is SMS banking or electronic banking. Any payment can be done by mobile phone or 
electronic banking. Phone bill, electricity bill, insurance, online shopping, credit card bill, prepaid 
TV can be paid by electronic banking. It is because any transaction and promotion can be done 
24 hours. Furthermore, people prefer working at home to going to the office to work. By using 
Blackberry or i-phone or android operating system, people can enjoy a lot of facilities. 
Moreover, this small device replaces many communication devices. It replaces camera, 
handycam, music player, PC or laptop. Everything is easy with one electronic device.   
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Self-confidence. The advance of communication technology raises self-confidence. 
Users are eager to show off themselves to public. The change of this behavior happens 
because they can publish themselves in any social media. The more social network they join, 
the more friends they will have. The more they have friends, they will be very confident. They 
can be contacted anytime they want. Togetherness in any groups makes them feel free.    

Innovation. Communication technology changes users‟ behavior to look for new 
innovations and new strategies to learn. Communication technology facilitates teachers to 
develop teaching aids. Teaching is not boring. It is full of innovation and creativity. The teacher 
can combine teaching aids such as words, pictures, and audio visual. Teaching is interesting so 
that students are easy learning new things presented by their teachers. It can also help 
students to do their studies such as doing their homework or doing other school tasks. Learning 
is just a matter of pushing keypad because anything they need is provided in internet. Now, 
students may not buy books. There are electronic books. This phenomenon triggers another 
behavior. They do not like reading books but they tend to read electronic books by using 
electronic readers.   

Inclusion. According to William Schutz (1995:67), there is a need of inclusion; needs 
receive and to be received, want and to be wanted, need to be part of organization or part of 
human relations. The ownership of smartphone with its facilities make people part of other 
people. Technology drives them to join any social groups. They may have groups of people with 
the same hobbies, habits, life style, and so on. Their existence and acceptance make them feel 
safe.   
Technological literacy. Since technology makes better quality of life and makes lives easier, 

users might depend on it. They will be committed be loyal to technology. When there is a new 

device, they fight to get it and leave the old one. As a result, they will be the victim of technology 

itself. They will spend more money for the needs of technology 

Negative findings  
First of all, extravagant. Consumers today are facilitated by technology. Credit card 

facilitates them to buy something when they do not have money in cash. They can pay the 
goods or services by installment monthly. Furthermore, they do not need to go to shopping 
places. They do not need to waste time to drive in a heavy traffic. They can buy many things 
online.  They just open internet by using their hand phone and type the things they want to buy. 
Just in a few second, the smartphone will show them many choices. They can choose the 
goods or services they want to buy. The payment can be done by credit card. If they have 
money in cash, they can pay on delivery. It is very simple and easy. It is also very economical. 
This behavior stimulates them to be impulsive buyers.  

Secondly, unfavorable attitude. By using communication technology, users may have 
any information quickly and easily. They can communicate with anyone anytime and anywhere. 
They have freedom to develop friendship with anyone. As a result, some of them break the 
freedom. They are out of control. Some girls, recently, were found lost. They were reported that 
they left the house and  have been disappeared together with their new boy-friends. After 
several days they were back and witnessed that they were kidnapped by a man they knew from 
facebook. Some of them had done sexual intercourse with someone they haven‟t really known 
well. Some of them have got sexual harassment. This situation has given them traumatism and 
has blackened their future. It is because they are not wise enough using communication 
technology. Aside from that, users are free to access pornographic websites. They are also free 
to upload pornographic video or photos easily. This new behavior is due to the fact that users 
are not able to use technology for positive purposes.  

Thirdly, deficiency of privacy. Social networks such as facebook and twitter give 
negative and positive impact as well. These social networks may link one person to people 
around the world. Users are free to explore other people‟s information and they are also 
unrestricted to explore themselves. Then, they use social network for hitting others. They 
develop dispute, anger, and bad image of others via facebook. Facebook users do not realize 
that the message written on it will become public consumption. Anybody may see it.  It seems 
that there is no private room.   
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Fourth, individualism. The development of communication technology dsiplaces 
individualism. The prior culture such as „talking to other people, kongkow-kongkow, or just 
wishy-washy is now fading. It is now changing. It is replaced by chatting via facebook and 
twitter. Meeting one to another is not popular anymore. Technology has replaced it. In general, 
he/she has many friends on facebook. He/she prefers to have friends here in social network. 
He/she has thousands of friends and acquaintances. He/she does so since it is easier. He/she 
just makes it through his/her smartphone. Technology forces users not too smart to develop 
real friendship. Then, technology makes them indifferent and no care to the environment.   
Fifth, procrastination. It is the behavior of wasting time. Smartphone makes users addicted. 
They prefer to waste the time to play with their smartphone. They are too busy operating their 
smartphone. The handphone continuously gives signs that there are incoming calls, email, short 
messages, and so on. They are too busy to reply any messages or to update facebook status. 
No wonder if they are addicted and are dependent to it. They check it right after they wake up in 
the morning, after work, during lunch or dinner, in the classroom, in the meeting room and many 
more. This device poisons children, students, politicians, parents, and many more. When in the 
classroom, for example, students are physically in but emotionally they are somewhere else. 
When in the parliament room the legislators are busy connecting themselves to someone out 
there. Children don‟t pay attention to their parents when they talk to them. They are busy 
playing games on the phone. It seems it is contra-productive in interpersonal communication. 
There is no personal touch. There is no eye contact and personal attention. It means that the 
speakers have broken the norm, rules, and culture especially in face to face communication.  

Sixth, high anxiety. The new communication behavior caused by communication 
technology is high anxiety. There are three main points of anxiety. First, it is because the users 
are worried that they are not able to be in line with the development of communication 
technology. They are worried that technology will make them out of date or people who are not 
sensible to technology. Second, anxiety is getting higher when they are worried because of the 
fund. They are distressed that they are not able to provide funds to buy the new communication 
technology. One generation to another is so short. Third, they are worried about the effect of 
communication technology to users. Parents, for example, are worried that their children might 
use smartphone for improper purposes. Parents cannot control the uses of smartphone. They 
might access information or whatever that they are not allowed to do so. Husbands will not be 
happy if their wives have love affairs with other men. The wives are worried if their husbands 
are looking for „other entertainment‟. Both husband and wife are also worried that they loss 
attention. It also happens for goods and service providers. They are afraid that the consumers 
will not be satisfied with the products of services. The consumers will make a complaint 
improperly through mass media or through their hand phone since sharing new information is 
very easy and fast.   

Seventh, indolence. Communication technology makes people lazy in some cases. 
Teachers or lecturers are reluctant to improve their teaching quality. They just use the same 
power point and save it in a flash disc. Students are not better than their teachers or lecturers. 
They are lazy to take notes. They just bring a flash disc to copy the teacher‟s teaching 
materials. If they need it they will save it in smartphone and they can access it anytime. The 
other phenomenon caused by the development of communication technology is being lazy to 
read. Reading books, journals, magazines, are replaced by searching through internet. 
Searching information by „google‟ is prominent among students than reading printed media.   

Eighth, insensible. The apathetic behavior is irritating. Hand phone is used to fleet or to 
bear off attention. When the teacher is busy teaching, the students are busy operating hand 
phone. When the parents are talking to their children, they don‟t pay attention to what is spoken 
by the parents. They are playing games or contacting others by hand phone. The participants of 
any meetings are not active listening to what is discussed in the meeting. They, however, are 
busy operating hand phone, sending messages, or surfing on internet. Attention and honoring 
someone else are so expensive. Chatting about someone else‟s weaknesses, shortcoming, 
negative points are so popular. Sending gossip, deception news, destroying others through 
social network is also very famous among people. Breaking relationship or even marriage is 
done merely by short messages.   
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Ninth, the decrease of reading habit. Reading habits for people is changing. They don‟t like 
reading books, magazines, newspaper, and other printed media. Reading habit is replaced by 
searching internet. They don‟t like searching by reading books since searching through internet 
it is easier, faster, more practical, more enjoyable, and simpler. This behavior is changing the 
behavior of people visiting libraries. They do not need to go to the library. They do not need to 
bring some thick books to get some information. Plagiarism is growing like mushroom in this 
modern era. It seems that students don‟t like to work hard for their study.  When writing a thesis 
they can consult „google‟. When they have any homework, they can get it from internet.   

The last, emotional. It is easy to see someone who smiles by her/himself. We can find 
people who are so happy. In some cases, we can find someone who is angry, anxious, worried, 
frightened, or tense. Why? It is because they are connected to someone else. They may deal 
with angry customer. They are angry to their subordinates, boss, fellow workers, and so on. 
They might communicate with others either about good things or bad things. When it is about 
good things, they will be very happy. When it is about bad news, they will show bad mood.  
 
Conclusion  

The advance of information and communication technology will give effects to the users. 
For wise men, the development of communication technology is blessing. On the other hand, 
when technology comes into the wrong person, it will give negative backwash or even disaster. 
Ideally, the development of technology will facilitate human beings to communicate better. 
Technology will set up good relationships with other human  beings  as they  are  social  
creatures. Technology  will  develop  human  welfare  in communication. Now and ever, 
communication technology such as smartphone is just a device. Users cannot blame it as it 
does not have brain and feeling as human beings. How high the technology is, it still depends 
on the users. This device will do whatever is instructed. In this case, the users must be more 
advance and wiser than the device they create so that they may use it for positive objectives 
than the negative ones. This devise can do harmful and good things because it cannot choose 
between the bad and the good one. It depends on the instructions. So, the users should be 
smart in using this communication technology to develop better communication quality. It is only 
a means to reach the communication objectives not to ruin the substance of communication 
itself. It should help users to develop better communication not to break relationship between 
users 
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ABSTRACT 

How the identity is maintained by immigrant tribe within a local tribe territorial is the main 
focus of this research. Cultural background differences in maintaining identity is one of the 
causal factor in communicational barrier between immigrant tribe and local tribe at Kampung 
Bogor village in KepahyangDistric, Bengkulu. Different perspective arises because of cultural 
background differences is causing suspicion and jealousy in which hasn‟t appear yet but still 
making it as a cause for latent conflict to arise in the form of perception and how they think. This 
research is using qualitative descriptive approach with participatory observation method, in-
depth interview, and focus group discussion to collect the research data. Qualitative approach 
will make the data of this research to be deeply recover without affecting the natural condition 
on the field. The result of this research states that latent conflict that arise between two tribes is 
connected to the tribe identity built by Bogor tribal residence. This identity gives a positive label 
to the ingroup as to have consequence, a negative label to the outgroup. The main factor for 
communicational barrier between tribes are language and bogornese perspective on how they 
place their own kind to fulfill basic needs in life. As for the factor that makes communication do 
happen between two tribes is bogornese kind and polite attitude that choose to avoid conflict 
with other tribes by succumb to it. This kind and politeness label tend to make outsiders to build 
relation with the bogornese and doing so with certain boundaries. Recommendation that is 
given in this research suggest that either equality views in tribe differential and not negative 
labeling other tribes are both needed. 
 
Keywords: Identity, Latent Conflict, Communicational Barrier, Tribe 
 
Signification 
 Kampung Bogor Village in Kepahyang District is an area which filled by migrated 
society, mostly from the west part of Java island. The migration begins when The Dutch 
Colonial (at that time) is colonizing Indonesia, and then continued by the new order (Soeharto‟s 
era). Lately, they migrate based on their own will. The origin as migrated society in Kepahyang 
becomes a fundamental factor for Bogor Village society to identify their identity.  
 Kampung Bogor Village society is mainly comes from Bogor District, thats why they 
have an identity similarity as Sundanese. This similarity was the baseline of their identity as to 
make a difference betwen them and the local tribes in Kepahyang called Rejang. This identity is 
maintained until now as they are a third generation. Sons and grandsons in Bogor Village prefer 
to be called a sundanese rather than Kepahyang‟s local society. Doing so, their sons is putting 

themselves as a new comer in Kepahyang (regardless they are a third generation). This 
consequence is making Bogor Village an area as a boundary for those who is viewed asa new 
comer and those who is viewed as local resident. These boundaries are not only acting as 
administrative boundary but has spread widely to tribal boundary which implies to fundamental 
values that they use as guidelines. 
 Kampung Bogor Village residents prefer to call themselves a Bogornese. This identity 
recognizing can be based as their identity as they are viewed as Sundanese and with it implies 
to the area where they choose to live, Kampung Bogor Village. As to the local residents, the 
Rejang tribe is labeled as “orang dusun” or Villagers. Even tough they came from Java island, 
Bogornese prefer to be called Western Javanese to make differences with the actual Javanese 
tribe. Tough they came from western part of java island, a sundanese, bogornese doesn‟t want 
to be identified as a sundanese which lately came from Western Java. They (bogornese) still 
call them(sundanese) as a Javanese in which they are labeled as a new comer. Saying so, this 
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Bogornese identity is only for those who initially migrate to Bogor Village, and their 

descendants.  
 The life of Kampung Bogor village‟s society which they are a new comer whose 
maintaining their identity at the center of local society is important to be reviewed. This relates 
to how an identity is build and socialize from generation to generation. Aside from that, identity 
differences within an area can cause a conflict to arise. As stated by Arkanudin (2006) that a 
few tribes with different social culture background within one area can make a potential conflict. 
 Tribal identity will be implified in an everyday life. Identity differences is also a difference 
in perspectives. This differences in perspective will cause a conflict to rise. A conflict within 
communication studies is a process of communication that doesn‟t run well. Knowing a conflict 
between tribes will give a picture of what seems to be the driving factors as well as the 
barriersin communication between tribes, thus a way of doing canalization from that conflict 
could be found. 
 
Problem Statement 

a. How a tribal identity is maintained by bogornese in the middle of Rejang as a local 
tribe? 

b. What is the driving factor and the barriers of communication between migrant and a 
local tribe in KepahyangDistrict. 

 
Research aim 

a. To know the identity defense mechanism for Bogornese in the middle of Rejanglocal 
tribe. 

b. To know the driving factor as well as communicational barriers betwen migrant and 
local tribes in Kepahyangdistrict. 

 
Adaptation and Latent Conflict within intercultural meeting. 
 Negara KesatuanRepublik Indonesia (The Unitary Republic of Indonesia) is built and 
sustained upon the awareness of the diversity of ethnic, cultural, language, and religion (Wahid 
in Oentoro, 2010: 166). Naturally Indonesia is a nation of diversity (Hamengkubuwono X, 2008). 
The plurality of Indonesia is actually recovered from the diversity of religion, ethnicity, culture 
and ideology on the people of Indonesia herself. 
 The adaptation process is a mechanism in adjusting to the new environment. In this 
condition the individual performing the process of mimicry in order to be accepted by the 
environment and at the same time trying to maintain their identity. Thus, in these conditions the 
individual perform a process of ambivalence. They become a part of the dominant identity by 
doing an impersonation, on the other hand they maintain cultural identity in confined spaces. 
This strategy is widely used as a means of self-defense in immigrant communities as they enter 
a new environment. 
 The using of mimicry and ambivalence approach to explain latent conflict in immigrant 
tibesto the local tribein Kepahyang district is very strategic . The approach borrows the concept 
of Homi K Bhabha (read Sutrisno and Putranto, 2004) can depict community life activities of the 
research subjects. The concept of mimicry meansusing a dominant cultural symbols by a non-
dominant communities. Using dominant symbol is an attempt to be accepted and considered as 
part of the dominant culture. The forms of mimicry can be seen in a variety of everyday 
activities. The easiest form isusing the dominant languagefrom another non-dominant 
individuals. 
 Meanwhile ambivalence is the sustainability of the mimicry process. A condition in which 
the dilemmatic individuals within a dominant culture spawned strategies in and outside of the 
community. On one hand there is a desire to continue maintaining its identity by using the 
original culture. On the other hand there is a desire to be accepted within the dominant culture, 
where one of the strategies used is mimicry. Alternating process performed by the individual is 
called ambivalence. 
 However, the process of mimicry and ambivalence can also be viewed as a means of 
resistance to the dominant culture. The situation can be described as a form of saying yes to 
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something up in the face, but refused when in behind. Borrowing the concept Goofman (read 
Arieani in Mulyana and Solatun, 2007) this situation is referred to as dramaturgical situation. 
 
Identity and Communicational Barrier. 
 Identity is not fixed , it is dynamic and can be changed as needed . The process of 
change of identity is not something special. We often do in everyday life. Demands of different 
types of environments makes us show different identities according to the situation we face. We 
unwittingly messing with identities to make ends meet. This identity change process creates 
situational identity (Mulyana and Rahmat, 2005). Doing so, it identity even touched 
thesituational interests. This condition eventually gave birth to the politics of identity as a 
strategy in social interaction. 
 Nevertheless transactional process sometimes does not occur effectively. Identity that 
has been thickened sometimes deny the existence of a distinct identity around them. The 
presumption that their ethnic is the best is one of the factors inhibiting inter-tribe communication 
togo well. It is necessary to be open in understanding the view of inter-tribe relations. 
Unwillingness to open up in the inter-tribe relations cause stereotypes to emerge and become a 
day-to-day perspective. Such conditions may impede inter-tribe communication that exist in the 
region. 
 
Conflict and Conflict Management. 
 Conflict is a difference of interests met in the situation of the same space and time. A 
concept of interest that meets require an exit that provides a solution to the conflict. In practice, 
the conflict does not have to appear on the surface, but is present in perception. The situation is 
called a latent conflict (further reading: Suminar, Tjahjono and Sauni, 2004). Conflicts that arise 
require canalization from spreading into horizontal and vertical conflicts in society. 
 Because, basically, any individual or group has its own interests, the potential for conflict 
in social interaction is very large. However, the potential for this conflict can be minimized 
through conflict management. One form of conflict management is through the adjustment of 
interests during social interactions. Although at certain moments it can reduce the conflict, but 
the situation does not actually solve the conflict itself. The situation actually gave birth to a 
latent conflict that lasted for different interests. 
 
Research Approach. 

 This study used a qualitative approach to examine problems in the field. A qualitative 
approach sees a social reality as it is and place the subject in a state of natural setting 
(Sugiyono, 2011). Subjects in this study were society group ofRejang and Sundanese people in 
Kepahyang District at Bengkulu Province. Selection of informants of this research is based on 
criteria established by the researcher. The manufacture of these important criteria to recruit 
research subjects in order to obtain data that can answer the problem of research. The 
technique of participant observation and in-depth interview is a source of primary data research. 
In addition to understanding the attitudes and behavior of the informants also used the FGD 
(Focus Group Discussion) technique (Kriyantono, 2008) as a complement to primary data. In 
the process of qualitative research data analysis, the plot goes like cycle (Bungin, 2008). To 
ascertain whether the data obtained can be accounted for then this research use time and 
source triangulation techniques. 
 
RESEARCH FINDINGS 
Tribal Identity and Identity differences Perspective. 
 Identity in a particular point of view is the difference between one group against another 
to make restrictions on who is regarded as an internal part of the group and who is not. But the 
distinguishing identity is also not just go in terms of cultural differences, but further because it 
touches the side of the distinguishing values that make one group feel better than the other 
group. This picture is one example of a phrase that was captured by the informant in an 
interview conducted by the researcher. 

“orangbogormahgakmacem-macem, suka damai, pokoknya mahdiikutinajaapa maunya 
orang (maksudnyaadalah orang di luar orang Bogor), kalau ada masalah mahbiasanya 
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orang pendatang” (hasil penelitian Juli 2013 dengan bapak Hr sesepuh masyarakat 
DesaKampung Bogor).  
 
“bogornese doesn‟t do complicated things, piece loving. The point is we follow what 
other people wants (refers to people outside bogornese tribe), when complications arise 

usually comes from outsider (newcomer)” (research findings on July 2013 with Mr. H R, 
tribe elder of Kampung Bogor Village) 

 
 HR‟s statement of thebogornese typical person who does not like conflict is in common 

with other informants such as CR and ER. This statement is a confirmation of the 
characteristics of the Bogornese is understood by informants, as well as providing a label to the 
outside of Bogornesetribe that negative connotation. Thus the concept of identity is understood 
by migrant communities illustrate that included their communities are individuals who are not 
looking for trouble, at the same time that depiction stated that the problem is often looking for 
those who are outside of their community. Based on observation, the interaction of ethnic 
happened in the village of Kampung Bogor, those who were called migrants are individuals or 
tribal group ofRejang,Pasemah (some say the Lintang tribe), Javanese, and Sundanesewhose 
newly arrived from West Java (this category appears due to bogor informants are a different 
people with Sundanesefrom West Java). Making of identity by giving them the distinction 
between ingroup and outgroup includes by providing positive and negative labels on behavior 
affects to the distance in inter-tribe interaction. This concept will lead to local tribe prejudice in 
the event of an incident. These stereotypes also hamper inter-tribe relations. 
 Aside from thattribal identity is also constructed by the main immigrant communities 
through community work. Bogorneseidentifies themselves with rice farmers. This concept they 
built with the word “Sundanese people cannot get away from the water”. If farming was attached 
to the identity of Sundanese, growers, especially coffee were identified with the villagers and 
the newcomers. Although at first glance there is no problem to work related to ethnic, but how to 
understand bogornese perception on the job will provide an overview of existing latent conflict in 
the region. The perspective of the job is a tribal identity that distinguishes between ethnic 
migrants and local tribes within location of theresearchand it‟ssurroundings. Rice farmers work 
identified with hard work and perseverance in the process. While the planters is a casual job. 
Thus the Bogor interpret better job than the job held around their ethnicity. 
 
Identity Defense Mechanism. 
 Sundanese tribe that is located in Bogor Village atKepahyang District survive and not 
melting in the culture of the local community due to cultural borderzone that they have. With the 
tribe members onlyconcentrated in one area in the Kepahyang district, then the bogornese build 

a culture defense system that is not extreme yet effective in keeping their identity. The first 
mechanism is the label that they built for themselves in relation to other tribal groups. In the 
internal side amongSundanese tribe they mention their identity as bogornese. The word itself 
(bogornese) has a layered meanings, the first meaning is the closeness of their identity with 
Sundaneseethnic, while the second meaning that even more profound is their attachment to an 
area called Bogor Village. The second meaning is run alternately on when interacting with other 
tribes even at fellow Sundaneseethnic who came later. 
 The first meaning ofbogornese ethnic identity as aSundanese used to notify their 
differences with other ethnic groups. In the first tier is the Bogor position themselves as aliens 
and ride on the territory of others. They use this status when connected to their origins. 
Identificationwith  Sundaneseethnic that they know, came from West Java made them think of 
themselves as foreigners in the land of Rejang. Thus the local ethnic that they perceive as the 
host is the Rejang tribe. The first layer is typically used when interacting withan ethnic outside 
the Bogor village. Awareness of their status as newcomers have consequences on bogornese 
to avoid problems and more succumb to when dealing with the local ethnic, including land 
issues. As for Rejang tribe that they perceive as the host, the Bogornese has their own label for 
themas they call them the villagers. However, use of the word “Villagers”only applies toRejang 

tribe who live in the village and had a gardeningjob. Said the villagerthemself in understanding 
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the Bogornese closer to say in the village that has the connotation of those who have no higher 

education, lower economic status and living in the countryside. 
 Furthermore, the meaning of the second tier of Bogornese is said that they attach to the 
identity of the region, in this case is the village of Kampung Bogor. Kampung Bogor village is 
not just an administration area for the bogornese, there is a close relationship between them 

and the region. Bogor village is their second ancestral land, where their identity is built. Almost 
all bogornese who claims to be Sundanese had never set foot in West Java. They have 
Sundanese ethnic identity only from Kampung Bogor village, so their sunda-ness are only 
Bogor village sunda (not as the original Java-sundanese). This unique status is fully realized by 

the people of Kampung Bogor. They also set limits to those who came later from the 
Sundanese of West Java. They realize thatsundanesein bogor village is different from the 
Sundanese of West Java. Kampung Bogor village is a separate Sunda they understood not only 
as a residence but also as the birthplace. Therefore Kampung Bogor also be interpreted as an 
inheritance because they “Sunda” identity comes from the land. Without KampungBogor Village 
area then there is no identity of SundaneseKampung Bogor. This condition is understood as a 
community that is tied to the region and build its identity with the region. The awareness makes 
bogornese implement cultural defense mechanism so that their identity is not lost. If the village 
is connected with the area of kampungBogor, bogornesethen would perceive them as local 
people, and anyone who entered the territory of the village of Bogor are immigrants. This 
perception is used in every ethnic and even in Rejang ethnic, which they consider to be the host 
in the District of Kepahyang. 
 Kampung Bogor is considered as the local area for Bogornese, those who enter the 
region must understand customs that exist in the area. One of the mechanisms that people 
employ in the region is language. The use of Sundaneselanguage by bogornese in everyday life 
is an effort in maintaining and show their identity. Language is a local identity at the same ethnic 
identity which is shown to those who enter the territory of the kampungBogor. Language also 
provide comfort as they feel like having an area where they can indicate their ethnic identity. 
Thus language is also used as a medium for receiving recognition in the overseas region. This 
process does not only take place on fellow bogornese but also took place in other ethnic groups 

who live in Kampung Bogor or entering the village. There is a process of 'coercion' to migrants 
for understandingSundanese while in Kampung Bogor. although the Bogornese can understand 
Indonesian, theSundanese remains as the main language in the Bogorvillage. 
 The second mechanism arises from the work of Bogornesethat most of them choose to 
farm fields. The phrase that “Sundanese people cannot get away from the water” is not only 
meant as a job option. This concept is also closely related to the “territory of the Bogornese”. A 
small area and the only one that can be considered the birthplace of making work choices 
relatesto land, has a deep meaning. Options to become farmers is not only expertise but rather 
to maintain the area. As long as the farm work is done by the Bogornese, sunda territorial of 
Bogor village will remain intact. There is a tendency when agricultural land is already occupied 
by someone else then the Bogor region will be threatened. Therefore, rice farming jobs must be 
maintained for generations. Paddy fields and water flowing becomes the identity of the 
bogornese, the absence of these two elements would threaten their identity. Different from the 
identity of the first layer where the bogornese many succumb when dealing with other tribal 
groups, then in the second tier of the identity of bogornese, they do resist. At the time of 
outsiders entering the area of Bogor villageand do something against their rules such as theft 
and interference, then the bogornese together will take the fight. Bogorness‟sunity is recognized 
not only by the Bogornesethemself, but also by others. 

“ memang kuakuinian, orang Kampung Bogornihkompak-kompak, apolagikalau masuk 
di daerah dio,  dionihdiam, diam, tapi kalau orang mijakpalak, melawan”, (Kd, Tokoh 
Masyarakat Pasar Kepahiang). 

 
“i admit, the people of kampong bogor is very unite, when they came in (outsiders) we 
will stand still, but as they set foot on our heads, we will fight back”, (KD, Elder of 
Kepahiang Market Society) 
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From that statement a depiction can be illustrated on how the position taken by the bogornese 

as they receive a disruption in their area. This collective consciousness makes Kampung Bogor 
relatively safe in the face of interference. 
 The third mechanism developed bybogornese to keep their identity is through marriage. 
After the region and culture, which is used as an element of ethnic identity guarantor, the 
Bogornese is the authenticity of their community members. Awareness of their distinct ethnic 
identity is different with Sundanese originating from West Java, made assurances to their 
existence depends on theirSundanese-nessof Kampung Bogor. Therefore heredity plays an 
important role in the lives of Bogornesein kampungBogor region. Only those who meet a set of 
criteria can inherit the title as aBogornese. To keep their offspring still regarded as bogornese 
then the one that is done is to determine the selection of a mate for their child. Although there is 
no strict prohibition, but the bogornese more advisable to choose their pair from a 
fellowbogornese. This will make their offspring automatically gets the title as aBogornese. 
However, in practice there are still somebogornese who choose a spouse from outside the 
Bogornesetribe. In this situation there are different views from bogornese. If a male bogornese 
married to an outsider, the offspring still attached as the Bogornese. This relates to the tradition 
of Bogornese that puts men as heir offspring (patrilineal). However, if a femalebogornese 
married to an outsider, then their children will not receive recognition as aBogornese. In 
addition, if women Bogor married to an outsider, usually they will follow her husband to live 
outside the kampung Bogor. In contrast to the Bogor men who actually took his wife to live in 
kampungBogor. The situation plus the Sunda-ization of immigrants in Kampung Bogor make 
their offspring more readily accepted as Bogornese. This condition can be attributed to the 
Bogor relationship with the land. Since men are the main actors in agriculture, the sustainability 
of agricultural land is also very depend on men who are expected to continue the tradition of the 
job. Therefore, although a bogornesemen married an outsider, but when they lived in kampung 

Bogor, the acceptance of them is more easily implemented. That kind ofmarriage mechanisms 
makes marriage among bogornesemore favorable. Therefore makes them closer in bond. This 
condition is also the factor that makes the identity of bogornese is maintained until today. 
 
 
Latent Conflict Within Built Identity. 
 In developing the ethnic identity bogornese position themselves as people who is peace 
loving and avoiding conflict. This placement is understood that the Bogornese in case of 

problems arises those who come from outside their community is to be blamed. As to the ones 
who break their peace is pinned on immigrants present in their area. This situation is the 
embryo of a latent conflict between immigrant tribe with local tribe in the area. This perspective 
will create anethnical problems that will find confirmation because it has a basis in the 
evaluation. 
 In addition, the concept of agricultural land for the bogornese is different from other tribal 
groups. if other tribal groups saw the land as an economic factor bogornese then saw the land 
as an inheritance that support their identity. Agricultural land is proof of their existence in 
overseas. So that problems related to land is essential to the Bogornese. The existence of other 

tribal groups in the region of the Bogor village threaten their existence. The entry of other ethnic 
groups to live and earn a living in agriculture gives anxiety that their presence would be evicted. 
It is added to the situation in which the lien process also took place in the Bogor village.  Land 
mortgaging to outsiders of bogornesemaking it increasingly becoming a concern. These 
conditions make the bogornese have prejudice to those who manage the land. And the last is 
the selection applied by the Bogornese in choosing a partner makes possible the assimilation is 
limited. The consequences are the acceptance of candidates from outside the Bogor village to 
be reduced. Situations that are builtmakes an inter-tribe interaction (local tribe and immigrants) 
in Bogor village meets obstacles. Bogornese effort in maintaining their identity makes an inter-
tribe interaction is limited. Although in practice the bogornese is avoiding conflict, but their 
perspective on immigrants makes the acceptance of immigrant tribes did not fully running. 
These conditions make other tribe‟s perspective on bogornese also became crystallized. 

Perspective that causing this stereotype is a form of latent conflict in the region of Bogor village 
and its surroundings. 
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Driving Factors and Barriers in Intertribal Communication. 
 One that inhibits inter-tribe communication in Bogor village and the surrounding region is 
language. Bogornese tendency who only mastered Sundanese and Indonesian language 
makes an inter-tribe communication does not work perfectly. In the field, the Bogornese who 

have have lived in the district of Kepahyang for years mostly does not speak the language 
Rejang. It was added that the Bogornese also does not make an effort to master the Rejang 
language as the language of communication in everyday life. They mainly rely on sundanese 
mixed with indonesian language. As a result many of the messages are miss-interpretedwithin 
inter-tribe immigrants and the local tribe. This ignorance is also because of the use of 
Indonesian in everyday conversation is not common to use in communicating. So what happens 
is when inter-tribe interaction in the Bogorvillage,is that the newcomer force themselves to use 
Sundanese, Indonesian and the local language mixed together. This communication does not 

run optimally and leave some words that cannot be understood by both parties. In addition, the 
bogornesecultural and perspective differences make social contact with immigrant tribes to be 
limited on certain things. 
 Aside from that, the driving factor to inter-tribe communication in the Bogor village is of 
awareness of the Bogorneseas a foreigner as to avoid conflict. Ongoing communication is 
based on economic need and an awareness of life in other tribe‟s land. So the hospitality is 
encouraging newcomers to interact with bogornese, although with certain limits. Immigrant 
tribes also feel how bogornese does not fully open to the immigrant tribes. Disclosure of the 
bogornese toimmigrants make newcomers dealing comfortably within the limits which they may 
be accepted by the bogornese. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 Based on the results of field research, the characteristics of the latent conflict between 
migrants and local tribe in Desa Bogor Village can be summarized as follows: 

1. Mechanisms entrants in this case ethnic SundaneseKampungDesa Bogor in 
maintaining its identity is done through mentioning themselves as Bogornese, 
maintaining the village land and within-tribal marriage. 

2. latent conflicts that arise in inter-tribal meetings are in the form of perspective. 
Although avoiding disputes with local ethnic, Bogorneseviews local ethnic as 

negative. 
3. Language become the factor that inhibiting inter-tribal communication. Bogornese 

who prefer to use mixed Indonesian Sundanese language in communicating with the 
outside of their tribe makes inter-tribes relationships only run on the surface. 
Communication inhibiting factors also caused by the way bogornese put their 
neighbors (fellow bogornese) in meeting the needs of life so that interaction with 
other tribes runs on a limited basis. 

4. The driving factor is the attitude of the Bogornese communication-friendly and 
avoiding disputes with other tribes. Tribal consciousness as newcomers 
makesbogornese not meddlesome to others and many succumb whenproblems with 
outsiders arises. Friendly impression makes people outside the tribe bonds with 
bogornese although within certain limits. 
 

RECOMENDATION 
 Observing the results of research in the field then there are some that can be suggested 
by researchers for improvement in inter-tribal relations, namely: 

1. It takes the perspective that sees the difference is equivalent by not giving a negative 
label on other tribal groups. These conditions need to be considered because the 
perspective is an embryo for the emergence of inter-tribe conflict. 

2. Necessary use of the language of communication controlled by both sides so that 
communication barriers can be reduced as minimum as possible. Limitations of the use 
of language in communication will encourage misunderstanding in communication. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Communications is one of the most important human activity.  Every time a human 
communication activities in various forms and models. Communication activity shows that there 
is a life that is taking place in society, where it occurs in the life of the interaction. Interactions 
take place and take place because someone deliver the message in the form of certain forms 
and accepted others into his target, so those messages influenced the attitudes and behaviour 
of the parties in question. From the picture it looks that the object of study think that 
communication takes place in a social system, is an important human activity. This issue is 
becoming increasingly important in the review of political communication. Political 
communication encompasses the whole of society. The study of political communication will not 
be perfect when interpersonal communications do not obtain a place that is important in the 
study. Although it must be admitted that most of the textbooks that discuss political 
communication in the United States are more focused on the role of mass media in political 
communications. Political scientists assumed that political communications including the study 
object of political science because of the messages conveyed in the communication process 
had political characteristics, namely with regard to power, politics, State, Government, channel, 
communicators and komunikan involved in it to act in the position of them as perpetrators of 
political activity. Political scientists assumed that political communication is a symptom that is 
always there in every political system, as well as other social scientists who assume that social 
communication is an integral part of the community. 
 
Keywords: Communication, Politics, Channels and Communicators 
 
Introduction  

 
As befits a process of communication, political communication also has elements. As 

mentioned by Nimmo Mansfiled (1978), and Weaver (1982) and Dahlan (1990) in Cangara 
(2009:37-39), as well as other communication disciplines, political communication as a body of 
knowledge is also made up of the elements: the source (Communicator), message (message), 
or media channels (channel), recipients and effects. In the context of the process of political 
communication, the fifth such elements necessarily intertwined. Every element of mutual 
influence success or achievement of the goal of a political communication activity. If one of 
these elements "not functioning" well, then it is almost certain that the purpose of a political 
communication activity would not be achieved with either. 

Especially if that goal is associated with political communication functions mentioned by 
McNair (2003:21, in Cangara, 2009:39), that the discipline of political communication has five 
basic functions:  
1) provides information to the public what's going on around him; 
2) educate the public against the meaning and siginifikansi facts; 
3) provides itself as a platform to accommodate political issues so it can become the discourse 

in shaping public opinion, and returns the results of that opinion to the community; 
4) create the publications addressed to Government and political institutions, and;  
5) in a democratic society, media politics serves as a channel advocacy can help so that the 

policies and programs of the political institutions can be distributed to the news media. 
Thus, if the function is associated with the channel or media of communication and 

political communication in political communicators, how these two elements in the political 
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communications into two crucial elements of goal achievement in a process of political 
communication. Because things associated with his life many people require conditioning and 
delivery through a process of communication. The question of the implementation of the public 
service, policy, law enforcement, human rights, upholding the interests of professional groups, 
the press (mass media), an independent institution (non-governamental organization), and so 
on is the basic entity and the concept of an ideal State schools of democracy. Where these 
conditions will give birth to a process of political communication, since its substance that is 
politically charged, or at least when the talk is of public interest, then a it contains political 
elements with variable ikutannya. 

Politically the "frenzied" by freedom of opinion and thought about the things that are 
political in the context of the Organization of the Government in the reform era and the transition 
to democracy, making the process of political communication and activity as the main funnel to 
amplify map base (forces) that appear in Indonesia to be "lively". Be it by political parties, 
politicians, State institutions, candidates of political officials, leaders of the Group of 
professionals, journalists, NGOs, experts, observers as well as by civic organizations, religious 
organizations and the Organization kepemudaaan. 
 
Understanding Political Communication Channel 

Communication channels is a tool as well as a means of facilitating the delivery of the 
message. The message here can be in the form of symbols as the talks, pictures, as well as 
action. Or it could also perform a combination of the symbol to generate stories, photos (still 
picture or motion picture), is also staging a drama. The tool in question here do not speak only 
limited mechanical media, techniques, and tools to exchange the coat of arms, but any real man 
could serve as a channel of communication. 

So, rather that communication channels shared understanding of who is talking to whom, 
about what, in the circumstances of how, to what extent can be trusted. Political Communicator, 
whoever he is and whatever his Office, through the process of communication with the formal 
structure of message flow and non-formal toward the target (komunikan) located in various 
walks of life. In political communications, channel or media here can be interpreted as a tool or 
a means used by the Communicator in delivering political messages (Cangara, 2009:38). 

Political communication channels there are 3 (three) types, namely: 1) Media of mass 
communication, in which it stressed the existence of communication one-to-many; can be in the 
form of face to face communication run Communicator at the time speaking in front of 
audiences, such as presidential speeches broadcast over the television media, general meeting 
or talking at the time of the press conference; 2) Interpersonal Communications, 
communications that have a relationship one-to-one or usually called interpersonal 
communication; can be in the form of face-to-face or berperantara, and; 3) Communications 
Organization, i.e. combine the delivery of one-to-one and one-to-many. 

Political communication channel usually is not only used as a form of political message 
delivery process by political communicators who have been occupying the Office or a particular 
position in the context of the Organization of the Government or power politik/negara, however, 
political communication channel with an emphasis on political persuasion is also used by 
political actors (politicians) who vied for political office in a political campaign. 

Therefore, it can be asserted that political communication channel is the means that can 
facilitate us in delivering the message, the message here either in the form of the coat of arms, 
pictures, words or actions and can is also a combination of those things. In addition to these 
human things is a means for the most important communication channels. Although there are a 
variety of differences of political communication patterns that are applicable in the political 
system, but the political channels of communication in General is the same. Rather, political 
communication channel can be taken together with notions of who is talking to whom, about 
what, in the circumstances of how and to what extent can be trusted. 

As it is known that political communication channels have many channels as mentioned 
above, and the most frequently used is through the channels of the mass media. However, not 
only the mass media became a channel for political information. Political communication can 
happen through interest groups or political parties. In this case, interest groups and political 
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parties act as channels that allow the occurrence of contacts between political officials and 
administration officials as well as with people a lot. 

Contact-contact that occurs frequently make their relationships become more familiar with 
one another. Thus can be made vertical and horizontal political communication in baiuk. 
Compared with the mass media as a more specific communication channels. But it should be 
recognized that organizations of this kind more often engage in a process of political 
communication, either vertical or horizontal in nature.           

In the global era, the internet is one of the channels of political information that can be 
relied upon, especially by politicians and political observers. But here, a variant of political 
communication channel is divided into three major, namely as follows: 

 
1) Interpersonal Communications  

There are two main channels of interpersonal communication that brings learning 
politics, namely the family and environment, consisting of his friends near and familiar 
known as peers. The conventional wisdom has said that "it remains a fact that is not in 
doubt that the family is the primary social institutions in all the land". As a general 
conclusion that the family is the most important source for the study of politics. This is 
supported by the findings of the large number of similarities between the political orientation 
of parents and children. 

In analyzing section which is run by the family in learning politics needed instructions 
early against what was learned by the family or how the occurrence of that learning process. 
As part of its effects on the children, the family also communicate political considerations. In 
addition to communicating the symbol of national identity, political authorities list the dann 
preference forms the basis for the behavior of revealing and mempertimabangkan in 
children, families also impart information politics. There is mutual dislike between the scope 
of the level of political knowledge owned by the parents and the child (Nimmo, 2005:110-
112). 

In addition, interpersonal contacts or interpersonal as well as between groups is an 
important political channels to note based on two reasons. First, because the channel is not 
entirely involve the mass media in the political organization of the san implementation. 
Second, because it is a base for the development of a theory of communication is important. 
That question is the theory of "flow sua steps of communication" which was founded by 
Lazarsfeld, Berchon and Gaudet based on their studies of voting behavior. 

Informal contacts and relationships face to face is the most common means of 
communication and most often occur in any society, even though its role is more as the 
formation of public opinion (general opinion). It is said that the mass media influence over 
the behavior of voting takes place through so-called opinion leadders, the public opinion-
forming. Opinion leaders was very similar to each other, and typically consist of people from 
the same family, friends and fellow workers. 

Elihu Katz (Rafael Raga Maran, 2007:165-166), which attempted to prove the truth of 
this theory found that interpersonal relationships are informal it important in three ways, 
namely, first, as the actual information channels, the second as a source of social pressure 
upon the individual to comply with the various norms of behaviour, and the third as a source 
of support for the norms, and therefore may be useful for the integrity of the group. In spite 
of interpersonal contacts that are influenced by interpersonal or mass media. 

Elihu Katz (Rafael Raga Maran, 2007:165-166), which attempted to prove the truth of 
this theory found that interpersonal relationships are informal it important in three ways, 
namely, first, as the actual information channels, the second as a source of social pressure 
upon the individual to comply with the various norms of behaviour, and the third as a source 
of support for the norms, and therefore may be useful for the integrity of the group. In spite 
of interpersonal contacts that are influenced by interpersonal or mass media. 
 

2) Organizational Communication 
The most important Organization intends to influence the politics of early learning is a 

school. After completing his school education, people could so be a member of various 
organizations, religious institutions, political parties, groups of citizenship, the influential, and 
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working groups, all of which affect learning in adulthood. However, the exact consequences 
of the Organization after years of schooling is a relatively small subject researched (Nimmo, 
2005:114). 

Communication network of the Organization combine the traits of mass communication 
channels as well as interpersonal communication. In communications organizations there 
are two common types of communication channels, i.e. internal and external channels 
channels. The process of internal bureaucratic with communication channel has three 
aspects. First, people have to have the information as a basis for making decisions. 
Second, the verdict and the basis of the reason must be deployed so that members of the 
organization implementing it. Third, there are channels for "organizational talks", the usual 
daily conversations in carrying out the work; This would create a meaningful membership in 
the social order that is in progress. In addition, there is also an external communication 
channel, for example, it includes media channels to communicate to citizens in General as 
well as other government organizations field. Seen from the theory of organizational 
communication is that it's an act of communication to share information, ideas or opinions of 
each participant of the communication involved in order to achieve equality of meaning. 

 
3) Mass Communication  

Mass communication including in the activities of the mass media in doing some things 
helped to set the agenda for public debate issues, sets the context for the assessment of 
the people about the incident, turning the incident into incident, influencing people's 
expectation of how the end of the events, and in many ways depicts the image of a political 
leader. 

Even though studies disagree about how eratnya the association between the use of the 
mass media and the level of political knowledge According to Nimmo (2005:119-120), which 
became the consensus is that exposure to television and newspapers have a positive 
relationship with the amount of information about politics that is owned by the young. 

With the power of mass media to form public opinion, activity leaders, politicians and 
public policy makers can not be separated with the role of the media. On the one hand the 
media can disseminate information and new ideas to the decision makers, rather 
Government officials, politicians and entrepreneurs make the media as a channel to 
introduce their ideas to the community members. So the magnitude of the influence of the 
mass media in the formation of public opinion so that 9 out of 10 Americans believed that 
the media has a high influence in the formation of public opinion (Cangara, 2005:1994-195). 

 
The Utilization of Political Communication Channels 

The proper functioning of the political communication channels within a political system 
depends also how the channel utilization by the public, and whether the public can fully access 
to those channels. Galnoor (Nasution, 1990), emphasize the problem of the utilization of this 
channel because in his opinion political mobility and problems of access to the communications 
network is a prerequisite for the growth of political participation. He was referring to political 
participation as a private citizen activity that aims to influence the actual driving from the political 
system is concerned. 

A political participation in relation to political communication, according to Galnoor 
(Nasution, 1990), includes the following items:  
1) Capability of initiating a message of information by the individual who wants something from 

the political system, or provide a response to something that will or have been implemented. 
In other words, an attempt to use the network of communication and channels-its channels 
for the purpose mentioned above; 

2) Utilization of political communication network autonomously, in the sense of not just a result 
of the mobilization of up; 

3) Attempts a informasional not just a practice of communicating, but really as an effort to 
obtain an impact, namely conveying messages of power to affect steering the political 
system is concerned. 

He said that the utilization of the political communication channel associated with the two 
stages of democratic political development, namely:  
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1) Responsive participation, where members of the public voted, deliver the complaint, to the 
officials, and perhaps identify themselves through a certain identity signs. Nemun in this 
stage, the conception of the community regarding the political pattern in the subject still 
participant or participants, principals and their role as autonomous political communicator is 
still relatively limited; 

2) Participation with the attachment or commited participation where the community 
campaigning and organizing themselves as they will successfully change the 
circumstances. Their commitment with regard to the high efficacy levels (from the joint 
effort) and proved by investing personal political sources belong to them such as: time, 
funds, contacts, and reputation. The participants in this stage actually involved in politics 
both in personal as well as psychologically. 

 
Political Communication and Political Communicators 

Is Dean Barnlund, mentioning that the communication describes the evolution of meaning; 
meaning is a created, defined, assigned, and not something that is acceptable. So, 
communication is not a reaction to something, nor any interaction with something, but a 
transaction which people create and give meaning in order to realize the goal. Next Barnlund 
mentioned that communication has six basic properties, namely: (a) Dynamic (dynamic), 
namely as a process of thought and behaviour is not something of itself without a thought, he 
digerak-gerakanoleh internal mechanism (ajsi), or simply influenced by external forces 
(interactions); (b) the Continous (ongoing process), there is no something that stands on its 
own, communication as one of sustainable living conditions without beginning and end; (c) 
Circulair (spinning), there is not a linear sequence in its current meaning of a person to another 
person, the person involved simultaneous communication with neither to one another; (d) 
Unrepeatble (can not be repeated), due to the creation of meaning that is back as it involves 
personal image in the past, the present, and the future, so the odds of people can give a 
message which is identical the same meaning as that given at the different; (e) Such (can not 
be behind), in a communication of the message that has been spoken and interpreted, can not 
be taken back from the memory of the recipient, and; (f) Complex, communication takes place 
in many different contexts and on many levels intrapersoanl, interpersonal, organizational, 
social, and cultural barriers (in Subiakto and Ida, 2012:15-16). 

Furthermore, Subiakto and Ida (2012:19), concluded that that the existence of political 
consequences in the process of political communication, which is the most fundamental 
element distinguishing political communications with other communication process, particularly 
for social communication. A communication activity that seems to be the message or its 
contents is not a political message, but when actual and potentially could result or has 
consequences on one's political system functions, then that is a political communications. 

Therefore, a process of political communication, simply put, will take place if there is a 
political Communicator, message politics, politics, politics of the komunikan channel and 
ultimately produce a feedback effect or are political as well. Political communication is 
communication that is used of a person, group of people or organizations that are political 
message for the purpose of engaging and influencing the behaviour of other people or other 
groups to follow the thought-provoking ideas and desires conveyed by the Communicator. 

Denis Marirossi (1992), defining political communication as all processes of delivery of 
information – including facts, opinions, beliefs and so on, Exchange and search about it all 
being done by the participants in the context of political activities that more work). Whereas 
Meadow (1980), defined as any form of political communication the exchange of symbols or 
messages that are to some degree influenced or affected the functioning of the political system. 
This definition gives emphasis on the reciprocal relationship between communication and the 
political system. Communication influenced and influencing the political system (in Pawito, 
2009:2). 

According to Asep Saeful Muhtadi, political communicators is initiating and directing a 
follow-up communications relating to events of a charged political communication, either 
individually, or group of people in the name of a specific institution (2008:31). 

More broadly, perhaps it can be affirmed that the political Communicator is a person or 
group of people whose political message that is usually associated with government power, 
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Government policy, government rules, the authority of the Government which aims to influence 
audiences either verbal or non verbal. Political Communicator include: politicians, officials, 
legislative and judicial eksektif, professionals (journalists, promoters, observer, researcher, 
political consultant) and major political communicators namely activists acting as organizational 
and interpersonal channels. He was quite involved in both politics and political communication 
in a semi-professional League. Represents an Organization membership demands, reporting 
decisions and Government policies to members of an organization (Nimmo, 1993). 

Political communication has a very important role and significant in determining a policy 
which will be approved by the Government for using the use of political communication that has 
been designed by the best possible political communicators in order not to feel burdened by 
these policies. In Indonesia, political communication has been subjected to interpret as political 
imagery done by politicians. So, when they convey political communication is no longer 
objective and only load imagery about himself or his group only. It is giving effect to the 
resulting policies and agreed, it no longer favors the interests of the people but instead tend to 
favor the interests of the ruling political charge. As if that is what the politician credited with 
boosting ratings Imaging about himself, his party or group. 
 
The Phenomenon of Political Communicators in Indonesia; Example case SBY  

In daily life, political talks do politicians, be they officials or try to be officials, is a very 
important aspect. Most of us know someone political figure from his talk or because of what 
people are saying about him. So, political talks is the harmonious image of a person and 
politician. Speaking of political problems are certainly not only discusses its problems alone but 
we have to know who the culprit is ideal known as political communicators as well as its role in 
social life. 

The leaders and interest groups, in particular the interests of the ever-articulate use of 
communication, for example by passing on recommendations against the wisdom that will 
implement. Demikain also to create public safety the Government first analyze various 
information originating from the community that's required for the study of semiotics and 
pragmatics as a reaction against the analyst knife appeared. In short, communications have an 
important role in the political process. 

The mass media is currently one of the most important political communication channels 
in the current era. The mass media has become the primary option used for political 
communication purposes. In indonesia, these symptoms began to appear early 1990s 
especially when the frequency of the use of the mass media by political parties during the 
campaign. A person or a group of persons or a group of people can be very dependent on the 
media in determining the choices political action and attitude. In the liberal State, journalists can 
even drop hope se ¬ Presidents or presidential candidates. With a collection of facts, journalists 
can be attacked by the evidence presented in the mass media so that a character can 
completely destroyed her image in public. 

Upon approach, this little paper trying to bring small analysis of how the phenomenon of 
contextual political communicators in Indonesia at the present time. Not to widen everywhere, 
author of taking the example of the case of the election of (President) Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono (SBY) as the recipient of the award Gold Standard Awards for the category of 
political Communication (World's best Political Communicators). Yudhoyono was elected by a 
panel of corporate and public communications practitioners who are members of The Public 
Affairs of Asia, (4/2/2010) in the building Press Foreign Correspondence Club, Hong Kong. 
Edhie Baskoro Yudhoyono accepted the award, second son SBY 
(http://korandemokrasiindonesia.com). 

According to Mark O. Brien, Vice President-Public Affairs, Asia Pacific, SBY is chosen by 
a panel that consists of nine jurors set aside the other finalists, Abhisit Vejjajiva, Prime Minister 
of Thailand and Ryan Gawan, from Save The Children UK. According to Brien, SBY nominated 
by Hans Vriens of Vriens * Partners were able to set aside another nominee, because it judged 
successful in communicating a variety of domestic and foreign policies as effectively so was re-
elected as President of the Republic of Indonesia and is now continuing in the second period. 
The panel notes also mention SBY rated managed to keep the independence of the corruption 
eradication Commission (KPK), encourages corruption eradication on a Government that at the 
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same time maintaining economic growth in Indonesia grew by more than 4 percent, reinforcing 
the spirit of ASEAN, and encourage a climate of economic and political environment that is 
conducive in the country (http://korandemokrasiindonesia.com). 

Gold Standard Awards are annual awards hosted by the Public Policy Affairs (PPA). The 
PPA is a global publishing institution that publishes various media, analysis, and market 
intelligence based in Hong Kong. In addition to the category of political communications, there 
are categories of transparency that institution conferred on Thailand Corruption Eradication 
Commission. Corruption Eradication Commission Indonesia entered into one of the nominee. 

This award shows that turned out to be highly valued by SBY achievements internationally 
after Time magazine also awarded the most berpengaruhi man in the world. But instead, the 
domestic image of SBY again derailed by various political case that warms up. At that time, a 
variety of negative things about SBY, often vulgar exposure in the eyes of the community. This 
may occur because the world of information and political life are not healthy. Because exposure 
to the media and political opponents SBY sepertimya Central rallying and dominating negative 
opinions about the President. So the news that dominates is the bad image while the positive 
things that are in the Government or SBY rarely lifted. Except by his supporters, and even then 
only rarely covered or revealed by the mass media. 

In contrast to the reign of Suharto's regime in the new order era, the media always 
dominate the positive things impeccably to its President. So the achievements and efforts of 
both Government or SBY, always just barely covered by the interest of a group of individuals 
and specific groups. Similarly, television media, a large and positive things like the world 
awards to SBY so neglected. A small example, the television show at the Metro TV on Saturday 
(6/2/10) that discusses political communications SBY, does not give the slightest reference 
about political communication accomplishment appreciated that world. That's democracy and 
political information that is being developed in Indonesia lately, the nation's own achievements 
are overlooked and not interesting things. 

Then why the central analysis becomes SBY to political communicators in the context of 
the present Indonesia, in this little paper? The arguments can be put forward associated with it 
is; First, SBY was the first President directly elected by the people in democratic elections most 
recognized; Second, SBY is a private complex of the military background to plan carefully the 
steps to enter the political world in total, and; Yudhoyono is the third figure of the political figures 
that appear on the right political momentum on the political stage. So, SBY has established 
itself in "convincing" in political history in Indonesia. 

But politics remains politics, should be recognized in the course of the political leadership 
of Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, especially when running the mandate the people of Indonesia 
for the two to be President (2010-2014), political communication carried out by Yudhoyono as 
well as by the inner ring road supporters and loyalisnya, are predisposed to become 
communication that aims to build the image or imaging (image buliding) solely. Yudhoyono‟s 
rated "no longer" give positive expectations for the people, Yudhoyono also labelled as the 
leader of the doubter in the mengmbil attitude or policy decisions that concern the interests of 
the people of tactical and country. In this phase, performance (communications) politics Susilo 
Bambang Yudhoyono declined until the end of his term in the second period. 

The blossoming of public expectation reflected as a result of political processes and the 
communication pattern coined SBY on term of the first period, it's hard to be returned at the 
term of the second period. Mega corruption cases committed by the main cadres as well as the 
central figure of the Democratic Party that his flock, became increasingly powerful trigger SBY 
axis running role as communicators in the political context of imaging to save the credibility of 
the Democratic Party and the Government who are his flock. 

In a nutshell, SBY as political communicators are elegant and reliable (even appreciated 
the world) on the first period of his tenure as President of RI, seemed devastated by the political 
storm that preceded the invasion by mega corruption cases committed by cadres of the core of 
the Democratic Party. As is the case of Bank Century, case pensions athletes, corruption of the 
Ministry of education and culture, the Hambalang case involving Nazaruddin (Treasurer 
General of the Democratic Party and members of Parliament), Angelina Sondakh (members of 
Parliament), Anas Urbaningrum (General Chairman of the Democratic Party and member of 
Parliament), Andi Malarangeng (Chairman of the Central Board and the Minister of youth and 
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sports), the case of oil and gas at the Ministry of energy and Mineral resources involving Jero 
Wacik and Soetan Bathugana and several other cases. These conditions forced SBY "down the 
mountain" was the General Chairman of the Democratic Party to save the sound of the party in 
the elections of 2014 in order not to lose in the general election. However, the alleged sepertu 
of the Democratic Party was unable to defend his victory in general elections in 2009. Tally the 
votes the Democratic Party plummeted to no. 7, of the winners in the elections of 2009, become 
the party that lost the 2014 general election. 

After the elections of 2014, and the end of his reign, political dramas along with 
Yudhoyono's Democratic Party that he has still not ended it all. His political post victory Jokowi-
Jusuf Kalla in the 2014 presidential election, has given rise to new problems. Red-White 
Coalition (Koalisi Merah Putih) commanded by Golkar and Gerindra and as the main axis of the 
political party supporting the coalition controlled the majority of votes in Parliament, canceled 
the assignment draft legislation the Electoral Districts Directly and Establish Regional Head 
Election, returned to the House of Representatives election in the area. Indonesian Great 
Coalition (Koalisi Indonesia Hebat) commanded by the Partai Demokrasi Indonesia Perjuangan 
(PDIP) had been unable to do anything. The Democratic Party as the determinant, the back 
shows the attitude of doubt by leaving the courtroom when Parliament voting the BILL'S 
endorsement, and Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono seemed to let the licensed undertaking it. 
Views, democratic stabilisation force. In the end, Yudhoyono published government regulation 
substitute legislation elections head area directly with a variety of options, so that the political 
uncertainty spawned quite a long time. Products the implementation of the regional head 
election directly in unison 9 December 2015 later with a variety of problems, is the end result of 
the role political communicators as SBY has trouble avoiding themselves from political 
communications based on the power of images. 

This is a political phenomenon experienced by Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, both as a 
President who was elected twice by the people directly, the leader of the political party winning 
the election, and as a central figure of the party which has a wide authority in his body, who 
runs his role as political communicator, a sharp deterioration of mengalamai even keredupan 
the end of the period of his leadership. This indicates that the political stage, gave birth to the 
"drama" that is the story conjures up the plot and flow difficulties for the "audience" to guess 
what will happen at the end of the story. 

Here's what by Hafied Cangara (2009:72), named as a consequence of democracy. That 
political process or elections are even arena fight democratically to political actors as political 
communicators to grab power, strengthen the image of politics and leadership. Instead, the 
political process also causes a political actor can be terjerebab into the system (socio-political) 
that are not kehendakinya, or even not at all she bargained for in advance that it will happen. 
 
Closure 

As described above that the communication channel is a political means which can make 
it easy for any individual or group in implementing and delivering messages and the objectives 
to be achieved. Here the political communication channel is divided into three parts, the first is 
interpersonal communication, that communication between individuals with other individuals or 
individuals with the group. The main channels in the interpersonal communication consists of 
two families and friends or surroundings. 

A second communication of the organization; communication that combines the properties 
contained in the mass communication as well as interpersonal communication. Organizational 
communication can consist of political parties, religious institutions, working groups and groups 
or a variety of other organizational forms. Third is the mass communication. Mass 
communication is communication that can involve individuals with audiences or groups to the 
masses or the audience. As it has been explained that mass communication including in the 
activities of the mass media. As the delivery of political news, or affect the audience towards 
something or just simply better Messenger information. 

The third of the above channels have a very large role in the delivery of communications. 
Therefore, the communicators plays a role in delivering information and the message is 
delivered. However, it is returned to the message recipients or audience what can he catch and 
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take delivery of the message. Thus it is not important what channels used by Communicator but 
the most important is the actual intent to achieve the delivery of the message. 

Examples of cases which showed Yudhoyono as the figure of a successful political 
communicators in Indonesia's political universe, making himself as one of the figures is quite 
phenomenal in political map Indonesia post reform of 1998. SBY is a figure that set up the goals 
and objectives of his political programmatically, systematic and massif. In the beginning his 
preparation for a dive into the world of politics, SBY doing more what is often termed silent 
operation, not rowdy and not ujug-ujug Javanese Word. SBY "proclaimed" label and his political 
movement at the right time, develop politics based on the strengthening of positive image 
(which can be tolerated) and simplicity at the beginning of his appearance. 

However, in line with the situation and condition of the political events that are difficult to 
control, the process of political communication that is run by SBY and has placed it as a 
recognized political communicators capable, slowly faded and weakened. The beginning of the 
fade and instead a lot of shortcomings, caused by political factors in internal loop SBY himself 
with the Democratic Party that his flock. However, it cannot be denied that SBY (at the time) 
had been a Political Komuikator SBY is reliable and powerful tool in the political situation in the 
Indonesia map, especially at a time when Yudhoyono becomes President of the Republic of 
Indonesia in the first period (2004-2009). 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The competition between higher education institutions in attracting prospective students 
increased today. Each educational institution improve educational facilities and infrastructure 
facilities, improvement of the curriculum, the quality of human resources, collaborate with 
outside agencies, and emphasis the cost of education. The increase in the facility includes the 
application of e learning on the course. E learning application provides convenience and 
flexibility in teaching and learning activities. This paper is a presentation on marketing 
communications strategies using e learning in the lecture as an attraction for students, 
consumers of higher education institutions. 

This research using survey method of students and then depth interviews with 
managers of private universities whose implementing e learning programs in Indonesia. At the 
time of this paper was written, research was already held in Jakarta (representing the western 
region), Denpasar (representing the middle region), and will soon be carried out in Makassar 
(representing the eastern region of Indonesia). 

Our preliminary study, in Jakarta and Denpasar resulted in findings that e learning can 
be partially marketing communications strategies for Private Higher Education Institution. That 
is, the application of e learning as a teaching and learning method improve the Private Higher 
Education Institution opportunity to be selected as a college by students. The findings of this 
study academically useful as a reference for similar studies in the future. As a practical manner, 
the findings of this study are expected to be a recommendation for the management of other 
private universities in shaping the marketing strategy of the institution. 
 
Keywords: E learning, Marketing Communication Strategy, Private Higher Education Institution 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

In marketing a product/service, communication plays a crucial role, among others 
disseminate information, introduce products, forming the image in the minds of consumers, 
influence buying behavior, encourage purchases and build a tangle of long-term relationships 
with consumers and the public more broadly. 

In marketing communication activities can be done starting from the presentation of 
information on products/services, advertising, sales promotion, special event (special event), 
personal selling, publicity, direct marketing. Marketing communications increasingly important 
role, because of the competitive environment and increased resources are needed to compete 
in today's environment of Commerce (Engel et al, 1999). Basically the purpose of any 
marketing communication is to convey a specific message to a specific target group with a clear 
and effective manner (Brannan, 1998). 
 

Educational institutions need resources to serve the public. But, private university 
operations depends on student tuition fees, donors and other funding sources that support; for 
students and others, expect services that satisfy the educational institutions, the administrative 
system of regular, professional teachers and so on. Without the ability and the support of 
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students, funding/finance, faculty, staff, faculty, facilities and other supporting facilities, an 
educational institution unethical such thing. 

Indonesia as a third world country has a great concern over deficiency of technology and 
believes that the digital divide should be reduced so that there will be an economic recovery. 
The Indonesian government is determined to utilize the information technology effectively to 
support efforts to increase the national competitiveness. This aspiration is reflected in the 
Indonesian (Yuhetty, 2004). ICT is undeniably instrumental in promoting teaching and research 
activities in higher education. It could solve problems pertaining to quality, equity, and access to 
higher education. ICT could also promote resource sharing and therefore improve efficiency 
and productivity while at the same time open up access to global resource of knowledge and 
information (Kunaefi, 2007). 

The interactive computer could be used to give students an alternative to writing as a 
form of active participation in knowledge-building. It can model real-world systems and 
transactions, and can therefore create an environment in which learners can explore 
manipulate, and experiment (Laulillard, 2006). E-learning has been used very effectively in 
university teaching for enhancing the traditional forms of teaching and administration. Students 
on many courses in many universities now find they have web access to the lecture notes and 
selected digital resources in support of their study, they have personalized web environments in 
which they can join discussion forums with their class or group, and this new kind of access 
gives them much greater flexibility of study. Part time students can more easily access the 
course and this in turn supports the objectives of wider participation, removing the traditional 
barriers to Higher Education (HE) study.  According to her, e learning method can be applied in 
any courses. In line with Laulillard, Ruiz (2006) explained that e learning method can be 
enhancing learners‟ interaction with other (collaborative learning) and transforming the role of 
the teacher in the medical courses.  

Barton‟s (2010) research shows that the adoption and uptake of e learning technologies 
is also strongly shaped by cultural and social factors. She has suggested that the adoption and 
uptake of e-learning technologies is strongly shaped by cultural and social factors. In Indonesia, 
e learning system more focused in the undergrad course (Sukartawi et al., 2002).  

Therefore, it is interesting to know how Private Higher Education (HE) institution using e 
learning as part of the marketing communication strategy and the effectiveness of that strategy 
to the students. 
 
2. MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS 

Marketing communication is the process by which marketers develop and present the 
appropriate stimuli unity, a clear target audience in order to obtain unitary response expected by 
marketers (Yessin, 1999). Subsequently (Burnett and Moriarty, 1998) explains that marketing 
communication is the process by which information or ideas are communicated effectively to the 
target audience. The target audience is a group of people who receive marketing messages 
and potential in capturing the messages that are communicated (Burnett and Moriarty, 1998). 
There are several advantages and development strategy of marketing communications (Smith, 
et al, 1999), namely: 

1. Static activity to help each other build in creating communication power through 
continuity and consistency. 

2. Help create messages clearer, sharp and precise aimed at consumers at various stages 
in the process of purchasing. 

3. Tactical planning of any means of communication will be faster when the direction set 
out a clear strategy. 

4. Streamlining integrated marketing communications that save time, money and stress, as 
well as providing other benefits in terms of consistency and clarity. 
 

 
Defined marketing communication planning on developing a system that includes reviews, 
goals, strategies, tactics and resources were incorporated in a systematic path. The elements of 
the marketing communications plan include SOSTT + 4 M (Smith, et al, 1999) the following: 

1. Situation (where now?) 
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2. Objectives (where to go/go?) 
3. Strategy (how to get there?) 
4. Tactics (detailed strategies) 
5. Targets (segmentation and market target) 
6. 4 M:        (1) Men (human); (2) Money (budget); (3) Minutes (time scale);  
          (4) Measurement (supervising effectiveness) 
In the concept of marketing communication strategy, there are two basic elements that 

need to be understood, that the communication strategy and communication strategy is a 
combination of marketing planning. Communication strategy (communication planning) with the 
management of communication in achieving the goals of this communication.  These strategies 
should be able to demonstrate how practical operational must be done in the sense that the 
approach may differ from time to time, or depending on the circumstances. For that reason, the 
private higher education institutions had took various efforts to expand and maximize their 
marketing communication strategy, including implementing e learning method for the course.  
 
2.1 Marketing Communications Model 
The success of a strategy depends on how the strategy should be able to adapt the resources 
in its power to identify any opportunities. Based on analyzes the resources owned by the 
company and an assessment of market opportunities, a strategy to be in position to establish 
operational objectives are realistic for the company, such as the model presented in Picture 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Marketing Communications Model (Bulaeng, 2000) 
 
Figure 1 summarizes the relationship key components and systems planning legal entity 
(corporation) and how the marketing communication strategy fit with the overall picture. On the 
model of activity is known to mix promotion mix (promotional mix) or adult is growing in terms of 
communication mix. Marketing communications mix consists of advertising (advertising), sales 
promotion (sales promotion), direct marketing (direct marketing), personal selling (personal 
selling) and public relations (PR). 

Furthermore, marketing communication model as quoted by Sutisna (2003) include the 
sender, the party who sent the message (marketers), the next process is how the message will 
be understood and responded to by the consumer, to be determined what types of 
communication are used. After that, the delivery of messages through the media that will be 
captured by the receiver. When a message is received, the receiver will respond to the 
message sent. A positive response will encourage consumers to make a purchase action, this 
is what is expected. The latter process is the feedback (feedback) on the message that was 
sent. Marketers evaluate whether the message delivered in line with expectations, meaning that 
received a positive response and action from konsumen.Hal can be seen as in Figure 2. 
 

 
 
 

- Communication Goal 

- Communication Strategy 

- Marketing Goal 

- Marketing Strategy 

- Marketing Comm. Goal 

- Marketing Comm. Strategy 

 

Activity 

Consumer/ Public 
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Marketing Communication Model 

Feedback 
    
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Marketing Communication Model (Sutisna, 2003) 

 
Each promotion tool has characteristics and different costs, still many educational institutions 
that rely on one or two promotional tool to achieve the purpose of communication. They chose a 
promotional tool that is adapted to the abilities and circumstances. With the phenomenon of the 
new world and increasingly sophisticated consumer demands force educational institutions to 
take a more varied. 

In general, these forms of marketing communication have the same function, but the 
forms can be differentiated functions in particular. In this case, each institution conducting 
constant communication about the programs implemented, students, alumni, campus and so 
on. Formal communications program is one of the key foundations in the activities of marketing 
communication mix. Main variety ones are public relations, marketing publications and 
advertising.  

Planning effective communication include, among others: 
a. Identifying the target market / target 
b. Classify the market needs 
c. build market 
d. Choosing the right media 
e. Selecting sources 
f. Inventory feedback 
When all units in educational institutions to work together to serve the interests of the 

customer, the result is an integrated marketing. To encourage teamwork among departments, 
the educational institutions need to implement internal and external marketing. Internal 
marketing is marketing that is directed to the public outside the external education. Marketing of 
the institution is to serve customers and other parties associated with the best strategic. 
Internally, marketing must precede external marketing; because it is not rational communicate 
the excellence services to students and stakeholders before staff educational institutions are 
ready to give it. 

Based on the awareness of the foregoing, the leaders of educational institutions should 
start to change the old paradigm into a new paradigm, where customer satisfaction and external 
public currently occupies a central position. Therefore, many educational institutions assume 
that education is clear. Prospective students choose a college because of interest in the 
programs offered and the curriculum developed. The notion that marketing is not a necessity in 
a college is wrong. Hal is contrary to the paradigm of customer-oriented institution. 

The increasingly fierce competition in the field of education to force private universities to 
not just focus on the use of the media alone, but the combination of various communication 
techniques marketing. However in reality, that is often encountered today is the difficulty of 
integrating the various elements and marketing communication techniques used. Many factors 
affect marketing communications.  In the first stage, the source (the marketer) specifies the 
purpose of communication, and then advertisers encrypt the message in order to communicate 
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the benefits of the product. The third stage, the message in the target segment which required 
an effective media plan. Effective media plan is expected to balance the goals may conflict. 
Problems can occur between attemHE to reach as many people versus efforts to reach out to 
them as often as possible, for example, due to budget constraints. The next stage involves 
consumer-exposure toward message, which at this stages the audience trying to interpret 
(perception and interpretation) and choose the action that must be performed. The last stage, 
feedback, check for understanding by the consumer if the same message as desired 
communicator and if consumers follow the perception of the message. In the process of 
communication, there could be many distractions that may occur to the source, the encoding 
process, delivery process, or to the recipient when deciphering the message. 
 
2.2 Forms of Marketing Communications 

Kotler (2002) argues that understanding the marketing communications mix (marketing 
communication mix) consists of five models of communication, namely: 

a. Advertising is any form of presentation and promotion of ideas of goods or services 
paid for and carried out by the sponsor identified. 
b. Sales promotion are all sorts of short-term incentives to improve the experiment or the 
sale of a product or service. 
c. Public relations and publicity are all kinds of programs designed to promote or protect 
the image of a company or its products. 
d. Private sale is the face to face interaction with one or more prospective buyers to 
make presentations frequently asked questions and obtain orders. 
e. Direct marketing is the use of mail, telephone, fax and e-mail to comunicate. In answer 
directly to obtain personal direct from specific customers or prospects. 
 

3. E LEARNING METHOD  
Many experts outlining the definition of e-learning from a variety of viewpoints. Definitions 

are often used by many parties is as follows. E-learning is a type of learning that allows 
conveyed teaching materials to students with using the internet, intranet or other computer 
network media (Hartley, 2001). E-learning is an education system that uses an electronic 
application to support teaching and learning with the Internet media, computer networks, as well 
as a standalone computer (LearnFrame.com, 2001). Rosenberg (2001) emphasizes that the E-
learning refers to the use of Internet technology to deliver a range of solutions that can improve 
their knowledge and skills. Hal is similar to Campbell (2002), Kamarga (2002) which essentially 
emphasizes the use of the Internet in education as the essence of E-learning, Purbo (2002) 
explains that the term "e" or an abbreviation of electronics in the E-learning is used as a term 
for any technology that is used to support the efforts of teaching via Internet electronic 
technology. Or E-learning is defined as follows: E-learning is a generic term for all 
technologically supported learning using an array of teaching and learning tools as phone 
bridging, audio and videotapes, teleconferencing, satellite transmissions, and the more 
Recognized web-based training or computer aided instruction commonly Also Referred to as 
online courses. 

C. Koran (2002) defines e-learning as any teaching and learning using electronic circuits 
(LAN, WAN, or the Internet) to deliver learning content, interaction, or guidance. Ong (in 
Kamarga, 2002) defines e-learning as learning activities asynchronously via electronic devices 
computer obtain learning materials that fit their needs From the definition, it can be concluded 
that the system or the concept of education that use information technology in teaching and 
learning can be referred to as an e -learning. Advantages of using E-learning include: saving 
time learning process, reduce travel costs, saving the cost of education as a whole 
(infrastructure, equipment, books), to reach a wider geographical area, to train students more 
independent in getting science. 

Full e-learning application consists of subsystems and integrated internal and external an 
institution. These will implicated to a system depends on the character and scale of e-learning 
are to be built by the company. An e-learning system can be complex and consist of elements 
that are interconnected, although not designed to do so (Morrison, 2003). 
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Picture 3. E-learning Application and Components (Morrison, 2003) 
 

Learning Management System (LMS) is an E-learning engine is an application that 
makes all the processes related to e-learning automatically, usually serves as a learner 
registration, progress tracking, and storing the results of the assessment. CMS (Content 
Management System) is an application that is integrated with the LMS to support the 
development and delivery of course content. LCMS (Learning Content Management System) is 
an application that combines multiple functions with CMS LMS. 

Effectiveness of E-learning can be viewed from a variety of things depending on the 
objectivity of the company in implementing it. Based on research by Tom Barron (2003) LOD: 
Quality and Effectiveness Survey, companies measure the effectiveness of e-learning of: 
training participants, cost savings, learner assessment / testing, ROI analysis, learner self-
reporting, customer satisfaction, manager / mentor reporting, bottom-line gains, and others. 
Furthermore Barron (2003) examined how the company determines the quality of e-learning, 
namely from: learning effectiveness, learner experience, cost-efficiency, technical 
implementation, and others. 

•  Many studies comparing face-to-face learning in the classroom with distance (distance 
learning) to examine the effectiveness of teaching and learning experience (learner 
experience), such as: 

•  Barbara B. Locke, Assistant Professor of Instructional Technology, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University, said delivery style does not affect learning (Morrison, 2003, 
p. 46). 

•  Thomas L. Russell, Director Emeritus of Instructional Telecommunications at North 
Carolina State University, has compiled a bibliography of 355 surveys, there were no 
significant differences between the technology-base and classroom learning. Russell calls 
this collection with The No Significant Difference Phenomenon (Morrison, 2003, p. 46). 

•  Bill Orr, a researcher-Vocational Adult Education Department at Auburn University    in 
Alabama, investigate further. Orr compile a bibliography consists of 60 qualitative survey 
made in 1988 and 1999; each explaining technology-base learning does give a significant 
difference in improving performance rather than learning with face-to-face (Morrison, 
2003, p. 46). 
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•  Dexter Fletcher researchers from IDA (Institute for Defense Analyses), explained that the 
E-learning reduces the time about one-third or one-third increase the effectiveness of 
traditional classroom and justify a third of the cost savings in the same way (Morrison, 
2003, p. 47). 

•  Morrison (2003, p.49) took the conclusions of several studies that: "According to research, 
the worst case scenario is that E-learning is as effective as traditional face-to-face 
classroom learning; the best case scenario, that E-learning delivers significant advantages 
to the learner-both in the quality of learning and the level of performance that results. " 

Larry G. Moyer found if learning occurs, then there is a change. Changes can occur in 
attitudes, ways of thinking, beliefs and customs. Thus, to understand the effectiveness of our 
need to understand the extent of the changes that may have occurred or which can be 
measured (Moyer, 2005). The same is expressed by Stuart Emmet (2003) effective learning will 
produce change. However, effective learning requires encouragement and support from 
colleagues, supervisor or mentor, and a supportive environment. Involve learning the 
knowledge, skills, motivation, and application. Motivation is necessary for us to do something. 

Gagne (1965) mentions some of the conditions necessary for learning to be effective, 
namely: lack of attention and motivation; gives the desired result (benefit); develop knowledge; 
provide an opportunity to develop skills, tutoring (training), and feedback; provide an 
assessment of performance, and support the implementation or practice. (Pimmarda, 2009). 
Education as a college major process generally involves three activities: 
1. Content: the material prepared by lecturer 
2. Packaging: courses offered 
3. Distribution: presentations to students 
With the support of information technology, then these three activities done by: 
1. Content: the best material quality 
2. Packaging: flexible but remain on signs 
3. Distribution: locally or globally with the help of technology 

The soul of the integration of education with information technology is not to learn about 
the technology, but learning with technology. The use of technology is expected to increase in 
the education process and the results of such education. With the soul of the quality of 
education will be maintained and sustained. Schacter has made a report on "The Impact of 
Technology on Student Achievement Education". Schacter mentions a of positive results of a 
student / students, teachers and professors in the science with the help of technology than the 
conventional way. The survey also mentions a negative outcomes, and concluded that the 
negative result stems from the fact: "A lot of people think about the technology first and the 
education later". In other words, stuttering technology is a major problem. The faster familiar 
with the technology will be faster avoiding stuttering technology. (Universitas Mercu Buana , 
2009) 

 
4. RESULTS   

Based on the results of questionnaires that have been distributed to University   A students 
as a sample of private universities in Jakarta and ST B as a sample of HE Eastern Indonesia 
showed the following results: 
 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

1 .205a .042 .029 1.82588 

 
a. Predictors: (Constant), VAR00001 
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ANOVAa 

Model Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig. 

1 

Regression 11.089 1 11.089 3.326 .072b 

Residual 253.373 76 3.334   

Total 264.462 77    

a. Dependent Variable: VAR00002 
b. Predictors: (Constant), VAR00001 
 

Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 7.620 1.113  6.845 .000 

VAR00001 .044 .024 .205 1.824 .072 

a. Dependent Variable: VAR00002 
 

Based on the above data, the results of a questionnaire distributed to 78 students 
University    A class of employees showed a significant influence amounted to 0.72 this means 
that marketing communications are carried out by the lighthouse globe associated with e-
learning teaching model shows the influence is strong. This happens because at University A 
who follow the model of learning E-learning is employees who want to continue studying. Where 
the employee is on having the time to follow courses thus indirectly require e learning. 
 

Marketing communications conducted by University A has a strong influence which good 
advertising that uses traditional media to the web media shows their contribution to the attitude 
of selecting students. It also means that because the respondent is a class of employees that 
they no longer desire to move or leave HE already in voting. It is different from the sample 
subsequent study conducted on students ST B, where the results of a questionnaire distributed 
to 105 students showed the following results: 
 
Variables Entered/Removeda 

Model Variables Entered Variables Removed Method 

1 VAR00001b . Enter 

a. Dependent Variable: VAR00002 
b. All requested variables entered. 
 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .262a .068 .059 2.00572 

a. Predictors: (Constant), VAR00001 
 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 29.553 1 29.553 7.346 .008b 

Residual 402.290 100 4.023   

Total 431.843 101    

a. Dependent Variable: VAR00002 
b. Predictors: (Constant), VAR00001 
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Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 6.588 1.139  5.785 .000 

VAR00001 .059 .022 .262 2.710 .008 

a. Dependent Variable: VAR00002 
 
Based on the results of the questionnaire showed that, the influence of marketing 
communications HE has little effect at 0:08. 

This means marketing communications conducted by ST B does not contribute to the 
attitude of selecting students. Based on the results of interviews with the Marketing ST B in 
conducting marketing communications via radio, newspapers, brochures, direct visit to the 
school does not promote learning about E-learning program is because the program does not 
make a seed of Stikom. Lecturer just using e learning to replace the face-to-face tuition if 
unable to attend. And there is no specific policy on certain subjects that require to use elearning 
learning model. Another reason is because the high school student who becomes the target of 
a campaign that ST B did was students who were deemed not understand the learning E 
learning model. The basic policy E-learning at University A is based on the premise that the 
development and advancement of the use of information technology it is possible to reach 
learners outside the classroom, including the use of internet, it is very significant to realize the 
system of distance learning or e-learning. Therefore, the University A developing, implementing,  
and operationalizing concept of distance learning system supported internet information 
technology (Prawirosumarto and Farida, 2011). 

E learning application policy objectives reflected in the emphasis on improving the 
quality of learning and culture change passive to active learning by expanding access to 
learning resources; which also involves not only teachers and students but also the community. 
Marketing opportunities can occur at this point, because the access is open so as to enable the 
public to know and assess the quality of the methods and sources of learning at this University 
A. Making people recognize and remember institutions can also create a brand image, as 
written on the benefits of learning e learning. Therefore, applying learning system e learning at 
University A is part of a marketing strategy. 

Benefits of learning e learning with the availability of learning materials in electronic 
media through the website e learning University A that is easily accessible and developed by 
the students and the community, the enrichment of learning materials in accordance with the 
progress and development of science and technological progress, improving the quality of 
learning and the satisfaction of learners and the quality of service, reduce operating costs and 
increase revenue, increased student interactivity (no time limit), and students become more 
responsible for the success (learner oriented) may be advantages 'sold' by the institution. 

Aspects of marketing strategies through University A‟s e learning reflected in the 
benefits of e learning is learning to competitive positioning. That is, put the position of the 
institution at a competitive rate, can compete with similar institutions because it has 
advantages. According officer Employee Class Program, which specializes in e learning, e 
learning advantages are (1) creating and increase the chances of student interactivity, and (2) 
there is no restriction of time and place so that students become more responsible for his 
success. In the basic policy on the application of e learning University   A, can be analyzed that 
the advantages of learning with e learning method is putting the freedom to students, as well as 
to make students more responsible with the freedom he earned it. Freedom and at the same 
time putting the onus on the students reflect the treatment of the student as an adult human 
being who has been familiar with what they want and how to manage it wishes, including the 
learning activity. Therefore, it is very relevant when applied to Employee Class Program. 

According to marketing officer, at University A, e learning program is actually intended 
more to Employee Class Program targets. So, in the management of marketing strategies 
would be handled by a special section Employee Program. In University A, there are two 
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courses, namely regular and first-class employees. Target marketing is different, despite using 
marketing techniques are the same. Regular students can encompass the way down directly to 
schools or educational exhibits, when students from Class Program Employees cannot be taken 
that way. 

University   A in general 'sell' program as Information Technology (IT) as an institution of 
excellence. Mentioned in '10 Reasons to University A 'among others, is "Use of Information 
Technology (IT) for the process of learning or Electronic Learning (E-learning) is applied 
through the Multi Access Learning (MAL) for several courses so that students can learn to be 
more flexible and not to be inside the room / anywhere '. 

Excellence is more emphasized flexibility in the application of e learning. According to 
the Marketing Department Employee Class, this is an opportunity for the employees who are 
busy and time-bound work to be able to learn freely without having to physically attend classes. 
Flexibility is also addressed in order to enrich the study materials, namely based on modules 
are uploaded by lecturers and developed by students. 

The module is used to guide the material in the lecture, limiting the study of specific 
scientific concepts, and provide a self-evaluation to include practice questions. Chat facility is 
provided between faculty and students and among the students themselves to a discussion, in 
addition to facilitate the faculty and institutions to monitor the level of activity of students in the 
lecture. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
Private universities attracting students to use several marketing communications ranging 

from advertising, public relations activities, direct marketing, sales promotion and personal 
selling. Promotional activities were carried out to provide information ranging from the 
advantages of each private college respectively till the learning model that is in use. 

The results showed for the Jakarta area which is represented by University A that there is 
a significant influence between the marketing communications is done by selecting HE with an 
attitude, but for the region of Eastern Indonesia represented by ST B research shows little 
effect. 

Private universities should use a learning model E-learning in the learning process, 
because research shows one of the interests of prospective students is the learning model E-
learning is primarily for HE in urban areas and classes of employees. Private universities should 
more actively communicate and market the E-learning model of learning through promotional 
tools used in promoting its HE. 
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ABSTRACT 
Study on the channel of political communication (media) boils down to two things 

namely, accuracy of channels selection, and utilization of existing channels. This understanding 
is important and affect the success of political activity that will be executed. Usually the failure of 
the political influence the choice of a constituent is not only caused by the Communicator or 
messages to be delivered but also on political communication or media channels. In other 
words, political communication channel component is as important as the existence of a political 
Communicator. This means that errors in choosing political influential communication channels 
significantly to selection or selectivity of society. 

 
Keywords: Channels, Political Communications, Enlighten 
 
Introduction 

The reality of the pointed out political communications require channels. Political 
communication channel serves as a means to convey political messages from a person or 
group to society a lot. The various messages that are delivered by politicians in the context of 
political communications lead to the necessity of political communication channels with various 
forms. Political communication messages are sometimes delivered through certain symbols, 
such as words, images, or a particular behaviours has to do with political activity. There are 
enough messages with the cue, but many are more complicated. More important than the 
political communication channels this is how political messages can reach the intended 
recipients and understandable so that awakens awareness or in common perceptions about the 
intended political message. 

Political communication channels are not only limited to conditionally on media that is 
mechanical, technical, or as a means to exchange the coat of arms, but that is not less 
important to be noticed and understood that any human can indeed serve as a communication 
channel. Related to this is not redundant if it is mentioned that the real political communication 
channels have a sense about who can talk to whom, about what, in the circumstances of how, 
and to what extent can be trusted. Political Communicator, whoever he is and whatever his 
Office, through the process of communication with the formal structure of message flow and 
non-formal toward the target  located in various walks of life. 
 
Variety Of Political Communication Channel 

Based on manifold, political communication channel is divided into three namely media 
of mass communication, interpersonal, communication and organizational communication. 
I. Mass communication Media 

In the system of Government, however, communication media (in this case the mass 
media) always did not escape the attention. Due to their nature are indeed able to reach 
recipient on a large scale in the region wherever and whenever. Mass media is a tool of political 
communication, namely two prolific for the Government and for the community. 

In the dimensions of the Government, the mass media serves as: 
1. To disseminate information-information about: 

a. the Government's Discretion. 
b. programs for welfare. 
c. political conditions in the country. 
d. the activities of the joint communications with other countries as foreign political wisdom. 

2. To shape the character of the nation through the education function. 
3. To perform the function of socialization in regard the preservation of the political system 

(system of values simultaneously). 
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4. Cultivate the trust of other countries through cereal-cereal news planned and laid out well, 
(as a promotional tool or propaganda). 

While in dimension of society, the mass media serves as a means of social control 
against the wisdom of the Government does. 
 
II.Interpersonal Communication 

Interpersonal communication is a relationship one-to-one; consists of the mutual 
exchange of words spoken between two or more people. This channel can be shaped face-to-
face or through intermediaries. Some communication scientists such as: Joseph Klapper, Elihu 
Katz, Paul Lazarfeld, Ithil and de La Solapool have noted, how effective interpersonal 
communication, especially for the developing countries to a higher level of frequency in the use 
of manpower compared to using advanced technology. 

Although there are interpersonal communication flaws, such as the range of target 
(recipient) too broad or because of restricted geonature (geographical location) that is hard to 
reach, but on the other hand have more value as follows: 
1.  Personal Influence in politics 

We have known variant of the communicators, namely, political, professional, politician and 
activist. In the category of activists we talk about leaders of opinion (opinion leader), i.e. the 
people who paid attention to the mass media, select the message, and deliver information 
and opinions both to friends, neighbors, or friends working and others through a face-to-face 
conversation. Through the influence of opinion leaders, is a channel that connects a 
network of interpersonal communication and mass. Regardless of its role in leading opinion 
and in spreading information, is actually an awful lot of political talks conducted by political 
communicators flows mainly through interpersonal channels. This is the most important 
venues for the talks of power, influence and authority, where the talks are conducted by 
word of mouth, not to the mass audience. The observer argument correctly, that the talk 
behind the scenes among the officials gave a more precise picture of what is happening in 
the Government rather than being said by the officials to mass audiences. "Politics is 
circulating among the holders of power," wrote Lasswell and Kaplan, "more in line with the 
realities of power rather than symbols are presented for that field." 

2.  The characteristics of the Political Conversation 
Interpersonal communication about politics, or any communication concerning the matter, 
the meeting is centered. That is, very few people take part, the parties give each other the 
right to acknowledge and answer in that Exchange, and the conversation takes place in a 
way people take turns to say everything. This resulted in the ability of the centralized nature 
of the koorientasi, as in the game, and negotiation. 
a.  Coorientation. 

The mention of this only shows that the exchange of views on the matter; that 
Exchange elicited a series of messages and actions, and through a sequence of 
participants simultaneously orient themselves towards the object being discussed and 
against each other. The combined orientation towards interpersonal communication 
messages and participant means that messages are exchanged it has the dimensions 
of the content nor the dimensions of the relationship. The contents of the message 
consists of information about the subject matter being discussed. The dimensions of 
the relationship carries information about how the views of the participants in the 
conversation it against each other. Smile, wrinkles forehead, tone of voice, body 
language, view of the meetings--everything is a sign that people read to know what 
impression they owned about everyone else in that conversation. Even silence can be 
a communication strategy. In this case the former President Megawati was a "pioneer". 
Former President Megawati who study communication previous presidents consider 
that communication of the Presidency of Sukarno and Abdurrahman Wahid does not 
correspond to the climate of Indonesia who is undergoing the process of 
democratization. Then, be silent as its communication strategy. Although his strategy 
making himself President at least communicative throughout the history of the 
Presidency of the Republic of Indonesia. 
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b.   The conversation as a game 
The meaning of the conversation as the game here is a transaction in which the 
participant communication, (1) have the open and hidden motives and (2) in the 
process that obtains or suffer losses. 
Lyman and Scott posited four typologies in the appropriate game to explain the traits 
that resemble a game of political communication in interpersonal. Games are 
distinguished according to the purpose of his action. Game face, for example, reflect 
the efforts of participants to establish their respective identification in ways that are 
appreciated. A game could face defensive; in this game the player is trying to protect 
an identity from the threat. 

c. Interpersonal Exchange each other's Contours 
Few things affect the given meanings to messages flowing through interpersonal 
channels. In this regard will be presented three of the most important, namely: 
1. The principle of Homofili 

Research suggests three propositions which when combined form the principle of 
homofili in communication; (1) people who are similar and fit one another more often 
communicate than people who are not of a similar nature and his views. (2) a more 
effective Communication occurs when the source and recipient of the homofilitik; 
similar people tend to find the same meaning and recognized together in the 
messages that are exchanged by them. (3) maintaining mutual communications and 
Homofili; more and more communication between people, they are the more likely to 
share views and continue communication. 

2. Empathy 
The capability of projecting yourself into the point of view of other people's empathy 
and giving opportunities to the communicators to succeed in conversing. Empathy is 
a trait that is very close to asosiasinya with the image of someone about myself and 
about others, and therefore could be negotiated through interpersonal media. 

3. Uncover the Self 
Self disclosure occurs when someone tell others what is thought, felt, or she wanted, 
that's the most direct way to show images and self identification. This condition is 
quite rare in the political arena. That happened quite the contrary, i.e. the event shut 
down; communication strategy used to prevent unnoticed by others, is the specificity 
of the communication interpersonal politics. 

 
III. Organizational Communication 

Communication network of the organization combines the properties of mass and 
interpersonal channels channels. Of course there are other types of organization are very 
different in politics, whether formal or informal. Is informal group is the family of a person, a 
group of peers, and coworkers who all play an important role in developing a political opinion 
that person. While the formal group includes political parties and special interest organisations, 
such as trade unions, company associations, consumer advocates, civil rights organizations, 
and women's Freedom coalition. Finally, at the end of the most formal of kontinuum is 
bureaucratic with organization. 

Bureaucracy is a large organization composed of full-time workers (full-time) are bound 
to and dependent on the organization by relying on criteria in assessing the achievements of 
workers and have relatively little external assessments on products it generates are ongoing 
process and with the tools that accurately. 

In order to make the implementation of these efforts succeeded, in turn, required an 
organized communication. In communications organizations there are two common types of 
communication channels, i.e. internal and external channels channels. 

The process of internal bureaucratic with communication channel has three aspects. 
First, people have to have the information as a basis for making decisions. Second, the verdict 
and the basis of the reason must be deployed so that members of the organization 
implementing it. Third, there are channels for "organizational talks", the usual daily 
conversations in carrying out the work; This would create a meaningful membership in the 
social order that is in progress. 
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In addition, there is also an external communication channel, for example, it includes 
media channels to communicate to citizens in General as well as Office-Office Organization 
other Government. 
 
Utilization of Political Communication Channel  

The proper functioning of the political communication channels within a political system 
depends on how the channels utilization by the public, and whether the public can fully access 
to those channels. Galnoor  emphasize the problem of the utilization of this channel because in 
his opinion political mobility and problems of access to the communications network is a 
prerequisite for the growth of political participation. He was referring to political participation as 
a private citizen activity that aims to influence the actual driving of the political system is 
concerned. 

A political participation in relation to political communication, according to Galnoor, 
include the following points: 1). the ability of an information message is initiated by the individual 
who wants something from the political system, or provide a response to something that will or 
have been implemented. In other words, an attempt to use the network communication and its 
channels-channels for the purpose mentioned above. 2). The utilization of political 
communication network autonomously, in the sense of not just a result of mobilization from the 
top. 3. The informational effort is not just a practice of communicating, but really as an effort to 
obtain an impact--namely to convey messages of power steering system to influence politics is 
concerned. He said that the utilization of the political communication channels relate to two 
democratic political development stage, namely: 
1. Participation of responsive, where members of the public voted, deliver the complaint, to the 

officials, and perhaps identify themselves through a certain identity signs. However in this 
stage, the conception of the community regarding the political pattern in the subject still 
participant or participants, principals and their role as autonomous political communicator is 
still relatively limited. 

2. Participation with the attachment or commited participation where the community 
campaigned and organized theirself because they'd managed to turn things around. Their 
commitment with regard to the high efficacy levels (from the joint effort) and proved by 
investing personal political sources belong to them such as: time, funds, contacts, and 
reputation. The participants in this stage actually involved in politics both in personal as well 
as psychological. 

 
Missed The Mass Media That Enlighten 

The reality of the pointed out the mass media as a channel of political communication 
has significant effects in presenting political messages to the community. This was confirmed by 
the opinion of Melvin de Fleur that States that the mass media were able to change attitudes 
and behaviour in society. The mass media not only serve as a means of promotion of political 
activity (read: political actors), but also has become the event of the formation of self-image. 
Even the media has established itself as the agent of the shaper of public opinion. News 
coverage of the mass media seems to be a reference or a truth. 

Especially when you have associated with the era of direct democracy is being rolled out 
in the life of nation and State at this time. Elections, presidential elections, and the election of 
regional heads directly into the land for the mass media to spread our wings at once indicates 
its existence as a reliable channel. Therefore be interesting when discussing the mass media as 
a channel of political communication from the standpoint of freedom of the media (press). 

Freedom of the press that started since the time of the reform to make the community 
got a lot of information even frequently flood information. Most information is positive, and most 
information is negative. Most information is the exposure of the facts, but most of the 
information is the bending or falsification of facts, even slander. Some information in the form of 
interpretation of the facts done in a careful, conscientious, and responsible, but many are also 
the interpretation of the facts done in vain to search for popularity or to impose their wishes. 

One of the causes of the flood of information is the presence of social media and citizen 
journalism. On the one hand, social media and citizen journalism can be positive because it 
helps people to learn to write without fear of sanction when it gets it wrong. There are many 
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positive ideas (build) on social media and citizen journalism. On the other hand, social media 
and citizen journalism can be negative because a lot of people write without care about the 
norms of journalism. Writing on social media and citizen journalism that enchant the masses 
often do not follow the rules of speaking in Indonesia that is good and right so that it could be a 
bad education arena. 

Cannot be denied that if in the past (especially on the new order), the paradigm of which 
is used to describe the relationship among freedom of the media, the public, and the 
Government is partnership-functional relationship, namely mutual understanding between the 
press, the Government, and the community, it is in the current state, freedom of the media 
deserves to find a new definition of indigenous philosophical relevance. 

Freedom of the media which initially tend to only be interpreted as freedom to 
disseminate information and thoughts through the mass media without the restraints of 
Government, now is growing not only "free from" (freedom from) but "free to" (freedom for). 

Freedom of the media covering the external and internal freedom freedom. External 
assurance is kemeredekaan freedom for the press to broadcast the news without any 
intervention of the other party. While internal freedom is the freedom of journalists in writing the 
news without the threat from within, namely the party bureaucracy media itself institutionally. 

In countries such as the United States, freedom of the media is not only warranted, but 
protected. Freedom of the media has been accepted country since colonial times United 
Kingdom. Formally, the freedom guaranteed by the first amendment of the Constitution. This 
amendment States, "Congress should not enact laws which will reduce freedom of speech or of 
the press". Supreme Court of the United States first implement guarantees for freedom of the 
press in accordance with the first amendment in 1931, when the Agency was canceling the 
Statute of limitations ("gag-law") that allows the use of censorship for the Publisher releases 
that contain scandal in the State of Minnesota. 

In Indonesia, freedom of the media is considered worthy of existence if it meets several 
indicators: first, the freedom of the media as seen from the lack of State intervention. This 
means that the country no longer control with strict licensing, content and distribution media. 
Theoretically, the media are always controlled the country through various instruments-
represifnya, was never able to realize the freedom of running the activity of journalism correctly, 
let alone become a strength supervision for State policy. 

Second, freedom of the media is measured from mythology or no 
pembreidelan/penutupan media institutions. Pembredelan has been the problem of the media in 
our country since the year 1744 when Bataviasche Nouvelles Netherlands colonial Government 
were banned. With the enactment of law No. Press Staple. 40 in 1999 which stated that 
"against the national press in order not to do removal, censorship, and the prohibition to publish 
and broadcast", then up to now not happen again removal the press in the country, although in 
practice it has not completely lost with many other government rules that overshadow the 
motion critical of news coverage of the media. 

Third, freedom of the media as seen from the quantity or amount of the media more than 
ever before. Since 1998 happens the significance of an increasing number of mass media. 
Fourth, freedom of the media is measured from the freedom of the media to write any news that 

emerges from all the parties, including free from internal control media that inhibit expression of 
the journalists numbness. 

Four of the above traits different from the press of development characterized by 
paradigm: First, freedom of the media in education that teaches the existence of important 

goals, especially about the execution of development, the meaning of development, as well as 
how the development process takes place. 

Second, do the lighting, it means giving the information required by the community, in 
particular to increase knowledge about development issues. Third, encouraging cultural 

activities in the broad sense, among other things fostering the culture of the nation and meet the 
modern culture. Fourth, do social control in all areas, inter alia by the principle of two-way 
communication between the Government, the media and the public 
Press freedom is the freedom of the media of communication either through printed media or 
via the electronic media. Thus the freedom of the press is a fundamental and very important in 
a democracy because it becomes a pillar to 4 after the Executive, legislative and judiciary. So, 
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the free press serves as the institution of the people's aspirations or media that cannot be 
articulated by formal institution or official but it can be articulated through the press or mass 
media. 

A free press is not responsible, often creates an impact that is not good for the 
community. Today, modern communication media such as radio, television and the more easily 
we can use. Impressions of programs such as crime, war and the things that lead to 
pornography could pose a negative impact leading to the moral decline of society. It certainly 
could harm this nation, because of the impact caused will threaten the well-being and prosperity 
of the people. 

We missed the mass media which is enlightening. The mass media are able to exercise 
his role and duty free but responsible. The mass media are able to exercise the power of two 
dimensions (ideal dimension and business dimension) in a balanced way. The mass media 
have a strong character as variables are free and able to exercise its function as a medium of 
education as well as social control that boast. 
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ABSTRACT: 

 Everyone in a relationship with someone definitely has a unique style of going out on 
their own. They interact with each other to know each other. This research took place in the 
campus of the University of Padjadjaran, in order to determine how the student‟s style of 
University Padjadjaran is dating or in a relationship each other with the approach of Symbolic 
Interaction. Then bring out the constructs of observations and the results of in-depth interviews 
with four informants as a student of S-2 program who again affair. 1) Construct romance style 
with sub-constructs: romantic love, love possess, love good friends, love pragmatic, altruistic 
love, and love messing around. 2) Construct Factors associated with love is as follows rewards, 
gender differences and jealousy. 3) Construct Satisfaction and Commitment. 4) Construct 
Ending Relationship. 

 
Keywords: Love Style, Symbolic Interaction, Love, Commitment 
 

I. Introduction 

This paper suggests the dynamics of interaction styles dating or romantic student at 
University of Padjadjaran. As far as is known by researchers that a human being needs to love 
each other. 

In the Qur'an, Al Hujuraat statement (room-room) verse 13 said " hi human 
being! Indeed, we created you from a male and a female and made you nations 
and tribes to know each other. Verily the noblest among you in the sight of God 
is the most pious among you. Indeed! Allah is Knower, Aware. " 

In the letter, we can take understanding, although we created them different exactly at 
Student University of Padjadjaran in Bandung are very heterogeneous. Besides, they also have 
other motivations by themselves that will find a partner / companion for the status of "bachelor" 
or single. As several stages, of which there are a bunch of people (graduate students), to know 
each other, connected with each other-know, friendship, friendships, dating, and if it does not 
encounter a bottleneck relationship or breakup will reach the stage of the marital relationship in 
accordance with the theory of stairs relation in interpersonal communication. 

The question that often arises in interpersonal relationships is what love is? Because of 
love, human beings have a lot of meaning for life, without love it seem insignificant life. Is a like 
and a love the same? Is a love just a feeling of deep intense or something else entirely from a 
sense of love? 

The most basic difference is between companionate love (the love of friendship) and a 
passionate or romantic love (love lust). Companionate love is affection we feel toward someone 
whose relate with our lives. The difference between the sense of love and companionate love is 
perhaps the depth of our feelings and the degree of our involvement with someone. 
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While passionate love is something entirely different. Berscheid, et al (in Brigham, 1191) 
suggests that passionate love is different from liking a few things: First, a sense of love 
associated very strongly with the reward, passionate love seems pretty much to stimulate 
fantasy and gift imaginable that might exceed the rewards are actually received; second, while 
a sense of love and companionate love is usually in the long term, passionate love otherwise 
fade with time. For the passionate love is growing rapidly at the time was new and there is no 
certainty than already known and predictable; Third, a sense of love is consistently associated 
with positive feelings and thoughts but passionate love is almost always associated with 
emotional conflict, it is possible to love and hate someone at the same time. 

Campus life is very heterogeneous, providing motivation for the students interact by 
verbal and nonverbal with each other. Knowing to knowing through several stages, from they 
often met among others established a relationship that has meaning is mutual attraction 
between the different sex. 

In campus life, there is the event of interaction is a relationship between one individual 
with another individual, in which one individual can affect other individuals so that there is a 
relationship of mutual reciprocity (Ben Walgito, 1990 in Dayakisni, 2003: 127). Social interaction 
will not be possible if it does not meet the two requirements, namely (1) the existence of social 
contact, and (2) the existence of communication. Social contact can occur between individuals, 
between individuals and groups, and between groups with the group. Contacts can also happen 
to be primary if it occurs directly or face to face, and secondary if that relationship through an 
intermediary person or other media. While verbal or nonverbal communication is a channel for 
conveying feelings or ideas / thoughts as well as the media to be able to interpret or understand 
the thoughts or feelings of others. 

Besides that, their main purpose to increase knowledge as for students of pasca sarjana 
who are still "single" or singles to find a partner / companion that first relationship in stages. 
From these assumptions, to become to focus of the problem in this research is "how does the 
student of University Padjadjaran style make a date or in making relationship with each other?" 

II. Theory/ approach 

This study used a symbolic interactionist conceptual framework to assess the 
experience of living informants. To borrow a phrase Mulyana (2004: 230), this study can be 
considered as EMIC studies to examine the cultural meaning of "in," the analysis is idiographic 
than nomotetik. So the result will not be quantified and be generalizable to all students at the 
University of Padjadjaran Bandung.  

Theory of symbolic interaction in the context of this study could be a referral to explain 
the process and the dynamics of the interactions that take place between the students of pasca 
sarjana in a relationship or dating at University of Padjadjaran. People who are in a relationship 
to assume to be active in communities and interact with the creativity and dynamics. This 
assumption work together with the task or goal symbolic interaction theory who studied the 
nature of social interaction is a dynamic activity of man, the nature of the active, reflective, and 
creative. Human behavior according to the symbolic interaction is determined by a process of 
interaction that goes on between them. 

Basically symbolic interaction theory is a theory that tried to view an activity as a human 
activity that is typical form of communication by using (exchange) symbol. Social life in view of 
the symbolic interaction is defined as a human interaction by using symbols, where the symbol 
is always used by humans to communicate and interact with each other. In interaction with each 
other are also reflected efforts to define and interpret the actions of the other (Mulyana, 2004: 
71).    

According to the theory of symbolic interaction, social life is basically a "human 
interaction by using symbols." They are interested in how humans use symbols that represent 
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what they mean to communicate with each other, and also the effect that the interpretation of 
symbols is the behavior of the parties involved in social interaction. Adherents of symbolic 
interaction sighted, human behavior is basically the product of their interpretation of the world 
around them, so it does not recognize that the behavior is learned or determined, as espoused 
theory behaviorist or structural theory. Instead of behavior chosen as the things worth doing 
based on how individuals define the situation.  

Symbolic interaction is based premises as follows: 

1. Individuals responding to a symbolic situation. They respond to the environment, 
including   physical objects and social objects (human behavior) based on the meanings 
contained components of that environment for them. 

2. The meaning is a product of social interaction, because the meaning is not inherent in the 
object but rather negotiated through the use of language. 

3. Interpreted meaning that individuals may change from time to time, in line with the 
changing situation found in social interaction. 

The essence of the theory of symbolic interaction is the theory of the 'self' that can also 
be traced to Charles Horton Cooley self-definition. Mead also like Cooley assumes that self-
conception is a process that comes from an individual's social interaction with others. 

For Cooley and Mead, the self arises because communication. Without language, self will 
not develop. Human unique because they have the ability to manipulate symbols based 
consciousness. Mead stressed the importance of communication, in particular through the 
mechanism of vocal cues (the language), although the theory of a general nature. Vocal of the 
potential to be the set of symbols that make up the language, the symbol is a stimulus that 
contains the meaning and value are studied for humans, and the human response to the 
symbol is in terms of its value and its value rather than in terms of physical stimulation of the 
tools senses.  

The meaning of a symbol is not the first physical features, but what can people do about 
the symbol. In other words, as expressed by Shibutani, "meaning first of all the properties and 
behavior of both the object properties". So all symbolic objects suggest a course of action (plan 
of action) and that the reason for behaving in a certain way towards an object, among others 
implied by such objects. 

In human interactions, human beings interpret verbal and nonverbal actions. Verbal 
action is speech, speech, and words that are commonly understood, whereas nonverbal actions 
refers to all human behavior is significantly apart from the linguistic mechanisms. 
Excess vocal cues rather than physical cues, such as facial grimace, as a significant gesture 
that we hear ourselves, as well as others, whereas when we do physical cues, we cannot see 
what we do. As a result, vocal cues can affect the speaker as it affects the listener. Another 
result, we are much better able to control the vocal cues rather than physical cues. 

According to Mead, only if we have meaningful symbols, we communicate in a real 
sense. Vocal cues development, particularly in the form of language which is the most important 
factor that allows the development of a typical human life. A uniquely human ability to perform 
symbolic communication is possible because humans have the tools that allow them create 
vocal sounds in large numbers and diverse and also because humans have a nervous system 
that is capable of storing millions of symbols of meaning and value. 

In addition to verbal communication, which is words, phrases, or sentences spoken and 
heard, communication also involves non-verbal communication that includes gestures, facial 
expressions, eye contact, posture, and body movement, touch, clothing, artifacts, silent, 
temporality, and the characteristics of paralinguistic, the importance of non-verbal signs and 
symbols should not be underestimated in human communication. Number sign or symbol that 
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serves as a "language" that is not limited. We interpret other people's behavior when they 
themselves may not noticed it, are like gaze, body posture and facial expressions. 

Goffman stated: "although an individual can stop talking, he cannot stop communicating 
through body idiom, he should say something right or wrong. He cannot say anything. 
Paradoxically, the way he gives the least information about himself-though it still can be 
appreciated-is to adjust and act as people are expected to act like ". 

The description above is enough to say that the theory of symbolic interaction theory as 
a humanist, by recognizing the freedom of man as a being creative and thinking. The 
constructed symbol instance is claimed as a manifestation of human freedom. Because in that 
way, one would be able to devise new ideas and strategies. Individuals are symbols that 
evolved through the interaction of the symbols they created between individuals (Sukidin, 2002: 
20). Humans are given the freedom to think and act creatively as possible. Every sentence is a 
creation of every individual, every speech, telephone conversations, meetings, demonstrations, 
and the other is a new creativity that made the wearer a symbol that combines and analyzes the 
symbols with a unique way, so creativity will always appear in every situation (Soeprapto 2002 : 
176). 

George Ritzer as quoted by Mulyana (2004: 73) to formulate some principles that 
became the core of the theory of symbolic interaction, as follows: First, humans do not like 
animals, because humans are endowed with the ability to think. Second, the ability of human 
thinking shaped by social interaction. Third, the social interaction of people learns the meaning 
and symbols that allow them to apply thinking skills that are uniquely human ability. Fourth, the 
meaning and symbols allow people to continue the action and interaction characteristics. Fifth, 
humans are able to modify or alter the meaning and symbols that they use in the actions and 
interactions based on their interactions on the situation. Sixth, the ability to modify and change 
was caused by an individual's ability to interact with itself through a wide range of selectivity up 
to the election process attitude. Seventh, the patterns of action and interaction in forming group 
and communities. 

Related to the contributions of individual interactions in shaping society, Holstein and 
Gubrium revealed (in Miller, 2001: 51) that the symbolic interaction oriented to the principle that 
each individual responds to each other on a meaning that they wake up in every interaction they 
do. Each individual is actively associated in their social world so that a process of social and 
cultural interaction or exchange between them. In addition, individuals can also be seen as an 
instrument for the creation of community and culture. 

Symbolic interaction theory pioneered by George Herbert Mead (1863-1931) is focused 
on the interaction between the individual and the group, in which individuals interact face-to-
face (face to face) using the sign, which contains the icons, index, and symbols (Sobur, 2004: 
158). Symbolic thought is essentially frees us from the limitations of human experience only for 
what we really see, hear or feel. Theory makes us constantly think of the object as symbolic 
(Soeprapto, 2002: 68-70). 

Basically the theory of symbolic interaction, including in the area of social psychology 
that examines how the individual psychological dynamics in interacting with other individuals. 
Therefore the initial study of this theory should begin with the theory of the self (self) from "the 
funding father" of symbolic interaction, George Herbert Mead. Self (self) or concept in view of 
Mead (in Mulyana, 2004: 73) is a process derived from the individual's social interaction with 
others. Or in another meaning, self (the self) is also a "social object" that we share with others 
in an interaction (Soeprapto, 2002: 204). Thus, each individual's self-concept is largely 
determined by how others see or assess themselves when interacting. Cooley (in Mulyana, 
2004: 74) says that the concept of the individual is significantly determined by what he thinks 
about other people's thoughts about him. As a consequence of social life (in groups), the 
concept of a person is always changing from one group to another group, where group 
influence is very strong for the interpretation of the person. 
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In addition, the symbolic interaction is the construction of some notion of self, action, 
interaction, and object (Soeprapto, 2002: 161-164). In interacting by you, man becomes an 
object for him. In the form of action, human conduct an internal dialogue in developing concepts 
and strategies for dealing with the world outside him. Thus, humans are not creatures that react 
to external environmental influences, but act according to her interpretation of the results. 
According to Mead that self-conception is a process that comes from an individual's social 
interaction with others. Mead view of the self lies in taking the role of another person (taking the 
role of the other). A similar view of "self" is also put forward by Charles Horton Cooley. In 
theory, "the looking-glass self", Cooley argued that the concept of the individual is determined 
by what he thinks about other people's thoughts about him. 

Interactions in view of Mead can be differentiated between non-symbolic interaction and 
symbolic interaction. Non-symbolic interaction takes place when people respond directly to the 
actions and gestures of others, such as exercise, expression and tone of voice. While symbolic 
interaction is done by humans to interpret their actions and gestures (symbol) of others based 
on the results of interpretation performed by him. Symbolic Interaction is a formative process 
that the rights of every individual, which reach common forms of human relationships in general.  

Object for Mead is something that can be designated or referred to, whether they are 
real or abstract. There are five analysis related to the object, according to Mead; (1) natural 
objects taken from its meaning, which is a creation of those who consider the object. (2) The 
significance of how one emerges from it is ready to act against him. (3) All objects are social 
products where in it is formed and transformed with definition process that occurs in the 
interaction. (4) Someone will act on that object. (5) Because the object is something that is 
appointed, then one can act according to his will against the object. Soeprapto (2002: 145) 
formulate the meaning of objects according to the symbolic interaction in the group life. 
According to him, the theory of symbolic interaction, human group believes that life is a process 
where objects are created, confirmed, transformed and even discarded. Life and human 
behavior must change in line with changes occurring in the world of objects they are. 

Symbolic interaction gives a lot of emphasis on the individual active and creative in the 
process of exchange of symbols. In the language of Herbert Blumer (Soeprapto, 2002: 121), the 
actor is not merely react to other actions, but he interprets and defines each of the actions of 
others. Response actor directly or indirectly, is always based on an assessment of the meaning. 
Therefore, human interaction mediated by the use of symbols to find meaning or interpretation 
of the actions of others. 

In establishing communication based on the uniformity of meaning, human social 
interaction always tries to match what he had in mind with what is happening in the 
environment. Human in the communication process is not simply the recipient emblems or 
symbols are seen, heard or she felt passively, but actively tries to hold individual interpretations 
of the emblem, a symbol or the mark. Efforts interpretation that is part of the interaction that can 
be done in order to establish effective communication and intensive between the sender and 
the recipient of the message, and the interaction of interpretation was not only done to the 
message sent but the interaction interpretation is also done to himself, because people are not 
only aware of people others but also able to realize himself. 

In this process (Mulyana, 2004: 230), an individual to anticipate the reactions of others, 
are looking for alternatives to speech or action he would do. Individuals imagine how others 
would respond to their actions. The process of taking the role (taking the role of the other) is 
hidden an important, though not observable. Therefore, the symbolic interactions recognize and 
measures in outer action, consider the action outside as further actions in. However, beyond the 
action does not automatically show the action in it, because outside perhaps just an impression 
management (impression management) to please a specific audience, or to meet the specific 
demands that are social, political, economic and so on. 
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Interaction with the opposite sex. Illustration: when X asks someone out, he delivered 
interest on that date. Others might interpret such an invitation to the various definitions. We 
communicate, taking on the role, and if we ask for an explanation did not understand the 
meaning. We met, each interpret according to clothing, appearance, actions, words, objects and 
so on. We do this to assure the continuity of interaction, or to avoid other people. Every time we 
act, there is always a sense analysis, the distribution of larger sense, perspective emerged, 
knowledge of how to straighten out the action from each other. Kissing and sex is symbolic 
actions as well. Both retain the past, the future intentions, thoughts and feelings now. In any 
relationship, we also look at each event dating as symbolic interaction: smile, emotion, kissing, 
holding, invitation to make love, warmth, affection. All these events mutually decided by the 
couple making love through interaction, sharing and retrieval roles. 

III. Research Methods and Procedures 

This research was conducted at the Student of University padjajaran in academic 
2015/2016, by interviewing and observing to 'single' students which have a shared interest liver 
or longer dating. Interviews and observations took place in October 2015 at approximately 1 
(one) month. Informans were subjected to this study, people who are in a relationship or dating. 

Interview method used in this study were interviews ethnographic or better known as in-
depth interviews in order to gather information from informants in a more holistic, whole, and 
depth. Mulyana (2004: 181) says: 

 "The interview is not structured like an informal conversation. This method aims to obtain 
certain forms of information from all respondents, but the wording and order adapted to the 
characteristics of each respondent. Ethnographic interviews are also important to obtain 
information under the surface and find out what people think and feel about a particular 
event. Unstructured interviewing are flexible, the composition of the question and the 
arrangement of words in each question can be changed at the time of the interview, tailored 
to the needs and conditions of the interview, including socio-cultural characteristics (religion, 
ethnicity, gender, age, education level, occupation, etc.) of the respondents are facing. " 
 

Sevilla, et. al., (1993: 206) says the interview is not structured or standardized, more 
flexible and open. The interviewer can modify, repeat, outlining the questions asked and can 
follow the origin of respondents not deviate from the purpose of the interview. The advantage is 
immediate feedback appears. Presented the results of this study with a view EMIC, that is, the 
description presented in accordance interviews, based on what he thinks, what he feels, and 
what is done by the subject of research in communication with the majority group, without the 
slightest modification interpretation especially thinking of researchers. 

In an interview with the informant to ask things such as: how does the interactions occur 
or communication that takes place both verbal and non-verbal with your partner: 

1. How does the style of romance happen between them? 
2. What the factors are related by love or dating for them to make love? 
3. How is the satisfaction and commitment of love relationship between them? 
4. Why is the relationship between them that could be ended? 

 
IV. Analysis The result of Interview 

  In this section the results of the interview presented in the form of an intact 
corresponding answers informant, not classified or categorized. In the "categorization results of 
the study" the researcher marks or categorization informant answers to these kinds of 
statements in accordance with the type of answer, to describe and make it easier to see the 
views of informants on patterns of interaction dating relationship at among students of 
University Padjadjaran. 
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To maintain the safety of informants and to avoid anything that is not desirable, the 
researchers did not mention his true identity. Researchers put the name is a pseudonym (not 
her real name), while the answer or statement informant researchers describe what the 
appropriate answers or statements of informants. 

1. The first informant initials "B" was 26 years old, not married status from Java. He has 
worked on a State Universities has been the employment of civil servants (Civil Service). 
He is the key informants in this study, he was students of University padjadjaran in 
academic 2015/2016. Since the high school has had a relationship dating to the lecture 
bench SI, but in a relationship he never succeeded because it always failed relationship. 
For he is dating is a separate requirement for every human being. Because without his 
dating life was colorless. Experienced a failure is very reasonable because humans here 
have the properties to choose and be chosen so that the best use of the opportunity to 
determine the choice of who will win her heart or will become his lifelong companion. 
DATING something exciting because in it there is atmospheres that mutual need to love 
and be loved, caring for each other, life is meaningless. How is your dating style? As 
seen in the interviews with informants "I feel when we have someone lovers there is a 
peace in my heart and he's not the type of person and I like playing women, women are 
very precious to me as my life partner. Because there is no him, my life feels empty and 
hollow. " 
According to him, we have to believe in the power of love in every human being, because 
of the power of love, we can live beside with other people. Since he entered the program 
S-2 at University of Padjadjaran Bandung, he began seriously to seek a companion 
because of his life that is worthy to be married and hopeful parents said their parents "if 
you take this program S-2 in Bandung you should get partner life because the mother is 
old and cannot be patience to wait for her first grandchildren ". Bambang was the first 
child so there is reasonable if the mother is advised so. Message parents, Bambang 
always remember it in every step. In Bandung, Bambang finally found someone 
meaningful in his life, the days walk fast because time is running fast when it alone. As 
long as she interacts with her lover she always keeps the correct behaviors, actions, 
words to her lover as if he said his girlfriend careful not to be injured or scratched at all. 
"When I lived in Bandung and beside to learn, because to remember message mother, 
so I intended to look for a life partner, after I saw him finally walk away, such as 
Javanese proverb says “Tresno jalaran soko kulino” so I feel comfortable with him and 
he is a candidate companion of my life. "During the dating of which created a strong 
commitment to a more serious until marriage later. What commitment your relationship 
with your lover in the future? "I have an agreement that once I was in a relationship with 
another person God willing to be his wife and it was a deal the two of us." If there is 
agreement like that, if there are concerns can be the end of a relationship that has 
existed? "Everything depends on equally important Allah that we've resigned that we are 
going into a more serious relationship, and hopefully the relationship does not end just 
like that." 

2. The second informant initials "H" He was 28 years old, coming from Ternate, working on 
one of the Local Government Agencies in Ternate on the employment already PNS. His 
hobby was taking walk, spending money as long as the money was still there, dressed, 
like charisma term jock 'TP-TP' means 'Charm' Status single he still has not had a life 
partner. Dating is a hobby since he was a teenager in high school. His statement, He was 
going out on a high school level of the love that exists just puppy love toy until he entered 
the program University of S-I and S-2. What does the concept of going out on stage that 
you experience today? Do you own now have a girlfriend? According to him the concept 
of dating is a relationship of love that exists between two distinct persons, in other words 
making love without limits of age, which is important there is a match among the top two 
private hearts is. It could also be courting a tangle of affection that are not permanently 
flexible or can be changed by following the course of time so there is a relationship that 
matches or vice versa, when it does not fit "hunting" another. How is your dating style? "I 
am the man was never seriously in making love, just for fun." At this time he had girl 
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friend but he thought that girlfriend felt his days in order to be not called single or 
bujangan by his friends, namely he was not clever to see girl friend or honey. His 
purpose to get girl friend just “Gengsi” to find a status in order that it‟s still okay in front 
of opposite sex. Dating today is not to look for a spouse or partner life but to play alone or 
life 'hedonism' just for fun. According to him his life during his stay in Singapore he will 
enjoy to live in Bandung only hedonism' it means that not to waste his life with a wide 
variety of binding rules. He did not care that he's had enough age to get married but 
returned early goal that she just wants to have fun just is not too dizzy to look for partner 
life. What factors are there for you dating? "We are getting closer with each other, need 
each other, there is a jealousy, and I feel our lovers to be noticed more." For him mate it 
will come naturally without the sought after because he knew that basically every human 
being created by Him for the couples. So the conclusion that the courtship is a necessity 
that cannot be avoided in every human life. Because when humans interact with the 
opposite sex, it will be inevitably lead salient signals that sympathy with each other. Any 
factors that strengthen your relationship? "Affection, jealousy, and there are some 
differences between us her more romantic than me." Is there satisfaction and 
commitment when you are dating? "I feel there is a certain satisfaction when I'm dating 
and it should be noted that when I was making love with someone else I do not have a 
clear commitment anyway I am happy he is also happy." From the first glance of 
sympathy or finally at the stage of introduction and will be established at the stage of 
commitment to here only or will be forever the relationship that had been built. According 
to him very simply that life is only once so we need to enjoy the fun without the headache 
of how our next step. With models such relationships, dating long will you survive? 
"Could last a long time and could not anyway I enjoy and vice versa, maybe you yourself 
can conclude." 

3. The third informant initials "Hr" he was 27 years old, came from Bandung. He is still 
single status to work in the field of governance consultant, looks very attractive, 
handsome, tall, and wise. How is your dating style? "I am more inclined to friendship and 
companionship, fit and whether or not depending later as he proceeds." According to him 
courting a stage of interpersonal relationships that must be done because of the 
presence of media courtship we can know each other's personalities, namely exchange 
of experience, know the character each of us, and finally there is a certain point is to look 
for compatibility between them. I currently have a girlfriend but still know each other 
phase-know among us, God willing, if the God allows being his life companion. He said 
that he lived a good relationship with this character that prioritizes a pleasant familiarity 
between each other. There is a kind of commitment by holding the principle of "if a mate 
is not going anywhere". 

4. The informant fourth initials "Dg" her 26-year-old. He was student of University 
Padjadjaran. From Padang, West Sumatra. Single status, he has not worked. His quiet, 
sweet and sympathetic. Besides the aim to seek knowledge, he also wants to find a 
girlfriend or a lover. Although he has not worked but he had dared to commit when he 
met a girlfriend or lover who according to him ideal for him, he will make it for good lover. 
It turned out in the course of his life over in Bandung eventually he fell in love with 
someone very simple girl, and solehah. The girls are older than the age. In the course of 
introduction to the girl he always held a meeting schedule or "make a date" or a date in 
the sense of a special meeting with a discussion about "you" and "me". For Nandang the 

love he had for his life now is very significant, because during his first time to know a girl 
who makes her brave commitment clear is that his relationship with the girl will be taken 
to a more serious relationship is not at the level of playfulness. According to him, a clear 
commitment from the outset will simplify and streamline the relationship that exists 
because when we catch signal lovers who like that then it will be believed entirely lover 
will love from the opposite sex. Love is something so beautiful everyone will have it as 
long as the person has the feeling that means the opposite sex or girlfriend even love 
requires sacrifice. In any relationship there must be a conflict, a conflict that could be 
jealousy of the ordinary even to excess. Of the conflict I could catch that jealous means 
there is a sense of belonging as if love there cannot be the slightest shared with others. 
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The result of categories research 

Before we will make a categories the observation result in the field or interview to 
informant, the research allows to reader in understanding about the meaning of love. 

Definition of love 

Rubin (1983) in Tri Dayakisni, Hudaniah (2003), suggests that the concept of romantic 
love has three characteristics, namely the presence of physical and emotional attachment, 
attention (caring), and an intimate relationship (intimacy). Based on this, Rubin made the scale 
of love and conceptualize love as an attitude toward others, as a set of specific thoughts about 
a loved one. According to Rubin, there are three themes that are reflected in statements on the 
scale. The first theme, attachment (attachment) or affection is a sense of need and urgency. 
Example item: "It's hard for me to live without ...." This statement reflects the consciousness of 
dependence on others to get valuable rewards. The second theme is the desire to give attention 
to the person as reflected in the statement, "I want to do everything to ...." This statement 
reflects the desire to give priority to the welfare of a person and is sensitive to her needs. The 
third theme emphasizes the sense of trust and self-disclosure. By analyzing the return on a 
scale of love Rubin, Harold Kelley (1983) identified four main components in love, namely: 
attention (caring), the sense of need (needing), put the confidence (trust) and fault tolerance to 
his partner. Kelley even in his research found that students see as the most important factor in 
caring love, then the next needing. While trust is regarded as less important things in love.  

Research the other (Davis, 1985), finding the data that friendship and love has some 
characteristics that are common, meaning of love as well as in the friendly relations include also 
the feeling of pleasure (enjoyment) and acceptance (acceptance) of each other, confidence 
(trust), respect (respect), mutual help (mutual assistance), trust (confiding), understanding 
(understanding) and spontaneity (spontaneity). But love is more than that, because love has 
two groups of factors referred to below more characterizes to love than friendship: (1) a group 
of lust (passion) include feeling fascinating / bowled (paying attention to his partner even when 
he was involved in some other activities, e.g. because the concentration cannot be thinking of 
his partner), sexual desire (sex desire in all other relationships in their lives); and (2) caring 
group includes attention in the form of for example, accompany to do activities together that 
interest her partner, gave everything). 

Another expert is Robert Sternberg (1987) proposed a theory called the Triangular 
Theory of Love. Sternberg states that love has three main components, which provides a 
feeling of intimacy that creates the experience of warmth in a relationship (for sharing, mutual 
understanding, and emotional support), component passion shows impulse that leads to 
romance and physical attractiveness and sexual behavior. While sexual needs perhaps most 
important, the needs of others also contribute to the experience of lust is like self-esteem 
needs, dominant or submissive, and for affiliates. Commitment component involves short-term 
decisions that a person loves another and agree to maintain love it. 

From the results of research conducted through observation and interviews, involving 
interaction style dating to the students of University Padjadjaran in Bandung, so this study can 
be drawn a construct associated with symbolic interaction style of dating or romance student of 
University Padjadjaran in Bandung as follows:  

Love style 

Based on the results by using observation and interview researchers are CONSTRUCTS 
style romance in people's lives, especially researcher‟s focus on students of University 
Padjadjaran Bandung. Researchers concluded from interviews and direct observations there 
are six sub-constructs of style romance are as follows: 
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Romantic love 

Love that is characterized by emotional experiences. Usually a love at first sight. What is 
important in this form of love is the bodily physical attractiveness. Of all the informants that 
investigators interviewed all of which belonged to the romantic love because they were 
sympathetic to the first person from the first glance of the eye drop that is prudent. 

Love has 

Love that is characterized by a strong emotional experience, easily jealous, obsessed with 
loved ones. Usually highly dependent on loved ones, therefore, fear excluded. Involvement is 
very easy to change from feeling very happy to despair. Romance style is present in all of the 
informants interviewed researchers. 

 

Love is Good friend 

Researchers from the information captured is a good friend that there is a love that promotes a 
pleasant familiarity. Love it usually grows slowly and begins a friendship, sharing and reveal 
themselves gradually. The characteristics of love form are that it is a wise, warm, and filled with 
a sense of brotherhood. Style romance is contained in the third informant. 

Love Pragmatic 

Love requires a matching pair and relationships that went well, both sides feel at home in it and 
are able to satisfy the basic needs or their practical. Usually this form of love involves many 
considerations in determining logical and more happy couples are looking for satisfaction rather 
than excitement. Love style is found in the first and fourth informant. 

Altruistic love 

Love marked for the attention, the desire to always give something, and always ready to forgive 
the mistakes partner. Love is defined as a task that must be done without pamrih. This form of 
love is expressed through self-sacrifice, patience and trust towards a loved one. This romance 
style is the first and fourth informant. 

Love Fooling Around 

Form of love that is characterized by love and enjoy the game to win it. In the form of love, the 
most important is the strategy, and the attachment is usually avoided. People involved in the 
form of love usually have more than one relationship love at the time. No relationship can last 
longer, usually ends when her partner started to get bored or become too serious. This 
romance style is second informant. 

Factors Associated with Love 

Rewards (reward) 

Although the sense of love and love is different, some of the factors that reward thereby 
increasing a sense of love and also raise the possibility of a chance on love. For example those 
factors are the proximity, similarity in attitudes and values, physical attractiveness, and love 
each other. 

Gender Differences 

As researchers observe there are differences between women and men. There is a stereotype 
that is growing in our society that women are more romantic than men even vice versa. Men 
prefer playing lady love than women. Faster women like to break their love for reasons of lack 
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of attention from men because men tend to be toying with the nature of love. Romance style 
men tend to love style romantic, playful or egoistic, while women tend to force love, friendship, 
and pragmatic. Women are more need intimacy but a little man wants intimacy. Women are 
more likely to express their feelings about others and their fears but men are more willing to talk 
about political views and pride in their strength. 

Jealous  

Jealous, according to Brehm and kassin (1993: 27), namely reaction to a perceived threat to the 
existence relationship. This threat is not always a reality or not is always limited by reality. 
Jealousy is usually created by the perception that their partner was attracted to other people. 
But the threat could be wider, for example feeling jealous about the involvement of her partner 
time with family and hobby. Nevertheless, more intensely jealous when her partner broke 
because of interest to others. Jealous of potential emotional consequences at any time / any 
time a relationship is formed. Losing a spouse or partner creates the possibility of loss of 
emotions, thoughts and behaviors that can destroy the complex. 

Satisfaction and Commitment 

To understand why people stay together in the long term, then we must analyze the satisfaction 
and commitment. Satisfaction refers to when we are satisfied and the perceived rewards 
outweigh the costs. While the commitment (a feeling of attachment and desire to maintain the 
relationship) is more complex. 

Ending a Relationship 

Often the conflict in a relationship is inevitable, like a dating relationship experienced by the 
informants. Usually preceded a conflict occurs due to a conflict of attribution between the two 
sides, especially for those who suffer in the relationship. Bradbury & Fincham (1990), found that 
in couples who have looked at the causes of the events globally negative effect, whereas 
positive events seen only as a specific incident or coincidence. 
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Symbolic Interaction Style of Model DATING / Students love 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model I. Love Interwoven Students of University Padjadjaran in Bandung 
 

V. Conclusion 

Pattern students of University Padjadjaran interaction shows a reality that is constructed 
within the individual informants. Indicates that the strength of the relationship dating or romance 
that they have built a reality happens on campus life where they had been studying the S-2 at 
the University of Padjadjaran. Besides they have a purpose to seek knowledge as for any other 
purpose is to look for a life partner and have fun with life Bandung complex "Hedonism". 

The processes interaction student of S-2 are very heterogeneous, especially that 
researchers focus to the students who are still single because it deals with a major theme in this 
paper is "relationship dating / romance students of University Padjadjaran study to premise a  
romance style symbolic interaction that exists between them. The results of research finally to 
delivered some CONSTRUCTS and sub-constructs: 1) Construct style romance with sub-
constructs: romantic love, love possess, love good friends, love pragmatic, altruistic love, and 
love messing around. 2) Construct Factors associated with love is as follows rewards, gender 
differences and jealousy. 3) Construct Satisfaction and Commitment. 4) Construct Ending 
Relationship. The fourth categorization of these constructs, determines how the pattern of 
symbolic interaction style dating / romance students of University Padjadjaran, especially in 
Academic 2015/2016. 
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ABSTRACT 
Radio as a broadcasting media has a strategic role in promoting improved quality of 

public services. Through its interactive broadcasting program, radio media can build  public 
sphere where people can express and deliver their aspirations, interests, and needs. By 
optimizing the sphere, radio can be an interactive media mediating public discuss from the 
aspirations, needs and interests of citizens regarding quality of various types of public services 
organized either by governmental or private. Interactive broadcasts between community and 
public service providers are mediated by professional gatekeeper provided by management of 
radio. Interactive program between citizens and providers can take place in a rational, objective, 
accountable, equitable, free of domination, and solution. To build the system, particularly in 
shaping healthy media sphere for interactive dialogue process, the radio management should 
prepare the infrastructure and superstructure, especially information systems, technology, and 
human resources regarding support the quality of broadcasting program. The system is making 
in professional and has to give attention to public importance and public need based on 
exciting, innovative, educate, and entertaint. 
 

Keywords: Commercial Media, Radio Broadcasting, Public Sphere, Interactive Program, The 

Public Service 

 

Background 

          The phenomenon of local media in Indonesia seems to be odd reality. The local 
commercial radio designed as business media taken a role as a public media that actually 
become a main concern of public and community radio. This fact occurs in many cities of 
Indonesia. Many commercial radios develop their program to support the public needs in 
particular in public service.  It may happen because the composition of local media between 
commercial, public, and community radio was in contrast and not in ideal condition. Radio type 
was dominated by commercial radio both in quantity and quality. 
           There is an interesting phenomenon that occurs in the metropolitan city such as 
Surabaya related to public service. People preferred to deliver their complaints regarding a 
public service by reporting to the commercial radio i.e. Voice of Surabaya Radio (SS). People 
choose to report to SS radio rather than to a public service provider directly. Not surprisingly, 
people report anything to the radio such as they loosed the vehicle, they will report first to the 
SS rather than to the police hotline. This is similarly to the complaint of education, health, and 
other urban problems occurring in the big cities. According to the research division of SS radio 
(2009) that such condition was caused by quickly response that they got. People immediately 
get a response and answer directly and not required the complex procedures through which an 
easy and directly forward. 

Local radio can handle the public complain and anything related to the public services 
by airing the complaint and contacting the provider to answer and explain regarding the 
complaint. Furthermore, there is two way communication between them and can give solution to 
the problems. As an interactive program, people also can report the traffic jam minute to minute. 
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This is media become a place where people can inform and practice the citizen journalism as a 
volunteer to report the public need via radio. In many cases, most of vehicle in town such as 
Surabaya always monitor the radio to know the traffic jam. They choice the broadcasting radio 
media because they can get immediately feedback and response from the service provider. 
Complaints about public services such as transportation, electricity, water, education, health, 
including the issue of crime in an interactive broadcast and urban communities have a solution 
quickly, cheaply, and effectively. 

Until now, the conditions of public services in many developing countries are still poor 
and tend to be a closed system. Access of information is monopolized by service provider. 
People do not have enough information and access to deliver the needs and aspirations. They 
also cannot ask the problems regarding public service that are affected to their lives. 

Actually, many developing countries face various social problems such as poverty, 
unemployment, passive and lack of ability that effect to citizen participation minimally. Service 
providers in many cases change to become an institution that must be served. People are in 
asymmetric position that are unequal level and has to face head to head with the public service 
provider.  People always be in weak position. 

Public services, especially those organized by the government as Wahab notes (2000) 
is still far from ideal types of excellent services that are not required  with aspects of 
responsibility, responsiveness, and representation in line with the demands of society. If we 
need data that showed the poor of public services we can detect it by collecting public‟s 
complaint published at many mass media such as daily newspaper and on line media. Every 
day the mass media both print and electronic opens a hotline and receives numerous public 
complaints on a variety of public service. Almost in everyday people complain and report the 
poor condition of quality of public services from common minor things such as citizen ID cards, 
driving license, and license that should be taken from government bureaucracy. Public criticism 
is usually not far from the problems of poor performance and professionalism of the 
bureaucracy, administration procedures are complicated, and the occurrence of illegal charges 
(extortion) in all lines of bureaucracy. 
             This condition is actually more complex and not just caused by a single variable, but the 
range of variables or a variable combination of economic, political, social, and cultural. Not 
surprisingly, in many sectors, public services run unwell without the clear direction. Conditions 
of public services such as health, education, transportation, licensing administration in 
government agencies is still not satisfy to the public. Public institutions do not have change the 
paradigm public service yet to improve the quality of caring. This could happen considering the 
various matters related to public services are still in government monopoly. Public service 
providers are being felt not to have competitors that they do not feel in competing with others. 
As a result, people have no choice and accept such conditions as an ordinary. This condition is 
different from public services that provided by private sectors where people can choose the 
service as they want. They can also change to others provider when they feel unsatisfied. The 
mechanism of giving reward and punishment can implement directly to the provision of public 
services. 
               From the management perspective, we can make a simple that there are two kinds of 
public service management. Firstly, the management of public service that is profit, usually 
administered by state or Regional Company (Perusda/PD) such as PLN, Telkom, Damri, Pelni, 
PDAM, etc. Secondly, the management of public services that are non-profit (nonprofit), 
administered by the government, among others, the service ID / KK, IMB, land certificates, 
social facilities, and a variety of licensing. 
               The main problem that occurred in the nonprofit public service is difficult way to 
access and take long procedures when they take care of a particular license. People need long 
time to follow the procedures, the cost is not clear, and the practice of extortion. At the level of 
executive officers in particular who work in front liner that directly communicate with consumer, 
they look less responsiveness, no caring, and no empathy, and even no willing to hear 
complaints / suggestions / aspirations of the community. This condition is according to  Agus 
Antara (2005) are compounded by discrimination against particular groups of service, especially 
people who are poor. Not surprisingly, if poor people got difficulties in accessing excellent public 
service. Conversely, for those who have the much money will be very easy to get easy service 
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by giving a bribe. In the end, the public service did not become effective, inefficient and high 
cost. Public service units are less responsibility, responsiveness, and are not representative in 
accordance with the demands of society. Public service managers were deemed to be less 
responsive in responding to public complaints and did not comply with minimum service 
standards that should be done. 

Implementation of the Public Service regard to reformation era tend to be good and 
would erase the bureaucratic inefficiency of the service, by making the standard of operational 
care, such as procedures, time of service, cost of services, product services, facilities, 
personnel competence of service providers, internal control, handling complaints, suggestions 
and input, and the guarantee of service. 
              Radio media has an opportunity to promote equal relations between service providers 
and the community through mutual respected interaction. Radio can also be a medium that 
brings a variety of solutions with a view to acquire related to public service. It is quite possible 
considering radio as a medium that has the characteristics: fast, easy, and unexpensive. Media 
such as radio also has an advantage and the extent of the penetrating power, attractiveness, 
and thus more actual direct, intimate, imaginative, and also mobile. 
However, not all radios can play a role like this type of ideal. Many radio programs that are not 
qualified, have a low appetite, duplication, low vision, and short-term dimension only and are 
not able to generate criticism to educate the public. 
              This condition is also disturbed by many illegal radios that aired in amateur 
broadcasting that tends to jump and using illegal frequency. They operated a radio just as a 
hobbies, and just simply be the entertainment media radio. During this interactive program 
developed at the request they just stuck songs and romantic greetings through the air and they 
did not improve the empowerment of public. 
 
Radio for Publicsphere 
             Public sphere as note Ashadi quoted by Habermas (1962) is basically a condition or 
situation met with state and public interactions, which take place in physical space (public 
space) and non-physical space or civil society system (public system). The space is built upon 
individuals who are collectively referred to articulate the interests of public or community needs 
through the state. 

Ideally, public space is expected to be independent and neutral zone within which the 
dynamics takes place in the life of the personal / individual, freedom for expressing idea and 
interest with no hegemonic power from the state, market and collectivism (communalism). In 
other words, the idealization of public life is the life of citizens, in the process of personal 
interaction on the basis of culture. Characteristic of such interaction is based on the presence of 
persons who have the autonomy and independence. Social interaction is characterized by 
personal position in bargaining (negotiations) in the process of public discussion (public 
discussion) on the basis of rationality and intelligence, not on the basis of the dominance and 
hegemony of violence (physical or psychological force). 
                  Radio media can be a healthy public space to mediate between the interests of the 
citizens (the public) and the state. Radio as an extension or extension of public space can 
guarantee the public sphere idealization of the power of attraction as well as a medium of 
learning together toward the good fortune this public. It should be emphasized given the public 
position is always in an asymmetric position of the country. Radio media can play a role for 
equal positions. 
If the conditions can be encouraged through an intelligent and egalitarian dialogue via radio, 
then the condition of public services will be expanded from time to time. Public service can be 
pushed into a better direction with the principles of transparency and public accountability. 
               Creating this space through radio broadcasts do not often as easy as imagined. Space 
is not free and sterile from the interests of power. The domination from some group in society 
should be observed, including domination on producing the meaning of reality. It seem not be 
objective. Radio media should be encouraged in order to be able to produce an interactive 
program that has the weight and importance to the public interest (public interest). 
              In this context the radio as a broadcast media can mediate realities associated with the 
implementation professional Public Service. Radio can be the stimuli for 1) public policy-making 
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process (which includes participatory or no, transparent or no; oriented to the public or to other 
interests), 2) the implementation of public policy (running or no, transparent or no, accountable 
or no) 3 ) Supervision over the implementation of public policy (running or not). All parties 
should be aware that public service is basically the essential obligations of public entities. Public 
space is intelligently constructed, equal, and do not forget the aspect of public decorum and 
civility. These data can be critical original complaints from the public can be heard and obtained 
submitted directly by the public. 
 
Best Practice Radio SS Indonesia 

                Radio Suara Surabaya (Surabaya Voice) is is one of popular private radio that 
constructed as radio information and has brand news and interactive solutions. Radio Suara 
Surabaya (SS) is known as one of a number of radio listeners in Surabaya's largest and most 
expensive advertising rates in the private radio station to another. According to Arifin (2010) SS 
radio is radio news focusing on the production of information with an interactive model of a 
meaningful pattern of multidirectional communication and impact-oriented or solution-based 
broadcast beneficial for the citizens. 
               Radio is known as one of the pioneers of radio journalism citizen media (citizen 
journalism) in Surabaya. Arifin (2010) recorded up to 2009 that the number of SS listeners who 
became a voluntary reporter and informant reached 330,000 people. Through interactive 
broadcast program, the SS could be the mobilization of public participation, the source of the 
solution of public problems and also the inspiration for the various types of urban policy. SS has 
become a favorite complained media and built as Public Square, where the city can 
communicate various issues being faced today. In addition, the SS also held a variety of 
activities such as off air program. Then, follow-up by activities on the air  as a form of social 
responsibility to meet the needs of city residents, especially relating to public interest. 

SS broadcast program is not only be known, but it can also make interactive. Listeners 
do not simply become know, but they can also express the aspirations and solutions for the 
common good of citizens. Society dare to complain and express their opinions without any 
pressure, but remained in the corridor charge, solution-based, and respect for diversity and 
tolerance. 
 
Public Services & Interactive Program 
               Through this interactive program, the various interests can be reconciled. Radio can 
be a problem mediated. These issues can be discussed, requested responses, and also find 
solutions together. Listeners can share information and help each other. 
              There is a risk that must be faced by the managers of radio media through interactive 
programs. In order to an interactive program does not become a means of slander and berate 
each other. So the role of broadcast programmers, including in the broadcasting and 
gatekeeper become important. To guarantee that discuss can run well, the gatekeeper created 
a layered filter through the gatekeeper to the announcer as the last bastion. At least as SS radio 
experience there must be values that hold together the processes of communication and 
dialogue that occurs based on the principles of empowerment and intelligence as a venue for 
community empowerment. Community are trained to be able to distinguish clearly where the 
dimensionless diatribe dialogue and improvement. Management must be able to confirm the 
role of radio as a guide, steering the search for solutions. 
               Access and participation becomes an important key to develop the system. People 
who trained as volunteer reporting also can make people open mind, educated, optimistic, 
excited, and dared to speak, and develop checks and recheck. This process also requires the 
public's willingness to hear and appreciate the opinions of others. Valid and reliable information 
also become a turning point to create public space via media. Radio may invite government 
officials, private agencies that deal with the original media to be open. Slowly and surely they 
are in motivation, given the chance, taught communications related to public service complaints. 
The public will ask, and then connected with the service providers so they can respond directly 
and obtain information as soon as possible. 
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Radio can reduce the construction of negative attitudes such as anger, hatred, 
suspicion, dissatisfaction, and disbelief. Through mutual learning by broadcasting radio 
communities can enhance confidence in the sling can grow awareness, mutual help, and realize 
the importance to live together. 

 

 

Interactive Radio Broadcast Design 
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Public Sphere 
Toward Accountable Broadcast For Public Services 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The basic model is adopted from Errol Jonathan (2009) and is modified by the Author 

 
            Radio media, base on Arifin noted (2010) provide a significant role as the public sphere 
of citizen to enhance participation in public service. The system designed as a powerful, big, 
and tough that if a word is shortened represented in the service of a professional. Radio must 
have sufficient ability and could become a mainstay in the complaint received through various 
channels of communication given the radio has the advantage of actuality and speed. 
             As audio media, through radio broadcasts can be an excellent word of information and 
dialogue between communities without barrier to find solutions to any problems that occur in 
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society. Radio can be a source of inspiration and educate citizens to be a civilized society, fully 
tolerance, and mutual respect. Sphere should not be reduced to a narrow spots that are not 
able to push the public to think critically and give solution. 
              Radio can educate people to achieve a better life, behave better, work more effectively 
and avoid destructive behavior and tend to be uncaring. Radio management must take the 
social role by making a variety of filters to the process of dialogue in public spaces took place in 
smart, elegant, civilized and the various issues can be discussed are not just it be wanted but 
also be needed to the public. 
 
Conclusion 
             Local media such as commercial radio can develop the interactive program to enhance 
the quality of public services. Management of radio has to build the system professionally to 
make two way communications between the people and service providers. The system has to 
design in simple procedures and quick response. To encourage public participation in creating 
quality public services, the system has to design in familiar way using the communication 
means such as hand phone, etc. Sphere is constructed in a professional manner so that the 
dialogue can take place in a smart, objective, mutual respect, and responsible. Radio 
management also needs the technology supporting and qualified human resources as a gate 
keeper that can filter and guarantee of security for public sphere. Through the excellent design, 
radio can prepare a variety of innovative interactive professionally. Radio has to manage that 
the sphere was free from hegemony and the discussion held in equal position.  Interactive 
broadcasts between community and public service providers mediated by broadcaster held in a 
professional manner and could take place in a rational, objective, accountable, equitable, and 
free of domination, mutual respect and solutions. Radio management should prepare the 
infrastructure and superstructure, especially information systems, technology, and human 
resources in order to support the public sphere in radio program become more interesting, 
innovating, educating and entertaining.  
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ABSTRACT 
Local TV in Indonesia faced complex problems and challenges. Broadcast manager has 

to do professionally focusing on three strategic aspects. Those are institutional / business, 
program / broadcast content, and technical / technology. In the aspect of business, local TV is 
managed not only to reach the local market, but also regionally and internationally in order to 
obtain more profits in the business. In the aspect of the program content, manager should 
explore locally content combining to global and popular program. This glocalization program 
can reach more viewer. In the technological aspects, the local TV manager must be familiar and 
adopted the latest broadcast technology, including digital and convergence of new 
technologies. Local TV can adapt and develop technologies for improving the quality of 
broadcast reception and service. 

 
Keywords: Local TV, Content Program, Institutional-Business, Technology, East Java 
 
Preface 

Existence of local TV in Indonesia faced a lot of problems not only structural but also 
cultural in various areas. This media also has many challenges to be popular and existing in the 
future as mainstream media in developing countries. As a business and public media, Local TV 
in Indonesia cannot grow better and survive well. Most of them go to bankrupt and was 
acquisited and merged by national TV from Jakarta. They cannot compete with national TV 
professionally due to the lack of management. The production of local TV broadcasts is 
careless and most of them have not shown a professional management broadcasting 
performance. (Sudibyo, 2004) 

Local TV conditions in various regions in Indonesia, including in East Java, have not 
shown competitiveness, so many of them are not able to survive in the TV media competition 
which is increasingly fierce, whether locally, regionally, nationally and internationally. 

According to my researches done for five years (2007-2011) showed that there is not 
clear roadmap related to the development of local television in Indonesia. Local TV programs 
stuck in political broadcasting euphoria, thus the ability of establishing local TV is not followed 
by readiness of preparing programs, institutional, businesses, and technical establishment. The 
results of the analysis of local TV broadcasters‟ performance in East Java showed that 1) most 
broadcasters in East Java are still weak in the aspect of program and management-business. 
Most broadcasters TV is still not able to determine the segmentation and positioning obviously, 
thus they have not been able to determine exactly how the viewers road map that will be their 
local TV segmentation. It is also supported by weakness in preparing a business plan so they 
don‟t have an idea of how the position of their businesses to the next 5-10 years. 2) The content 
of local TV broadcasts has not gotten a lot of public interest. In addition, local TV educational 
aspect also looks weak. It is also supported by the data of AGB Nielsen showing that the local 
public is still interested in the event with a special segment. Local public still likes hodgepodge 
entertainment show and considers local TV show just simply as a distraction. Later, local TV 
program requires creativity and innovation to touch of the programming process and attract 
viewers to the typical genuin localist programs to fulfill diverse public desires. 3) Local television 
also looks weak in building a network in making and marketing programs. Currently, local TV is 
only oriented to making the program fulfilling the needs of local broadcasting and do not have a 
network with national and global level marketing programs yet. 4)  Local televisions also face 
capital constraints. Most are still minimal due to limited investment costs. Local TV is still 
minimal in the provision of infrastructure, production studios and broadcasting equipment 
(transmitters and transmission lines), and the operational costs for production and procurement 
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(purchasing) program. At the beginning of establishment, local TV manager does not have 
enough reserve running costs for two years in order to continue broadcasting TV and capable to 
produce the program. The ability of a TV station to produce and broadcast quality, interesting, 
and attractive programs to takes a community become challenges given because in the early 
years of operation, local TV still cannot make a profit. 5) Local TV yet unable to deal tight TV 
competition is. Local TV does not quite have broadcast programming quality and signal 
reception quality in the community. Some local TV programs quality are not supported by 
adequate technical quality so that the results cannot be clearly enjoyed by the viewers. 
Likewise, if adequate technical support is not supported by adequate broadcast content, the 
viewers will not be attracted.  

In essence, the five aspects that are identified can be simplified into three aspects. 
Those are the problem of 1) institutional / business, 2) program / broadcast content, and 3) 
technical / technology. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The findings in the field also showed that TV broadcasters in various regions in East Java 

are related to the readiness of the legal aspects, management, and technical programs. Most of 
them still have random orientation. Many of them were impressed to try and rely on luck that 
just can broadcast without being supported by adequate program and business management. 

In broadcast programs competition, local TV not only compete with other local stations, 
but also have to deal with national broadcast and foreign broadcasts which had been proved to 
be more prepared and established in all aspects (broadcast program, technical, and business) 
and had been already stood thus had experiences in managing TV professionally (best 
practice). It cannot be denied, the share of the national TV audience also includes local viewers, 
and thus inevitably local TV should be vis-à-vis to national television broadcasts and subscribed 
foreign TV broadcasts. 

In the future, local TV programs are required to have better planning, professional, and 
easier to evaluate its role as a local media who were given the mandate to contribute, to 
develop, to maintain local cultures and to taste the market in order to survive. It is also worth to 
consider the program scheduling capabilities, because none of the station that is able to pull the 
entire audiences in a situation of intense competition today. In this case the traffic manager 
plays an important role. 

Local TV programs should have a clear vision for the future so that it can be translated 
into measurable mission of programs, because of the dynamic changes regarding lifestyle, 
technology, and science. Local TV must be able to anticipate these changes quickly and take 
advantage of these changes through the business, programs, and technical side. Local 

Local Broadcasting 

Problems 

Program/Broadcast 

content 
Technical/Technology Institutional/Business 

Professionality Local TV 

Competition to get viewers 

Local, Regioal, National & International  
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television should be encouraged to improve the quality and quantity of programs on an ongoing 
basis, so that they can be host in broadcasting industry in their region. 

Local TV viewing data has been only able to capture 10% market share of the local 
audience. That number is still grabbed by many local TVs. In the area of Surabaya broadcasting 
services that includes Gresik, Jakarta, Mojokerto, Surabaya, Sidoarjo, and Lamongan, and in 
service range (coverage area) that includes Pasuruan, Nganjuk, Jombang, and Bojonegoro, it is 
noted that there are 10 local televisions and 11 national televisions. Thus, totally there are 21 
free to air TVs which broadcast in this region. Intense competition among local TVs makes local 
TVs are in tight competition situation. 

Meanwhile, the share of local TV viewers also becomes the share of national TV, so the 
competition is true not only against fellow local TVs, but also with national TVs that are superior 
in every aspect. During this time, local TV is often faced with the constraints of the production 
costs to create a standalone program. Meanwhile, the cost of purchasing of foreign TV 
broadcast program is cheaper. This dilemma makes local TV confuse in creating local programs 
or buying foreign programs. Not surprisingly, the allocation of local TV broadcasting time 
becoming marketing arm of a foreign culture broadcast. 

Production house creative industries of local communities are also not able to thrive in 

many areas, thus it is not sufficient to make economic impact and provide additional 
employment opportunities. Local TV industry is in serious pressure of main media (media 
mainstream) which carries broadcasts of foreign cultures. 

As local TVs that have a mandate to advance the potential of the region, local TVs in 
Surabaya are still in a situation to survive and have not been able to expansive. Until now, there 
is only JTV that is able to achieve a positive trend (Yuyun, 2005). Meanwhile, if they want to 
survive and develop, local TV must be able to anticipate many changes quickly and take 
advantage of these changes through the business, programs, and technical side. 

The problem of human resources, crew planners and broadcast production, as mentioned 
at the beginning due to the lack of local human resource capacity in broadcast production. This 
issue is also encouraged that the local TV had only become a means of training course, when 
proficient HR usually moved to the more established national TV. Finally, local TV lacks of 
reliable and professional human resources. On the other hand, the current trend is in line with 
the convergence of media, human resource development is also oriented towards multi-tasking. 
All HR can support the needs of printed, audio, audio-visual, and online media. 

In the terms of technological problems, local TVs have been competed with national TV 
because national TVs are supported by more reliable technology. With a maximum broadcast 
power, national TV broadcasts can be received more clearly by the audience. Meanwhile, local 
TV is still far below the national TV capabilities, so the received broadcast is not clear on the 
TVs of the viewers. 

In addition, following other problems are: 1) The lack of an independent production, 2) 
More affordable price of foreign broadcasts, 3) The high cost of local production, and 4) Minimal 
interest of the viewers of the local broadcast  

 
Problem Faced 

 

Condition TV Lokal  

Problem Opportunity and challenges 

Viewers Minimal 2%-10% Clarifying and enlarging segments  

Reception Audio visual : Not clear Improving quality 

Program Not interesting, minimal 
number of production 

Addition of creativity and innovation 

Competition Weak Strengthen positioning and product 
differentiation 

 
The Problems Faced 

As an initial step, local TV should be able to create a creative mechanism in human 
resources of local TV crew, thus broadcast / local TV program can give a significant impact on 
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increasing the number of viewers and programs quality, including support from businesses in 
advertising. Observing this, later it is needed to be developed: 1) creative division that can plan 
and produce broadcast contents that have vision to develop local culture and identity. 2) 
Marketing division that will make the network in reaching audiences and advertisers, and 3) 
Creative and marketing division that will assess the quality of broadcast content production 
together.  

TV media management should have strategic and visionary thinking that the program 
planning is not solely to fulfill the needs of the broadcast itself, but also for the wider market 
expansion, such as national and international market. Then, in the production process, it is 
stressed on the local TV broadcast creative production that is based on local culture in a 
comprehensive manner. Creative program design of local TV is expected to deliver programs 
with high quality local cultural base and has a value to the audience locally, nationally, and 
internationally.  

Through creative industrial production (creative industry) approach, local cultural 
programs are developed and combined with data base system support and reliable information 
systems, so that genuine local TV production can be connected with the economic broadcasting 
such as aspects of demographic and psychographic of audience. The production process will 
be supported by data on the number of active viewers, the amount of TV, watch behavior 
patterns, and market research of viewers. In addition, local TV production will also be 
connected in a network of global media market for the production and marketing programs, 
including joining and exchanging programs with other local TV in order to overcome a shortage 
of programs supply.  

 
Professionalism of Private (Commercial) Local TV 

As a business entity, a local private TV has functions as economic enterprises and acts 
as an entertainment media industry. As an entity of entertainment media industry, the edge of 
private TV is getting material profit. Since at the beginning, local TV must be able to act 
professionally in running the business by applying the principles of professional business, so 
that it can be a healthy business with a healthy program quality as well. It is important to be 
awared, because local TV can consistently deliver quality programs, can rely on and not fall in 
the cheap business with low quality (low taste) programs. 

Thus, the use of this limited public channel pushes the character of the commercial 
television business to be balanced with social character (informative, educative). Thus, this 
business is always tied to the public interest. Thus, sometimes, it can be evaluated through a 
licensing mechanism by the public through the state. Local TV should be able to perform the 
function as educational and entertainment TV and also as media information TV as well as 
social control media. (Mc Quail: 1992).  

Task to align the public interest with business interest is a complex and challenging job. 
Local TV is required to do various creativities and innovations in order to make these two 
interests are in balance, and harmony. The estuary is to present an entertaining and 
recreational program, that can make public fun and at the same time it can also educate, 
enlighten, and inspire the public. This task must be developed by local TV. Moreover, the 
challenge to educate viewers is easy matter. 

It is proven from AGB Nielsen (2009) data for local TV, so far, local viewers just like 
entertainment and they do not interested in the event with a special segment that educates. 
Watching at the experience and discussions with the TV program makers in Indonesia have 
been often becoming paradogs. Many preferred TV are favorited by the audience, but the 
quality is low. So far, only a few programs can be counted as preferred TV shows liked by 
viewers (achieving a high rating), and contains elements of education and social control. 
Despite this is a heavy work, but this mission has to be carried forward to the local TV. 

 
Managing Local Media Broadcast 

Managing local broadcast media according to the science of management is the art of 
managing human associated with creativity and broadcasting innovation. (Morissan, 2008). At 
least, manage people who are working on three strategic sectors: business / institutional, 
technical programs and broadcasting. Through unified communications, it is expected that 
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leader capable of achieving efficiency and effectiveness. However the next competition is very 
tight. Local broadcast media must begin to account the ability of cable TV expansion ability, 
internet, VCD and DVD. 

Managing local media is actually an act to fulfill business needs or the expectations of the 
owner/investors, and the expectations of the public as consumers. Aligning these two interests, 
making it is very difficult to do this business, compared with other service industries. However, it 
is also something that makes the management of broadcast media is full of twists and 
interesting to be learned.  
 
Business & Marketing 

The problem of media business is a matter of awaking advertisers' adrenaline rush. 80 
million TV viewers in Indonesia is the main orientation. Obviously the audience research is 
urgently needed to map the audience / viewers for sure. This matter confirms that the media 
business is a business that sells what is in the heads of the audiences. 

In that regard, Kartajaya (2007) gives an interesting marketing tip. Basically marketing is 
developed by using creativity and wisdom. Program war is not only a battle for the mind, but 
also for the hearts and spiritual. Morisan (2008) also have described deeply of how to market 
broadcast media advertising, ranging from conception to strategy. According to him, marketing 
advertisement in the economic situation that is still evolving while there is not a lot of money 
circulating needs more creativity. Realistically, in the area of emerging economies, it is nice if 
the marketing department can sell 50% of advertising time available. As an audiovisual media 
with thight number of competitors, the production team should always cooperate with a team of 
marketers to formulate programs that can be purchased by clients in a professional manner. 

Marketing the advertisement is a field work with the client to pick up. Besides, it also can 
cooperate with third parties such as advertising agencies. Currently, it is difficult to rely on the 
client to come to the office voluntarily and want to put an advertisement by using existing tariffs. 
It requires proactive strategy and we need to explain directly about the need for them to 
advertise in our media.  

In addition, the business performance of broadcast media should also be clearly 
illustrated in the business plan. It can be started from the understanding of the environment that 
includes media habits, the position of competitors, and the position of our media. Through the 
SWOT analysis, based on the vision, mission, and goals, an action plan will be formulated to 
strengthen the 4 P's (product, price, place, and promotion). Furthermore, reliable human 
resources of programming, marketing, and engineering can perform activities integratedly and 
sustainably. . 

 
Technical Broadcasting / Broadcasting Technology  

Related to broadcasting technologies, the current rules / regulations are complete enough 
so that managers are required to fulfill the terms of equipment and standardization. As an 
illustration, for the local private broadcast media, it can be observed in government regulation 
(PP) No. 50/2005. If the record, in the regulation states that broadcasters among should have a 
basic plan of broadcasting techniques and technical requirements of broadcasting devices. 

Basic plan of broadcasting techniques are guidelines for broadcasting operators 
purposing to make the public acquire proper and best quality of public broadcasting services, to 
facilitate operational between broadcasting institutions, and to encourage the deployment of an 
economical proper (reasonable) broadcasting infrastructure. (Morissan, 2008). In addition, by 
the presence of broadcasting techniques basic plan, it is expected that broadcasting activities 
would not harm the safety and the security of those who is working in the broadcasting station 
and the surrounding communities. In this case Morissan also said that technical broadcasting 
base plan includes matters relating to the establishment of broadcasting station such as  
broadcasting policy direction that consider the development of broadcasting technology, market 
demand trends, economic, social, cultural, and other environmental conditions.  

In technical regulations, the broadcasting technique basic plan must also contain the 
maximum propagation guideline and development of the broadcasting coverage area, 
broadcasting frequency spectrum utilization, new technologies utilization, the performance of 
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broadcasting infrastructure, guidance on own inspection checklists, and guidelines for safety 
and equipment systems protection toward environment. 

Further, it is explained that the frequency setting is also bent down to international 
regulations, so the broadcasters are also required to follow the technical provisions set out in 
the master plan radio frequencies of for the provision of broadcasting. This provision of includes 
technical frequency channel arrangements that can be used. All broadcasters transmitting 
device must have national standards that appropriate to regulation occurred. Besides, all of the 
broadcasting equipment shall be certified. All is regulated to ensure the safety and the 
protection of the public.  

Infrastructure development becomes a demand into every aspect of broadcast media 
presenting the core of the audio and visual quality. For that, it should be noted that technology 
includes production equipment, studio, transmitter, and transmission lines. Investment and the 
development of these broadcasting devices should be concerned.  

If manager  want to expand the reach of both the service and coverage, so the 
management should think about the use of satellite technology, that the broadcast can be 
captured from various parts of the world and can encompass networking with subscribed 
broadcasters.  

Keep in mind that the attention in the field of engineering is as important as other areas. 
Regular maintenance can extend the capability of broadcasting tools, and the development of 
broadcasting tool will determine the quality of broadcast reception. 

In formulating strategies in the three aspects above, the broadcast media is also bound to 
the ability of developing a vision and mission. The mission is an option way for a future. The 
vision is a future state to be embodied. It is formulated based on the results of trend watching 
and envisioning. Basic beliefs that become the basic value also should be formulated in order to 
guide to personnel in making decision along the way to embody organization's vision. This 
belief will also give support along the way in realizing the vision of the organization. However 
the management of the industry, including TV cannot be separated from the turmoil and the 
challenges that remain. If the organizational foundation is solid, the adaptation process, survive 
and thrive can be done well. Jonathan (2011) gave an intelligent study of the challenges that 
must be considered by managers of broadcast media, namely: 1) the condition of funding, 2) 
the competence of broadcaster, 3) the ease of the technique, 4) the regeneration of HR, 5) 
competition between media, 6) the constancy of broadcast format, 7) networking, 8) the 
consistency of production, 9) the standardization of performance.  

In order to improve the professionalism, local media should concern to the term of 'begin 
at home', like: organizational governance, production governance, the governance of human 
resources will ensure the continuity, development, and positioning including differentiation. In 
principle, the manager of broadcast media, in addition to being able to apply the principles of 
good governance and technical managerial are also required to be sensitive to the rapid 
environment dynamic changes.  

Another strategic thing that determines the development of local broadcasters are (1) 
national and local economic dynamics, (2) the continuity of political change and the reform of 
governance, (3) the distribution of the power of civil society, (4) the growth of a solid and 
independent working class, (5) the success of political education, and 6) economic 
empowerment at lower levels.  

To be consistent with the recent development, so the broadcasting changes should 
include: 1) shifting the orientation of broadcasting, from medium articulation of state interest to 
medium actualization of public dynamics. 2) Shifting the substance of ownership, from private-
state-non-profit to community-public-profit. 3) Shifting of broadcast material, from entertainment 
(music) to journalism. 4) Shifting broadcast packaging, from reactive monologue to an 
interactive dialogue and 5) Shifting of technology, from the analog era to digital era.  
 
Content Program: Creativity and Originality 

The existence of local broadcast media is not free from problems. Note on the evaluation 
of the local broadcast media can not be separated from the lack of quality and quantity and the 
role of the products shown. Impressions, especially local TV mostly just presenting musical 
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events and ceremonies that are not important and monotonous. Musical events are still very 
dominant and lack of event, less in creativity, originality, and the identity of a spectacle.  

Local television will be functional if it is able to capture and color its show with local 
content. According to Yazid (2007) in addition to confirming and explaining the originality, 
creativity, and potential of the region, local TV also can distinguish clearly the needs of the local 
and national. Furthermore, Yazid add some advantages if local TV can capture local needs. For 
the first is self-reliance. Independence will make Jakarta centric issues are not worth selling at 
the local level. The most important effect of strengthening the function of the locality is events 
that are presented can be a local superior in the belle national television arena. It is a step 
forward and potential to create successful regional autonomy. Second, local television will not 
be impressed run out of ideas for presenting more varied programs. Thus, local TVs actually 
have to be responsive to local issues if they want to survive in the scope of the area. Thirdly, 
especially related to the institutional implications, local TVs are forced to be serious in building 
and managing organizational management. In order to fight for the local agenda, local TV must 
continuously monitor the problems that occur in the region. Fourth is the awakening of 
correlation consciousness between television business processes and everyday issues. 
Moreover, when the problems highlighted are local, practical and clear on the livelihood of local 
communities. This advantage of local broadcast media is supposed to be explored and 
maximized. Local TV should look for a strong positioning and differentiation in order to survive 
and thrive. 

As a public media that uses a limited number of public domain, ideally TV has a role to 
entertain (to inform), educate (to educate), and social control (to control social). The basic 
principles of media using public property domain is PICON public's importance (important for 
the public), public's need (required by the public), public's convenience (convenient for the 
public), and public's necessity (necessary for the public). According to Masduki (2007) it is 
aligned with the social responsibility of broadcast media system.    

 
Figure 1. 

Strategic Triangle Broadcasting Media 
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Figure 2. 

Managing Local Broadcasting Media 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 

Local TV in Indonesia faced severe problems, issues, and challenges. Local broadcast 
media managers can focus on three aspects; those are institutional / business, program / 
broadcast content, and technical / technology. In the aspect of business, local TVs do not only 
target local market, but also regional, national and international market in order to generate 
profits in the business. In the aspect of program content, managers should explore locally 
content combining to global and popular program that can entertain audiences through 
educating them. In the aspect of technology managers must be familiar with the local TV 
broadcast technology, including digital and convergence new technologies that can adapt, 
support, and develop technologies for broadcast reception quality. Local broadcast media 
should be managed in a professional manner so they can deliver educating and good quality 
entertainment and be supported by business structures, institutional and strong technology and 
they are based on the principle of the public primacy (PICON). 
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ABSTRACT     

In a modern political competition that is open and transparent, contestants need a 
method that can facilitate the distribution of political products, such as new ideas, issues, party 
ideology, programs and leadership characteristics to the public. In order to win the election, they 
should be able to apply new political communication strategies that are more oriented to voters, 
and understand how this can be applied by implementing marketing strategies to promote the 
candidate and their political values. However, the use of political marketing has an influence on 
the health of democracy. Some scholars believe that it brings about benefits to the democracy 
system. In spite of these positif impacts the use of political marketing has drawbacks as well. 

 

Keywords: Political Marketing, Political Campaign, Democracy 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The modern democratic era has brought major changes to the political world, especially 
in the practices of political communication. In election campaigns, a great change has occurred 
in the ways how politicians manage and design the strategy of political campaigns in order to 
win the political support of the public. Therefore, in a modern political competition that is open 
and transparent, contestants need a method that can facilitate the distribution of political 
products, such as new ideas, issues, party ideology, programs and leadership characteristics to 
the public. In order to win the election, they should be able to apply new political communication 
strategies that are more oriented to voters, and understand how this can be applied by 
implementing marketing strategies to promote the candidate and their political values. In this 
context, science or marketing approaches are useful for political institutions. 

For this reason, political marketing was introduced and widely used by many political 
actors, such as the government, parties and politicians, and also interest groups in their political 
campaigning. Some scholars have claimed that it is an obvious sign of a „contemporary politica l 
communication‟ phenomenon. 

However, the widespread use of political marketing and its implications on democracy 
remain as a problem particularly for developing countries. Therefore, it has become a subject 
for recent debates, whether it helps or hurts democracy. This article will examine, firstly, how 
political marketing is used in practice. Secondly, how mass media contributes to the political 
development and spread of the practice of political marketing. Thirdly, how it influences 
democracy. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The Use of Political Marketing 

 Political marketing which examines the use of marketing techniques in the political 
process is a relatively new field of study within the discipline of political science and 
communication. However, it has attracted the attention not only of many scholars (from 
management, communication and political science) but also politicians, bureaucrats and 
professionals who are involved in politics. 
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 Political marketing implies the usage of marketing tools, techniques and methods in the 
political process. In other words, political marketing is the outcome of the marriage between 
marketing and politics. As an activity and method, it reflects the penetration of the political 
space by marketing. Political advertising, celebrity endorsements, involvement of professional 
consultants and campaign managers, online campaigning, mobile phone canvassing, 
segmentation, micro targeting are some of the methods extensively used in political marketing. 

 The influence of professional marketing has affected the working style of political 
parties. Parties have become more market oriented and have begun to frame their programs 
and policies in tune with polls and market surveys. The information revolution and globalization 
have played a vital role in changing the pattern and content of traditional political campaigning 
into one of the most professional and sophisticated marketing tactics. It is argued that if a 
political party imlements the marketing philosophy, it will seek to meet voters needs and wants, 
thus producing voter satisfaction, and in doing so gain electoral support to meet its own goals. 
(Marshment, 2006) 

 Prior to that, the use of political marketing is considered to have a special function in 
effecting the purpose of political activities, through strategic planning, preparing, designing and 
packaging political issues, which is the distribution of the political information based on the 
segmentation of public. The final goal is to create a mutually satisfying and harmonius state 
among both the political parties and voters. 

 Marrek (1995:2) defines political marketing as „a complex process, the outcome of a 
more global effeort implicating all the factors of politician‟s political communication” and point 
out that „political marketing‟ is the general method of „political communication‟. In his view, 
political marketing has become an integral and vital component of political communication. 

 Furthermore, O‟Cass (1996:48) explains that the application of marketing in political 
campaign “offers political parties the ability to addres drivers voter concerns and needs through 
marketing analysis, planning, implementation and control of political and electoral campaign”. 
That is, the central purpose of political marketing is to enable political parties and voters to 
make the most appropiate and satisfactory decisions. 

 Many studies have been completed focusing on the increased professionalization of 
political marketing campaigns. These include the rise of the class of political consultants, 
pollstars, edvertising executives, and the consequence of this process of strategic 
communications by political parties and interest groups (Norris, 2004:1) 

 Also, the practice of political marketing can be marked by six characterics. Firstly, 
political campaigns today are mainly based on single issues and candidate centerness. 
Secondly, the importance of money, especially in the pre-nomination presidential campaigns, is 
increasing because of media advertising. Thirdly, there is an increase in the number of 
professsional communicators, who use effective, new communication technology. Today, during 
the campaigning, the strategies are conducted by public relation experts, fundraisers and 
opinion pollsters. Fourthly, the role of the mass media has increased since it is a very effective 
tool for candidates to be recognised and to evaluate the campaign performance of their parties. 
Fifthly, the connection between citizens and political parties is weakened. Finally, there is a 
growing concerns about the influence and activities of the consultants. (Ugur, 2012:2) 

 Therefore, not surprisingly, the presence of marketing in politics has an increasingly 
large role which is based on the fact that political actors today (and not only political parties and 
politicians ut also governments, single issue groups, lobbying organizations, etc.) not only act 
according to the principles of marketing, but also „think‟ in marketing terms in their political 
activities. (Henneberg, 2004:4). For example, the use of the name of the candidate pair which 
consists of two syllables is intended to be more easily recognized and popular in the public 
memory, as well as the management of the image and popularity of politicians as a way of 
marketing similar to the development of marketing a business product. 

 Political marketing applications have changed from a communication instrument to a 
coherent way of managing politics, whether it policy making, election canvassing or executing 
decisions. However, most political actors are far from having an intergrated and sophisticated 
understanding of marketing applications for their political exchange situations. Political 
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marketing management in politics has caused some „leading‟ parties and candidates to adopt a 
simplistic and populist „follower‟ mentality, contributing to the disenchanment of the electorate 
and a resulting cynicism regarding politics in general. 

 Furthermore, political communication today is not essentially about transmitting the 
political messages or political values to the public, but rather to build the political image of 
political institutions or politicians. Simons (2006) argues that “contemporary democratic politics 
are often characterized as „image politics‟, in which style matters more than substance, and 
personalities more than policies. Citizens and electorates are said to be in the thrall of political 
image”   

 Thus, the political image has become more significant in political campaigns particularly 
during the elections. Newman (1999:88) also states, that one of the most powerfull marketing 
tools a politician can use to drive public opinion is his or her image. Related to the political 
image, Craig argues that : 

  

“The personal image of political leaders is a focus of contemporary political 
communication, but the looks, style and character of politicians is only the most 
prominent product of a process in which a broad range of personal deploy their 
sophisticated skills to produce political texts and images, control the flow of 
information within and across organisations, and manage relations with the mass 
media and the public” (Craig, 2004:130) 

 

The role of media in political communication 

 The media plays a strategic role in facilitating and developing new techniques of political 
communication such as political advertising. This is because advertising is the most effective 
ways in building and creating an image. Furthermore, it is powerful because of the format which 
allows political actors to impart their messges directly to the public, without mediation by 
journalist. Political advertising is used across a range of media, including television, radio, 
press, billboards and the ciname. (Craig, 2004:131) 

 Additionally, the contribution of the media to politics, and to political communication in 
general, is a constitutive feature of politics: democracy is founded on discussion and the 
communicative actions of politicians, and all citizens define and assign value to the themselves, 
others and the community. (Craig, 2004:28) Furthermore, media can play many roles in an ideal 
democratic society, such as providing information, educating the citizens, acting as a platform 
for public political discourse, offering publicity to government as watchdog of the society and 
serving as a channel for the advocacy of political viewpoints. (Mc Nair, 2003:21) 

 

The Impact of political marketing 

 The use of political marketing has an influence on the health of democracy. Some 
scholars believe that it brings about benefits to the democracy system. Firstly, political 
marketing increases the number of information source and also the amount of information which 
is available to voters. Secondly, it helps in building the relationship between candidates and 
constituents. This is because political marketing uses an exchange model among politicians 
and public, similar to producers and consumers. Thirdly, the practice of this political 
communication technique is definetly voter oriented, and therefore the public has many choices 
and enough information from which to select. 

 In spite of these positif impacts the use of political marketing has drawbacks as well. 
Firtsly, political marketing drives tend to be commercialized, reducing political values and 
political substantives. Secondly, as the media and consultants become more important, it will 
replaced the role of the parties in the future. Thirdly, the use of money politics is an obvious 
impact of political marketing. This is because the high level of competition and democracy 
means free market as well. Fourthly, political marketing, which usually uses advertising as 
medium to promote the candidate, tends to manipulate the public the public and therefore is not 
good for democracy.  
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CONCLUSION 

 In conclusion, as mass media playes a very important role, they can gained a centrality 
in the political communication systems. Moreover, technological developments change the 
interaction between people, and „visibility‟ become more important for politicians. The more 
visible politicians are on television, the more dominant they are. Therefore, these changes force 
political institutions to change their political discourse and new communication techniques 
emerge with “catch all” politicians. Furthermore, the impact of political marketing on democracy 
would be dependent on the public itself in participating and responding this kind of political 
communication. 
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